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VISIONS FOR THE NINETIES

Librarians, particularly Federal librarians, face a
multitude of challenges in the next decade. This may not come
as a surprise to many librarians. Speakers at this year's
Military Librarians' Workshop found a number of problems to
worry about, but fortunately found a lot of ways to make things 4
better, too.

Probably the most intractable information problem of the
Twentieth Century is that there is just too much of the stuff to
control. Books keep coming in, hyperactive fabulists keep
pounding out fiction, scientists discover new minutiae which
require thousands of closely written articles in hundreds of new
periodicals. And about once a week someone comes in to the
reference department and asks for everything ever written on
World War II.

For some years this was a problem, but a problem we felt
might be controlled by adequate subject indexing of books, maybe
some analytics, and perhaps an occasional new periodical index
specializing in whatever branch of study might be hot. But by
the end of World War II that was clearly not a winning
strategy. The sheer mass of learning was increasing at a rapid
rate, and worse, the rate of Increase was also increasing
steeply.

At least one man saw a possible solution. "As We May
Think," Vannevar Bush's seminal article in Ati; tic Monthly,
July 1945, remained an interesting piece of science fiction for
forty years. Bush's "memex" was a desk which contained a large
microfilm storage/retrieval device and another device which
allowed the (wner to create associative trails through tne
mas;cs of boui-s thus preserved. In 1986 Microsoft Press
rediscovered the essay and made it the centerpiece of a
collection which purported to show that CD-ROM was the
technology Bush had foreseen. It would sweep the world,
distributing vast files of data to every level of society.

CD-ROM, however, did not fully meet its early promise. One
renon was that there seems to be a limit above which the mind
cannot eas;ily encompass a great volume of data; 650 megabytes of
raw data, the approximate capacity of a CD-ROM disk, is probably
well above that limit. Another reason had to do with the
inadeýquacy of retrieval engines available for microcomputers. A
numbe'r of commercial products were issued which failed to
adequately address the difficulty of sorting out what one

Litually wants from what the publishers have offered.



Application of artificial intelligence techniques to the
great masses of data now becoming available in machine-readable
form at the desk level seemed like a reasonable technological
advance. However, the forbidding reputation of artificial
intelligence and the distressingly technical language often used
by its devotees can daunt potential users. Concepts like
"metarules," "knowledge engineering," "symbolic processing," and
"formalism" do not promise easy access.

Solutions, naturally, appeared quickly. "Knowledge
engineers" people who can translate the subject knowledge of an
expert into rule-based logic, would identify several
capabilities which a working retrieval system must have:

the ability to link diverse passages to one another
heuristically, identifying relationships that are not
readily apparent

the ability to adapt the search process to the searcher's
line of inquiry

a variety of display formats, including images of original

documents

the capability of being customized as it's being used

-- Ralph Alberico and Mary Micco, Expert Systems for
R.feKence and Information Retrieval, Meckler, 1990.

one very promising system which does something very like
those functions is described by Lewand and Bielawski here.
Intoirestingly, it does not subvert the librarian's trad tional
role; rather, the answer to handling great masses of itformation
is to classify, sort, combine, label, separate, and (dare one
say?) catalog it in great detail before handing it to the user.
That this is a large part of the answer should come as no
surp-:;.o.e to librarians.

The tools for the task of handling large Limounts of data
dlisporsed widely among end users are likely to be quite
dif:o'ent from those we have used in the p:,ss. Straightforward
Boolean searching of a massive text file, ror instance, is
likely t:o be inadequate, since it fails to provide a meaningful
brownie capability and requires a thorough knowledge of the
proper terminology. instead, REGIS -And the other similar
products described by rewand and Bealawski are presented to the
user with critical links already iorged between related pieces
of information, but are so flexible and complex that the user
can take control and travel freely throughout the haystack.
Somet.ling like the memex is in operation.
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Other products described by contributors from DTIC and NLM
take somewhat thu same tack while doing dissimilar tasks. There
are rules which allow us to predict how users will use
information, and to smooth their way as they abstract bits, make
connections, or even create new informatipn. Thorough
understanding of the process of information retrieval has
allowed the system designers to provide heuristic solutions for
unpredictable situations.

Artificial intelligence, then, is not an abstract and
unattainable concept. In this context, artificial intelligence
may be thought of as just very thorough, very well thought out
programming. It ceases to be impractical or visLonary and
begins to be an operational tool which can make a huge
difference in information retrieval.

It is clear from the readings in this volume that Federal
(or any other) information science professionals have a long way
to go before their libraries can be integrated with search aids
based on artificial intelligence programs in any comprehensive
way. It is also clear that specific products, limited to rather
specific knowledge domains, can have a great impact in how we
work with the information in a given field.

AI has been defined by these (possibly apocryphal.) tests:

Any work done at Stanford, Carnegie Mellon, or MIT;
A software program capable of doing work which, if done
by a human, would be said to require intelligence; and
If it works, it's not All

These tests no longer apply. The parts of AI that relate to
libraries and the complex processes going on inside libraries
*ind other information handling and storage facilities will work
if done correctly. Al now has a pragmatic definition which says
in effect, if it works, we'll call it AI if we want to, but we
really aren't interested in the name, just in the results. The
best Al is invisible, buried so cleverly in the retrieval engine
that we never notice its existence.

Another large part of the puzzle is the increasing
interconnection of libraries. Blauer and Riggs discuss
different strategies for expanding the horizons of researchers.
Riggs shows how large numbers of specialized databases may bu
provided for students in the relatively protected environment of
Slarge university campus. Access to the databases is virtually
unlimited within the university. Librarians trying to modernize
int'",OtIuIion accest- on a military installation should taku
not i ce.
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Blauer discusses the robust OCLC network and the new
directions it is taking. OCLC did not invent interlibrary loan
and data sharing, but it certainly made the conceptL ePqior to
swallow. The evolution of OCLC from strict cat,-d1ning, tc
electronic communication for specialized purposes. co a broad
spectrum vendor of information products is easy to understand in
retrospect, less easy to have predicted.

Some of the resources, like OCLC, that we take as given in
the Federal library world were not so easily assumed once, and
may have to be fought for again. The tribulations of FEDLINK
over the past two years, hinted at by Levering, could forshadow
major problems in procuring the specialized services libraries
must have to survive.

Libraries VtU survive the 90's, and will do so as a result
of their improving communication and their newly efficiwnt
networks rather than fading proudly in splendid isolation.
Vannevar Bush held out the hope that all the knowledge a person
could want could be stored in his desk; we know that however
cleverly we stuff data into smaller and smaller boxes, we must
accept that no library can meet everyone's needs. Cooperation
carries the day, in the 1990's and beyond.

Edwin B. Burgess, Editor-in-Chief
TRADOC Library and Information Network (TRALINET)
8 January 1.991
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LIBRARIES IN THE 90'S AND BEYOND

by

THOMAS J. GALVIN

I am delighted to be here and to have a part in this
conference. I had the pleasure of participating in the Military
Librarians Workshop in 1981 at the Air University. I am looking
forward, during the next two days, both to continuing my
education about the world of military libraries and to finding
out what new issues have emerged to challenge you since last we
met.

The focus of this conference is on the decade ahead. Over
the next two days, an impressive group of professional leaders
will be helping all of us to anticipate the changes that are
likely between now and the year 2000. To start things off, I'd
like to focus this morning on some broad trends and emerging
pi~iorities that I think will have a significant impact on all
types of libraries, including military libraries. I will also.
raise some perennial issues which are not new. These, like most
of the real problems in life, often seem to be more for living
with than for solving.

Let me begin by pointing out that, in thinking about the
future, we need to look beyond developments just in our own
field. We also have to be attentive to broader trends and
directions in the larger world of which libraries are a part.
As a profession, we sometimes seem to behave as if libraries
existed in a vacuum. They clearly do not. Libraries are an
integral part of a larger organizational, social, economic,
technological and political environment. And they are highly
sensitive to changes in that environment. If we have a
collective shortcoming as a profession, it is that we too often
find ourselves in the position of reacting to changes, rather
tharn influencing changes, in the larger world. The organizers
of this; conference asked me to comment on whether libraries of
all• t-,pes are likely to become more proactive in their roles?
The short answer is, "absolutely"! What I think we as a
pr "....ori increasingly need to be about is making libraries a
r v force that shapes the character of organizational and

utal change in the 1990's.

t~ii( outset, I have to warn you that I'm not the world's
L,.' •*IIC( as a guide to the future. Like most people, I tend

, !im,-tter in accounting for the past than in predicting
. &A:ead with any reasonable degree of accuracy. For

, my (,.'redentials as a futurist were badly tarnished a
I y ,r•: a(o, when I became enamored of what was then a
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hot new technology, the picturephone. I was so confident that
the picturephone would revolutionize reference and information
services within a decade that I unwisely predicted, in print no
less, that by 1980 there would be a picturephone on the desk of
every reference librarian. Would all of you who now have a
picture phone at the reference desk in your library please raise
your hands? Well, you see what you have to contend with.

As a futurist, I am the living embodiment of Doelger's Law.
Doelger's Law reads: "Forecasting is a difficult thing,
especially when it deals with the future." Doelger's Law, by the
way, has an equally arresting corollary which states that "a
leap beyond the state-of-the art may land you in a bucket of
worms. "

Despite my limitations as a forecaster, there are clearly
some predictions about libraries in the next decade that even I
can assert with a very high level of confidence. The first is
that the pace of societal change will continue to accelerate
dramatically in the 1990,s. If you think the 80's were a
turbulent time, you ain't seen nothing yet. Voter behavior in
the Fall elections this year may well be an early signal that we
are in for some radical disruption in the political environment
9ver the next several years.

Nowhere is change likely to be more far reaching or more
dramatic than in the defense community. The New York Times just
last month examining the impact of the end of the Cold War on
the military, noted that:

Thousands of soldiers who joined the all-volunteer force
with the unspoken promise that their futures were
secure...[have] been watching careers they counted on
disappear. The Persian Gulf crisis may have only delayed
the inevitable consequences of a shrinking military. (1)

To this civilian observer, who likes to fancy himself as
SingJ eat least moderately well informed on current public

SI':;•i, at seems clear that your primary clienteles will have a
,:;, tr need, and a more urgent need, than ever before for high

r"'Ir lity, timely information. Information that will help them to
"Jril with rapid, fundamental and in some cases wrenching

'i�,,•tiorinal and personal change.

.nil i t.ry will have to be responsive to insistent
I ind tdapayer pressures for downsizing. The current

!i- Thi Middle East makes it apparent that, in the
,.iorld order, the military will also be required to

h . m r-(r com l, ,ex ;ind variedc mirssion. In turn, this
i!,O) I y to mean that you will1 be called on to
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provide your clienteles with better access to higher quality
information on a muvh more varied and diverse array of issues.

The need for rapid access to a larger universe of
information clearly means that the primary role of local
libraries will become more and more to serve as the point of
electronic entry to an expanding range of remote data bases.
Libraries will continue to invest more and more of their money
in buying access to collections of information held by others,
as they increasingly transform themselves into seamless gateways
to national and international networks of knowledge.

For more than a decade, libraries of all types and sizes
have been under insistent pressure to increase library
productivity. "Doing more with less" has become a way of life
for us. I have to tell you today that "doing more with less"
seems likely to become an even more compelling mandate in decade
ahuad. In the 1990's your creativity will continue to be
challenged. You will have to figure out how to respond to an
increasing number of more urgent information needs with fewer of
the conventional kinds of resources--dollars, people, money and
space--than are available to you now.

Later today, you will be hearing from Dean Brooke Sheldon
who has recently completed an important study of leadorship in
the management of library and information services. Her
topic--leadership--.is especially relevant to the decade just
aheand. John P. Kotter, writing this Spring in the 1-aKYA_•_

i~t~p.L3,.• .gYj.•.w, provides an insightful and, I think, an
important analysis of "leadership" by contrast with the more
conventional notinr of "management."

There is, John Kottor suggests, only one really important
distinctLon between management and leadership. "Management,"
John Kotter asser'ts, "is about coping with complexity."
"lieadersr1hip," by contrast, "is obout coping with change."(2) And
cop i.q with change is what I believe military librarians will
chint.ly he about. in tlhe 1990's. So, I thinic all of us will want
to pay '.at.icularl, y lua.: attention to what Dean Sheldon has to
oily.

in ;in environment of rapid change, it will be essential for
you to give careful attention to more rigorous and more precise
dle iiiition of library goals and objectives. And it will become
crJ•t]'i ,ly important to strengthen the accountability structure
for library and information services, if you are going to
compete effectively for scarce resources.

Historically, libraries have been plagued in the competition

f0-' rt',ources, by an inability to justify themselves in terms of
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return on investment. The services we provide are, in most
instances, extraordinarily difficult to quantify, to measure,
and to place ti dollar value on. The important work uf the
American Library Association's Public Library Association in
developinc9 output and performance measures for library service
is, in my judgment, the key to demonstrating the value and the
impact of the services that libraries provide.(3) Even college
and university libraries, those bastions of'bibliographic
conservatism, are now starting to substitute output measures,
such as the ability of the library to provide timely access to
high demand titles, for the more traditional input measures such
as dollars per student or number of volumes in the collection.

Closely linked tc the newer focus on measuring the results
that the library achieves is the work of James Matarazzo and
Lawrence Prusak, supported by the Special Libraries
Association. Matarazzo and Pruzak have been trying to measure
the impact of the corporate special library in terms of the
value that management places on specific library and information
services. Among the most striking con-lusions reported in their
recent study of :54 large U.S. corporations is that "most
companies surveyd have no methods or processes in place to
evaluate the effectiveness, efficiency, or productivity of what
lib::arians do." Pruzak and Matarazzo conclude that "overyone
appears to 'like' libraries and librarians, but few firms think
of them as 'mission critical.'"(3)

As Lowell Martin astutely points out, the classic dilemma
for libraries of all types is "an overload of good works, an
encumbrance of responsibilities."(4) I suspect that military
libraries are no exception. The challenge to you in the decade
ahead will be to prioritize that encumbrance of
responsibilities, If we continue to try to do a little
something for everybody, we will most assuredly end up not doing
much that is considered to be of any great consequence for
anybody.

There are simply too many good things that need doing. We
will never have enough resources to do very many of them very
well. We need to consciously commit the library to doing a few
things as well as we possibly can. That means ignoring other
needs that are equally deserving and equally meritorious. If we
cannot bring ourselves to do that--to define organizational
objectives at a level that is commensurate with organizational
resources--then we risk spreading those limited resources so
thinly that our libraties end up having no visible impact at
all.
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Set.ing firm priorities in this way is one of the hardest
thivjs that we as librarians are ever called upon to do. We are
schooled in an egalitarian ethic. It is an article of faith
with us that evary request for service is meritorious, that we
must try to respond to every need, that every person stands
equal before the circulation desk. No other profession
voluntarily imprisons its practitioners in such a narrow ethical
cell. In a very real sense, such a simplistic professional code
can become an excuse for failing to exercise appropriate
professional judgment--an evasion of our professional
responsibility. The brutal fact is, that in a climate of rising
client expectations and diminishing organizational resources,
either we will set the priorities in accordance with our best
professional judgment, or they will be set for us by those who
control the purse strings.

A particularly insidious response to the recent pressures to
reduce the size and cost of government has been the wholesale
and frequently mindless rush to privatization and to contracting
out a wide range of essential government services, including
library and information services. As many of you know far
better than I, military libraries have not been spared as
targets of the privatization axe.

I think we have to anticipate that this trend will
'-•ontinue. Libraries will remain vulnerable to the widely held
perception, by those both outside and inside government that
"the private sector can do it better and do it cheaper." You and
I both know that this view is simplistic. But so long as we
allow the perception of what libraries really do do, and what
they can do, to remain fuzzy in the minds of the budget-makers,
our libraries will continue to be at risk. We simply have to do
a better job of formulating and articulating an exciting and
compelling vision of what library and information services can
be and what they should be. And we have to have more to offer
the Lommunities that we serve than just the status quo,
something beyond just more of the same.

There is, 1 think, some disturbing evidence that our
profession may be experiencing a collective failure of vision.
Vvidence that the pace of technological development [You knew
that technology was bound to come in here someplace, didn't
you?] is running too far ahead of our capacity to put that
technology to the most effective use in serving our clienteles.
In a recent issue of Li bayJo -&I. Margaret Stieg observes,
quite correctly I think, that "our ideas of what constitutes
good service have not really changed in a century .... Forged in
the formative period of American librarianship," our current
service goals," Stieg suggests, continue "to reflect the values
of late 19th Century America."(5)
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Margaret Stieg concludes that, because we have not been able
to define and to commit ourselves to the new and higher levels
of client service that the technology now empowers us to
provide, we are at risk of confusing ends with means. We are in
danger of making the technology itself both our goal and the
central focus of the bibliographic enterprise.

Margaret Stiog writes "frequently libra'ians find themselves
overwhelmed and frustrated. With time so short, they are forced
to devote most of their energy to the format in which
intormation appears, rather than [to] its content. They are
becoming," she concludes, "technicians, removed by one level
from putting patrons with what they want."(6)

Librarians clearly do need now, and will increasingly need
in the future, high levels of staff technical expertisa. But
what we most emphatically do Mt• need is to turn ourselves into
a swarm of mindless machine attendants.

I am old enough to have survived several technological
"revolutions" in librarianship. I came into the field in 1954
when library automation was the edge-notched punched card and
the knitting needle. A quasi-mythical figure named Ralph Shaw
at the Department of Agriculture Library was rumored to have
figured out how to get a machine, which he calJed the "rapid
selector," to sort those punched cards automatically.

I am a veteran of the microcard revolution, which promised
to make it possible for a scholar to carry the contents of the
Yale University Library around in a shoebox, the audio-visual
media revolutioi., the computer revolution and the
telecommunications revolution. And there are probably a few
other minor palace coups that I've forgotten along the way. In
any event, as a somewhat battle-scarred survivor of innumerable
technological wars, what I think I have learned about technology
comes down to essentially two things. One, to quote Russell
Peterson, is that "each new advance serves not only to meet old
needs, but to create new needs almost simultaneously."(7) And
second, that Alexander Nehamas was unquestionably correct when
he wrote in 1987 the "the importance of technology springs from
deeper values and not from the nature of the machines
themselves."(8)

The operative term here is "values." The greatest challenge
to you as library and information professionals, working in
increasingly technology-intensive environments, will be to
distinguish as clearly as you possibly can between what
technology makes it Rossibla to do for people on the one hand,
and what it is most desirable and most •Mon to do first for
people on the other. In short, we urgently need to prioritize
our service goals, as I suggested to you a few moments ago. We
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also need to redefine those goals in the context of a vastly
more powerful and continually expanding range of technological
options.

It is axiomatic that information technology will continue to
improve at a rapid rate. That technology, if we can
collectively decide what are the most important things to apply
it to, represents one of our best hopes for responding to the
challenge to increase library productivity. In particular, I
think the area of artificial intelligence, in its application to
expert systems, which we are to hear more about later in this
workshop, offers enormous promise to empower the
information-seeking process and to free librarians from some of
the more routine tasks of file searching.

The watchwords, at least for the early part of the 1990'1,
will be networking, interconnectivity, interoperability and the
convergence of technologies. The era of proprietary,
stand-alone, single function automated systems in libraries is
clearly at an end. What is more exciting, and I think
potentially more important for us, is the growing capability to
integrate text, data, graphics, voice, still and moving images
in the output of a single terminal. Nicholas Negroponte of
MIT's legendary Media Lab believes that "the computer and the TV
will shortly be one and the same."(10) And the proposed NationalResearch and Education Network, combined with the installationof fibre optic at the level of the local loop, promises to

create a broad-band electronic highway to support information
sharing at both the national and international levels.

It is also clear that the library and information services
market is finally emerging as a significant force in shaping a
new generation of customized information products and services.
Along with becoming much more sophisticated consumers of
information technology, I believe that in the decade ahead we
will become much more demanding of those vendors who seek to
serve the library market. And I have high hopes that we will
finally develop the ability to link enhanced technological
capabilities in a tangible and persuasive way to improved
service to clients.

To summarize, as I look ahead with you to the 1990,s and
beyond, I see a time of enormous opportunity for military
libraries, combined with continuing challenge. Libraries wjil
have to compete even more aggressively for resources. That
competition will take place in a climate of stricter
organizational accountability for the manner in which resources
are used and especially for the results that are achieved. New
technology will give us the potential to achieve an incremental
upgrading of services. But along with that increased potential
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will come an even more urgent need to prioritize library goals.
Willingly or unwillingly I believe we will have to differentiate
in the level of service we provide to individuals within the
library's overall clientele.

There is clearly much to challenge you in the decade ahead.
But there exists, as well, an unusual and exciting opportunity
to make a virtue of necessity, to forge a new and compelling
vision for library and information services, to define a much
more central role for libraries in the future. Charles
DeGaulle, when he was President of France, is said to have had
four maxims which he regarded as critical for success.
DeGaulle's first maxim's was "seize the inevitable"! His second
rule was "never relinquish the initiative"! Both of those strike
me as eminently sound principles for library managers to apply
in the decade ahead. "Seize the inevitable" and "never
relinquish the initiative"!

[Incidentally, in case you're wondering about DeGaulle's
third and fourth maxims, they were "always stay 'in' with the
'outs"' and "never get between a dog and a lamppost.")

Change is an inevitable condition of organizational life.
Peter Drucker is surely on target when he asserts that what we
need in service organizations like libraries are "fewer problem
solvers and more opportunity seekers." I challenge you to become
"opportunity seekers" in your organizations in the 1990's. I am
confident that you will be equal to that challenge.
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by COmaun L 810010

WIfftrodualtion
The lypical Federal civlian employerW tsopic offrequent frtres for the news media, businesses, private
citizens and organizations as well as the Congress, White House, and other Federal agencies. This teotiheet
list the summary satistics often requested for speeches, letters and reports. (Dats ame for tWWI on boerd
employment unless otherwise Indicated (I.,. all work on!eduýsA and may difer from other releases,
due to coverage - e~g., agency, work schedule, tenure - and se-ol datse.)

Demographic Characteristcs
Age ...I..... ..... 21yas vrg orf~~ln psawm~rt rploy'ss
Length of Sevie t'2 Years average for humlis permenent oemployees
Retirement Eligibliuty ........... a.. cIM fdl~lmeIf permanents covere tirder CMlServile Reltiremnent

(incoudlng himresnce January 1964)
Education Level.............. 34% howe Bachelors Degre or higher degre
Gander............................ 57% men and 43% women
Race and National Origin.......27,41% mrnority group members- %11.% Ulab* 5.3% Hispanrc,

3.5% AalarVacflc IdandeIt 1 .6% MatOM Arrwcan
Handicappe Statue ............. 7% have handicepe
Veterans Preference.............. 30%ihoavevterans prefeenc (17% are Vietnam Era veteran)
Retired Military.................... 5.0% of total: 0.5% offiers end 4.5% endlsted personnel

fI

Job CharnaterIstIcsO Annual Base Salary .............. 6$3166541 average for UWlme permanent emnployees; 139,472 In Wash.,D.C.
seilRates..................... 10.6% paid higher rates for retention in shortge occupations

Grade ............................. 5.6 average General Schedule Wade
Pay System....................... 73% General Schedtie 18% wage systemns, 9% Gomhem

WokSchedule ................... 92.4% fuill-tme, 4.3% part4lme and 3.3% intermnttent
Tenure ........................... 5...01% permanent appoinwtmet 07% fuill-tme pefWRmer appPointmet
Occupation and PATCO .............. 811.6% White-Collar (21.1% Prociesslonsl, 23.5% Admn*stratIe 17.% Technical,

16.6% Clerkca, 2.1% Other), 17.4% Bfue~cklr
Supervisory Status ............... 10.4% Supervisors, 1.4% Managers, and 0.5% Executives
Union Representation............ 75% eligible and 60% represnted
Service (Position Occupied) . 6...1.3% Competitive, 18.4% Ecpe, and 0.3% Senior Exeo*hrs Service
Agency ............................. 47.1 % Dept of Deense and 11.61% Dep of Veteran Affars
Geographic Location ........... 90% USA and 14% VshInf gton, DC Metropolitan Ams
Retirement Plan .................. 54.7% Civil Service Retirement Qnoudhig 1.7% In special plan

for law enforeent and NVfmrfghe personnel )
2.6% Clid Service Retirement ad Social Security,
33.8% Federal Employees Retirrement System Sod Social 8Security,
7.2% Social Security orgy,
07?% "oein Service Retirement or other systemn, 0.6% none.

Lfe Insurance .................... 92% eligible for Federal Employees' Group Lfe Insurance: 15% walved,
aft have basic coveage and 51% have more than basi coverage

Data Source
U.S. Office of Personnel Management's Central Personnel Dat Pie covers Federal odylan emnployees etcept
Members and employees of Congress, Architect of the Capitol, Botanic Garden, Libary ol Congress,OCongressional Budget Office, Copyright Royalty Tribunal, Offi1ce of Technology Assessment, Judicial Branch,
White House Office, Office of the Vice President, Federal Reserve Board, U.S. Postal Service, Postal Rate
Commission, Tennessee Valley Authorlt:1 Defense Intelligence Agency, Central Intelligence Agency, National
Security Agency. foreign nationals employed overseas, and temporary cenus enumerators,
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Table 1.8
Federal White Collar Employment Will Grow Durins

the 1990m
(Totals In Thousands)

facreaseOccupisalonl Group, 1070 tell Sano InSmanC

Miscellaneous Occupations 40.3 "4a8 88.1 14,8%Social Science U341 87.0 ?5.7 32.8%Personnel Manaiement 37.0 8O.4 60,1 19,4%Adminiatraitve and Clerical 438.9 450.3 410.3 -7.,5%
B i olo gic al S c ie n c e s 4 . 4 0 7 . 3 2

liuli~el42.l~l I1, 84.8 72.0 33.2%
Accountins and Budget 107.7 133.7 143.2 7.1%Medical and other eisaith 03.3 141,1 11l,0 34.8%Veterinary Medical Science 1.3 1.7 $.5 19.8%
Engineerilng Architecture 147.9 18?.0 165.5 11.8%Lepal and Kindred 47,7 74.7 102.1 30.8%Infrmaction and Arts 19.4 21,7 32.5 3,8%Business and Industry 64.0 05,3 118.3 34.2%

Copyriinht, Palent, Trademark 1.6 2.0 2.3 14.7%physical sciences 4219 44.4 45.1 1.6%Library and Archives 8.8 20.2 11.7 13.3% t.Mathematics 6 Statislics U10.i 15.4 1511 - 21.%
Eulpment, Facilities, Services 17.4 17.7 16.6 -6.,2%E ucation3.3 

30. 0.%Investilation 38.9 51,1 70.2 24.4%Quality Assurance and Inspection 21.4 1.5 15, 4 - 15,8%Supply 718 80.8 48,0 -20.7Treilporiation 41.8 41,3 41.4 0.1%
All While Collar 118l019 5 ,00 .I I,767,. 111%
All Slue Collar !1l.5 418.1 5143. - U6,%
Total 1.000.4 ,.08.,7 ILUs.s .0%

'Excludes the Postal Service
Source; Office of Personnel MAellament, Ocu.pitlolb of Federal White Collar and L

Blue Collar Workenr, Otolrbe, i l $Il Hudson Institute projections.
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MEETING THE NEEDS OF INFORMATION PROFESSIONALS

IN THE 90'S AND BEYOND

by

FRED W. ROPER

It is a great pleasure to be with you today and to have the
opportunity to share with you some of my thoughts concerning
education for library and information science students in the
coming decade and on into the next century. If we have as many
changes in the next decade as we had in the 1980's, how can we
prepare the practitioners of the future in such a way that they
can cope with the changes they will experience?

Educators today cannot anticipate all the needs of a
lifetime of practice. In the entry-level master's degree
program which for the most part consists of 36 semester hours,
educators are hard-pressed to provide students with an
introduction to the field as well as to provide them with an
opportunity to begin some specialization. Library and
information science education programs face a major challenge in
that the master's degree program for most students represents
their first exposure to any formal coursework in the area.
Unlike English and math and even computer science, where
graduate students are directly building on their undergraduate
experiences, graduate students in library and information
science are using their undergraduate experiences as an
underpinning for their professional activity, but in effect they
have to begin again in terms of course work.

For many students specialization may not be feasible.
Studies have shown that students make many changes in career
goals from the time of entering programs through taking their
first jobs. A student may enter a program with a definite idea
of the kind of work he or she would like to do based on
pro-professional experience or on observation. Exposure to more
aspects of library and information work, however, may cause the
student to change direction completely.

Thus, we collectively, both educators and practitioners,
need to be concerned about entry-level professional education
and also the lifelong learning and development needs which
follow tho basic degree. This is the basic challenge facing us
as we seek creative and innovative ways of preparing librarians
to assume their starting roles and helping them to continue
their profeasional development.
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The number of programs of library and information science
education accredited by the American Library Association has
declined in the past 10 years: from 68 in 1980 to 59 in 1990.
Of the 68 1980 programs, 11 have closed, 1 is in the process of
closing, and I lost accreditation. Of the 59 1990 programs, 56
continue and 3 new programs have been accredited since 1980.
Six of the programs have the same dean in 1990 as in 1980, but
that number will change in January as Brooks Sheldon becomes the
new dean at the University of Texas at Austin.

Over the past ten years the percntages of part-time and
full-time enrollments have remained fairly constant: 58%
part-time and 429 full-time in 1980 as compared with 60% and 40%
in 1990. Although the total number of programs has decreased,
the total number of fulltime and part-time students has
increased by about 700: from 8770 enrollments in mastor's
programs in 1980 to 9469 enrollments in 1989/90. We have always
had a high percentage of part-time students, and careful
attention needs to continue to be given to their needs.

In recent years some of our most prestigious library schools
have been closed. No fewer than 11 institutions have closed
their programs of library and information science education.
Nine of the 11 are private institutions, and they include Came
Western Reserve University, Denver, Emory, Peabody/Vanderbilt,
Southern California, and most recently Chicago and Columbia. In
June Columbia was given 2 years to close its doors.

What does this mean for the profession? Is it a trend?
Trend or not, it certainly has implications for all programs. I
do, however, tend to agree with Michael Koenig, dean at Rosary,
who states in the September, 1990, American Libraries that he
believes that the closings are the result of particular problems
at particular institutions. He goes on to point out that there
is a real danger that the perception of a trend could become the
reality.

The coverage of the Columbia closing in the Chroriclq of
Ifigher Education has heightened awareness of the problem among
administrators in general. I have had a number of comments from
my fellow deans and administrators on campus asking what
happened.

There is no simple answer to why any of the programs
closed. In most instances there is a combination of factors
ranging from poor enrollment to finances to local campus
politics to a lack of linkage to other units within the
institution. It's my personal view that the latter is the most
serious problem--and the one the program can do something
about. Whatever the reasons, these closings should carry a
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lesson to all of us: we must weave ourselves into the academic
and research life of the larger institution.

During the '809 several schools were combined with other
units in the institution to create larger divisions. Four
programs are currently in such a structure. They may include
departments of public policy, communications, journalism,
computer science, among others. In at least 1 instance, the
dean of the former library education program is dean of the
expanded school. There continue to be several other programs
which exist as departments in schools of education.

Some time ago, an editorial by John Berry, entitled
"Educating the 'Information Society,"' appeared in Library
JaoUtqU. Mr. Berry's underlying concern, although not stated as
such, is that library educators may be guilty of throwing out
the baby with the bath water in their zeal "to dump their old
curricula to launch new programs designed to meet what one
school's committee called, 'a need for a radically reformed
educational program to provide the professional expertise
necessary for the successful transition to the information
society.'" As we talk about the needs of information
professionals in the future, we must maintain a healthy respect
for the traditions and foundations upon which successful library
science programs have been built, while focusing on changed and
expanded goals and objectives in today's information age.

Technology by itself is not going to lead us into the 21st
century. Rather we have to prepare our students •-d our
graduates for the changing roles that will come about through
opportunlties and challenges presented to libraries by advances
in such areas as information transfer and retrieval, personal
computing, and telecommunications.

Not only do we need to give our students the kinds of
background needed to use technology effectively, but we must
aloe partlc.ipate in the redirection and retooling of librarians
at higher levels who have not had the opportunity or have not
choLzcn to take the opportunity to become computer literate. I
should also point out that providing our students with the kind
of exposure to technology that is needed for ragnAL. library
jobs, much less for positions within the broader information
industry, places a severe strain on library school budgets.
(AI.lSE data)

The goal of library schools should be a solid curriculum
that produces a body og competent individuals capable of
functioning in a variety of operational environments; a
curriculum that ]ends itself to adaptation and change as
necessary but which does not become faddish or trendy, a
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curriculum that assure& our graduates that they have the
preparation needed to sustain them in a constantly changing work
arena.

Some schools have faced these challenges from a virtually
"cosmetic" view--simply by adding information science in some
incarnation to the name of the school without truly reviewing
curricular needs. Just changing the name bf the school won't
reet the needs of the students in the job market. Careful
curricular review and implementation of the findings, however,
will be a giant step forward.

As John Berry points out in the editorial I mentioned
earlier, the first generation of the "information society" is
now coming through our elementary and secondary schools--a
generation which will be the first to have cut their teeth on
computers. Members of this generation will be the primary
library users of the next decade, and we must turn out
librarians who can serve their information needs effectively.

As a result of all that has been written about the
information society, the information explosion, the information
revolution, and other aspects of the information ago, we
acknowledge as a given that information is a critical resource,
and further, that better management of information in the future
will be imperative because of its proliferation and the
complexity and diversity of the tools for handling it.

Numerous studies point to the increase in the various types
of information careers and to a decline in the role of the
librarian in the overall information industry. Michael Cooper's
work on the structure and future of the information economy, for
example, leads him to conclude that "we cannot expect the demand
for the services of librarians to increase simply because we
have entered an information age." His construct of an
information economy has many meanings with a limited portion
pertaining to traditional library activities.

The obvious implication is that the information handlers of
the future will be educated in schools of library and
information science, in business schools, in departments of
computer and information science, in some combination of these,
or in some other as yet undefined manner. Our concern is the
future role of library schools in meeting the educational needs
of a variety of information professionals at several
levols--with the distinct likelihood of being in competition
with other campus units.

To compound the problem of competition for students, often
we seem to be in conflict with employers who feel that the most
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emphasis needs to be put on skills acquisition. Employers
charqe oducators with not being up to date with what is going on
in thie practice of library and information scienae, and
educators view employers as having too narrow a view of the
educator's rolo.

As critical as it is that our graduates have entry-level
competence in the technical aspects of information work, it is
equally as important that they have the opportunity to develop
higher-order skills: management ability, motivational ability,
supervisory skills, and the ability to think critically and
analytically. Libraries as institutions are obviously
undergoing considerable change, and our graduates need as much
as anything else to be able to recognize v'here change is needed
and to participate as change agents in these processes.

The period when our students are with us is too brief to
teach everything a potential employer or a faculty member thinks
is important. Choices have to be made--by the school as to what
can and will be offered and by the students as to what he or she
can most profitably spend time on.

Another concern, and a fact of life in library and
information scienre education, is the area of enrollments.
Usually the library program is one of the smallest units on a
campus, and often it may be one of the least well-known.

Marketing our programs and our students will be a
s'lbrtantlal challenge in the years to come. Librarians often
suffer from an image problem and from a lack of understanding on
the part of the public about our work and its potential benefits
to users. We are perceived primarily as collection developers,
which La a perfectly legitimate part of the perception, but
which is only the tip of the iceberg. Our service orientation
is too often underutilized or simply not readily apparent.

IProbably we aro guilty too often of preaching our cause to
the true believers rather than aggressively marketing our
poteritial where it has the possibility of doing the most good.
SpeciaJ librarians hava had a long and proud history of analysis
and synthesls of information. Other types of libraries,
however, have not been so aggressive in marketing services, but
for these types to survive a change in the types of services
oftered may be called for. The challenge to library schools is
to provide our students with the skills to carry out effective
markoting programs both to actual and potential users.

Utilization of technology in delivery of educational
exporiences as well as the traditional efforts we have all been
used to will be of major importance in the coming years.
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Already efforts are underway in library and information science
education to make courses more accessible.

In order to illustrate how technology can be and is being
utilized in the delivery of graduate education, I'd like to
share with you the distance education experiences of the
University of South Carolina's College of hibrary and
Information Science, and to tell you about the formation of a
national consortium for delivery of library and information
science education. Since 1976, our College has been actively
involved in a distance education program utilizing both
television delivery of courses and off-campus offerings at
selected sites around the state. By and large, our efforts are
primarily directed toward graduate degree-seekinq students.

In order to understand the characteristics ot this
particular program of distance education, it is necoosary to
understand the institutional environment in which the program
takes place. The University of South Carolina consists of nine
campuses: five 2-year campuses, three 4-year campuses, and the
flagship campus in Columbia. The Columbia campus is the home of
all graduate programs sponsored by the University, including our
College which began instruction in 1972. The College offers the
only American Library Association accredited master'. degree
program in South Carolina plus a specialist degree. We have
about 300 students in our two programs.

Distance education at USC im greatly facilitated and
encouraged by the central administration. All forms are
administered by one unit within the Universityi the office of
the Chancellor for University Campuses and Continuing
Education. Without the support services of that offcce, the
College would have encountered serious difficulties in mounting
its program. We are greatly indebted to them and to the
University's commitment to providing graduate educational
programs outside Columbia.

Graduate distance education at USC can potentially take
three forms: Traditional off-campus teaching, 2-way live
interactive television, and open broadcast non-interactive
television. The College is presently partinipating in all 3
types of offerings.

off-campus teaching involves travel to another location to
offer a regular College course, and we have been doing this
since 1976. At USC there are 2 major factors which facilitate
the offering of off-campus courses. First, the Chancellor's
office operates a program called Graduate Regional studies.
Each of the non-Columbia campuses has a resident director of
graduate regional studies, This individual works with the
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College in assessing need and demand for a course and then makes
local arrangements for the registration of students and arranges
classroom space. Another factor is geography. Columbia is
located in the center of the state with no site being more than
2-1/2 hours away. The College normally offers 2 or 3 off-campus
courses each semester.

The second distance education option available at USC is
graduate level courses through live interactive closed-circuit
television. This method uses satellite and telephone lines to
broadcast live classroom instruction from the Columbia campus to
approximately 20 locations throughout South Carolina. As the
students are viewing the course, they have the capability of
talking with the instructor to make a comment or ask a question
by using a telephone at the situ that is instantly connected to
the studio. Both question and answer are heard at each site in
the system. On at least three occasions during the semester all
the students in the course are required to meet in Columbia for
In-person instruction and testing.

A variation of this method involves a combination of
pro-taping for use with the live telecast. In this manner,
material that doesn't change very much, such as some units in
the research methods course, can be taped and used more than
once, either by the same instructor or by another instructor.
Case in point: our former Assistant Dean is now the Associate
Provost of the University. We continue as his faculty home, and
he taught our research methods class on TV this summer. In
order to accommodate his schedule, we decided that he would not
do a full live course. In the spring semester he completed
taping of certain portions of the course. These portions were
broadca•t at the time of the class for a portion of the time,
and John appeared live for the rest of the session. The
oppnrtunity for interaction was there, but the delivery was not
in what we at USC have come to consider our traditional mode of
deliverinq a TV course. AnU the beauty of it is that the
recorded portions which have been carefully chosen can be used
by John again or by another instructor.

A variation of this is the taping of our former technical
services instructor presenting certain components of our basic
technical services course for another instructor to use in a
live class this semester. In that instance, the second
instructor becomes the facilitator, answerer of questions,
initiator of assignments, grader, etc.

Two support centers at USC facilitate our delivery of
courses through TV: the instructional Services Center and the
Office of Telecommunications Instruction. ISC provides the
technical expertise including studios and the full range of
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production and consultation services needed for
telecommunications delivery. The Office of Telecommunications
Instructions promotes the courses and provides logistical
support, including registration, mailing of textbooks and
syllabi, photoduplication, and toll- telephone access to faculty
by students. In addition, that office provides faculty with
counseling in instructional design and media utilization.

The University has had many years of experience using this
format. The Colleges of Business Administration and Engineering
entered this arena in the late 1960's. In addition to those
colleges, the colleges of Health, Social Work, Education, and
Nursing, along with our College, are the primary users of the
closed-circuit TV system which has some 6,000 enrollments per
year. our College accounts for about 1/3 of these enrollments.
As you might expect, there is considerable competition among the
colleges for airtime, and this is increasing. Because we
ultimately are transmitted through the ETV station in South
Carolina, we also face competition from other institutions, most
notably Clemson University.

The third component of the distance education program at USC
is the use of open-circuit TV which involves the general
broadcast of taped instruction to all parts of South Carolina
via educational TV. That is, the student can take the course
while sitting at home. In this time of general availability of
VCR's, students may tape segments which are aired at
inconvenient times for their schedules. Alternatively, the
Office of Telecommunications Instruction can provide the student
with all tapes for the course for use at his or her
convenience. These students are also required to come to
Columbia for three sessions of in-person instruction or testing.

To date the College has used this format primarily for
courses aimed at non-major undergraduates or persons seeking
re-certification credit. One course has been developed in the
college specifically for this mode: JumD Over the Moont
Sharing Literature With Children. We are seeking funding for
others.

In the spring of 1982, the College first offered O
the Mgon, using open-circuit television. In the fall of 1982,
the College offered the course in Foundations of Information
Sources and Services, using interactive television. These were
the first courses in what has since become a regular, indeed the
major, part of the College's response to the distant learner in
South Carolina.

The decisions to enter the arena of TV delivery of courses
were not made lightly and without some cost to the faculty. It
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should be noted, however, that the College was founded on the
basis of innovation in education and has enjoyed a generally
open-minded and risk-taking faculty. Thus the notions of trying
something which seemed at that point to that faculty fairly
radical was not a great issue. The major concern of the faculty
was the same as for any new course or other innovation--making
sure that the intellectual and academic integrity be maintained.

The TV courses have been carefully monitored, and studies
have been conducted to determine their effectiveness. The
bottom line is that comparisons of TV courses and students
involved in them with the same courses offered on campus have
shown no statistically significant differences among the
variables selected for study.

Every course offered via telecommunications is treated the
same as courses taught in the traditional classroom--the same
syllabi, assignments, grading procedures, requirements, and
end-of-term evaluations are used with each course. Students are
also required to come tG Columbia for three intensive, live
Saturday sessions.

Both required and elective courses have been offered using
interactive television, including: basic reference, research
methods, selection of non- m(.dia, administration, coilection
development, introduction to bibliographic control, adult
materials, and records management. We are now looking into the
feasibility of offering certain courses at a limited number of
the sites that would have the appropriate resources for the
courses, i.e., computer courses and specialized resource
coursess, such as health sciences literature, which I will be
offering next spring.

Bly 1986, when I became Dean, the College had a wide-ranging
disttance eduoition program that had become an integral part of
the Coluoye's activities, What seemed to be needed, however,
was a policy on how these efforts would be carried out. A
Distance Education Task Force was appointed early in 19P7 and
its ruport reaffirmed the College's commitment to distance
educatiun and put into place a policy that involved all of the
faculty in distance education. Beginning with the 1988 academic
yoer, we published a flive-year plan of courses we intend to
offo" in Columbia, or to take to other sites, or to broadcast
over TV. This schedule is intended to provide our students with
the tiii:ormation they need to plan for their own academic
programs, recognizing that changes have to be made, as faculty
and Col]ege needs change.

Implicit in the development of the five year plan were the
following:
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(1) participation of all faculty;
(2) all distance education courses would be taught within
load;
(3) each faculty member would offer one course per academic

year in the distance education program and the
remainder of his/her courses on campus, with TV and
off-campus assignments alternating.

The distance education program is not without problems and
frustrations to faculty and students alike:

(1) Not all courses lend themselves to delivery away from
campus-either by TV or on-site offering; some can be
offered only at selected sites which have needed
facilities. For example, computer courses need access
to adequate laboratory facilities.

(2) Taking a course off-campus usually Involves the loss of
a full day by faculty who must travel to a remote site,
conduct class, have local office hours, and return to
Columbia.

(3) Enrollments in the TV courses have reached large
numbers, and extra assistance must be provided to
faculty. In the spring semester of 1988, I offered the
same course that was the College's initial entry into
closed-circuit interactive TV and had 156 students at
20 sites in the state. Yes, the Dean participates in
this program, too. How could I expect the faculty to
continue a commitment to an activity that I didn't
participate in? That participation has given me a
reater understanding of the problems, frustrations,
eys, and satisfaction that our faculty experience in

TV teaching.
(4) Students still have to visit Columbia or other centers

of popuilation for resources not available elsewhere.
We take the class. not the course, to them.

(5) Advising has become more cumbersome. In 1988 we
implemented a regional advisory system in which the
faculty go to sites for a day of advisement each
semester. All faculty participate, and the entire
state is covered. Guess who got Hilton Headl

On the positive side, the College's overall enrollment has
increased dramatically -- both in and off campus. Since the
first TV courses were offered in 1982, the number of credit
hours generated by the College has increased 133%. At the same
time that we have seen a dramatic increase in off-campus credit
hours, there has been a significant increase in full-time
students on the Columbia campus.

bihat of the future? We intend to look for ways of making
our program more effective. Providing more development
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assistance to faculty in course preparation and graduate
assistance to execute the course will strengthen our offerings.
Refining and reviewing our five year schedule will be o•n ongoing
activity. Providing more on-site assistance to TV students in
the form of facilitators or discussion leaders at each site is
under study. Review of all our courses to determine which
courses completely or In part lend themselves to TV production
is imperative. Seeking new ways of providing courses at a
distance is underway. One possibility is the use of audio with
computers to cover areas that don't nbcessarily need video.
Creative packaging of parts of courses using less interactive
closed-circuit TV time may help in our quist for more TV time in
order to mount more courses.

What do I see as being the primary factors in the success
our College hai enjoyed in its distance education program?
First and foremost is commitment -- form the top down, and
commitment is alive and well at USC! A second factor is
evidence that the integrity of the program is being maintained
regardless of the medium of instruction. This has been affirmed
by our various accrediting agencies, including ALA and the
state's Commission on Higher Education. Third is support and
cooperation from all units. The undergirding of all. this, of
course, is adequate resources. But no matter how wonderful your
resources and facilities, the program won't be a success unless
everyone is convinced that this is the right route to follow.
As you would expect come of our faculty are more enthusiastic
than others. They all, however, support the program, recognize
the benefits it has provided the College, and see this program
as being a major contributor to carrying out the College's
mission. This has had an interesting effect on our recruitment
of new faculty, and we spend considerable time with candidates
making certain that they are comfortable with our mode of
operation.

For about a year and a half, a group of library schools has
been talking about nation-wide cooperative distance education
efforts in library and information science. We are working with
Jones Intercable Co. of Colorado. The instigators or
co-conspirators in this initial effort were Clarion State,
Emporia State, South Florida, and South Carolina.

All library schools have been invited to participate in
developing this program, and already there have been positive
expressions of interest and support from other schools. In June
the organization of LI$DEC, the Library and Information Science
Distanc6 Educatiun Consortium, was completed, and agreements
have been distributed for signatures.
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We see two major benefits to be derived from this venture.
The ±irst is providing acce• tv graduate degree programs in
library and information science to people who otherwise would
not ha-re this opportunity. The uther iaasharing of resources
from one school to another. As you know, programs of library
and information science are traditionally relatively smell in
the overall scheme of things. If my students nan have access to
a specialization from another school, our program is greatly
enhanced. Related to this is the possibility of taking
advantage of courses needed by our own students but not offered
on our campus in a given semester or academic year. It is the
latter two posLibi ities that I find particularly appealing--the
possibility of expanding our course offerings.

Inherent in all of this is the need for the individual
school to maintain complete autonomy over its program in dealing
with the following questions:

What courses provided by other schools should and would and
could be accepted in a student's program?
How much of a student's program could be accepted away from
the campus? How would individual schools use the courses,
i.e., let the student enroll in the course as offered by
mother institution or would the school use it as that
school's own course with some live interaction wrapvud
around the canned couL'se?

The list goes en--and the answers will vary according to the
aeeds of each progrAm.

The consortium idea in distance education utilizing
television delivery is not new. A very successful model already
exists in the form of the National Technological University, a
consortium of schools of engineering. LISDEC is based on that
model with some very important modifications. First and
foremost, LISDEC will not be a degree-gr&nting agency as is
NTU. Each student will be affiliated with a program and will be
subject to the rules and regulations of that institution.

Some institutions may be interested in using TV for both
degree seeking and non-degree seeking students. Others may
restrict the use to non-degree. Still others may see it as a
way of providing continuing education.

Membership in LISDEC certainly is not limited to those
schools with programs accredited by ALA. In our discussions to
date, we have had representatives of ALA, MLA, SLA, and state
library agencies participating in our planning. We hope that
they and other agencies will continue to work with us. Already
two state libraries have joined LISDEC. I believe that we have
a unique opportunity to affect all aspects of professional
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0 education--from entry-level degree programs to meeting
continuing education needs.

When I was interviewing for the deanship at USC in 1985, 2
of the persons I was scheduled to meet with were the director of
the Instructional Services Center and the director of the Office
of Telecommunications Instruction. It seemed a little strange
to me, but why not? I had received some background about the TV
program at USC which was really getting into high gear about
that time. One of the questions addressed to me was whether I
would be interested in teaching in the TV program. Quite
frankly I wasn't sure I wanted to. However, it didn't take long
for me to appreciate how important the TV program at USC has
been to our program and to our state. The director of the
Office of Telecommunications Instruction frequently chides me
about my initial reaction to TV--and how a considerable amount
of my time now is spent in working on this aspect of our
program.

We do recognize that TV is not the answer to all our
problems. It isn't always suitable for a course. It isn't
always suitable for a faculty member. It does raise questions
about faculty load. There are sometimes problems about
resources at various sites, including facilitators and mentors
and books and hardware and software. It causes us to rethink
some of our basic teaching philosophies. It is a challenge.

on the positive side, it makes it possible for us to reach
bright, eager, place-bound students who otherwise might not
enter the program. It probably causes us to be more structured
and organized in our presentations. It should make us more
keenly aware of the need for ongoing curriculum revision.

There is a world of possibilities associated with TV, and
participation in the Consortium--whether as a producer or as a
user--will give each school the opportunity to control its own
use of the medium at whatever level the school believes to be in
the best interests of its constituencies and programs. The
greater the participation, the easier it will be for us to turn
the challenges that arise into opportunities. It seems
particularly appropriate that we are moving ahead with these
plans in the last decade of the century--an opportunity for us
to be on the cutting edge of technology as we approach the 21st
century.

As we look toward the year 2000, it is my view that we need
to define a broader role for library education than has been
necessary in the past and from that broader role to seek a
larger constituency in the overall information field than we
have had heretofore. Towards this end, we must re-examine ways
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of meeting our responsibilities to libraries and librarians, at
the same time expanding our charge in order to prepare our
graduates for work in a greater variety of situations. As
circumstances have changed, as more graduates have begun to
enter non-traditional positions (still listed as "other" in
placement surveys)# and as graduates entering the traditional
library field have met with expanded employer expectations, we
find ourselves with the opportunity to devblop programs that
will take our graduates into new and different work arenas.

I say programs, in the plural, because I believe that we
need to stop thinking about a single all-purpose curriculum and
think rather of alternatives or options leading towards a
variety of ends. These alternatives may mean. redefinition of
our entry-level professional degree for librarians, the
institution of additional entry-level programs and degrees, more
innovative ways of delivering our educational programs to
distant learners, and more cooperative endeavors with other
campus departments and schools.

As you can tell, I've identified more challenges to library
educators than answers. I am, however, grateful for this
opportunity to do a little gazing into my crystal ball. It may
seem a little cloudy or even cracked! Only time will tell. If
you have questions, I'll be glad to try to answer them. Thanks
for your attention.

C
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LEADERSHIP IN THE 90s

by

BROOKE E. SHELDON

I am thrilled to be here with you today, and it takes me
back almost thirty years ago, when as a new MLS with fully eight
months experience, the Special Services Officer, one Lt. Craven
at Ent Air Force Base in Colorado Springs, led me across the
base into the Special Services Building. At the head of the
stairs a large, stern looking Master Sergeant stood with arms
folded awaiting the new librarian. She was scaryl But I was
lucky. Ent, as you know, was the housekeeping base for ADC, the
Air Defense Command, and so the Command Librarian, Harriet
Rour'.e, took me under her wing.

I thought of this incident when I looked at the questions I
was asked to address today by the conference planners. One is:
How will our profession foster the development of new leaders?
And one of the answers is, we will do it the way we have always
done it--the way Harriet Rourke did it--the way it's been done
by Jerry Orne, Bob Lane, and Norman Varieur over the years--by
senior librarians identifying promising young newcomers and
becoming their teacher, their coach, their protector, the person
who opens doors. (When we were transferred to Germany, Swabish
Gmund, Frances O'Halloran, Chief of Army Libraries, was ready
with a job for me.)

Harriet Rourke counseled me on skills that needed to be
improved; she suggested career directions; when I lost out on a
job because I talked about it and alerted a better qualified
person, it was Harriet Rourke who gently but firmly reminded me
of the need to be discreet.

Library schools, professional meetings, self-education all
will help develop leaders, but there is no substitute for a
positive role model, a mentor who inspires. Increasingly, in
all of the professions there is growing awareness that the
presence of mentors and/or role models can be a critical factor
in one's career. The mentor phenomenon has been with us a long
time, but only recently has it been recognized as necessary, and
only recently have our professional organizations and library
schools consciously begun to develop mentoring networks.

Well, I have Limewhat inadvertently plunged into the middle
of my speech withouc a proper introduction and outline of what I
plan to do. So I now want to backtrack and do that. As you may
know, all of the speakers were sent scenarios for their
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speeches. When I read mine, I wasn't totally enthusiastic,
because as you know I've just finished a book on leadership, and
I naturally think I know a lot about it, and I already had a
tentative plan for what I wanted to say today. But as I read
the scenario, I thought, well, I can respond to these questions,
and please the conference planners--so here's the scenario as
presented to me.

"The library world is not noted for having strong leaders.
How can we overcome this? What must library schools,
associations, and today's leaders do to develop strong leaders
for tomorrow? What skills must they demonstrate? How will our
profession foster the development of new leaders and, once at
the helm, in what direction will these new leaders move the
profession? Should tomorrow's leaders be more proactive in
their roles? If so, in what ways? How will we retain these
leaders once we develop them? How do you see technology
affecting library leadership in general? How do you perceive
the changing workforce affecting library leadership, both in
terms of who will be leaders and who will be followers? And,
finally, how will tomorrow's library leaders meet the challenges
of the next century?"

Naturally, I can't answer all of these questions, but I'm
going to try to at least touch on all of them this afternoon
with less emphasis on those that overlap heavily with areas
covered by Galvin, Schneider, and Roper.

Number one. The library world is not noted for having
strong leaders. How can we overcome this? In order to answer
this I need some help now. Would you all please think about the
best boss you ever had. .what were his/her qualities? I'll
give you a moment to think about it. (Discuss with audience
concerning these qualities.)

Now let's look at these qualities. Would you consider your
boss a leader? What is the strikina thing about these
auglitieS? Riahtl They are aualities that we all haye--gr
could have to a greater degree if we wanted to develop them.
Chances are the best boss we ever had was not noted particularly
for her charisma; our best boss was probably bright, but not
necessarily brilliant.

Warren Bennis says in Leades, "Leadership seems to be the
marshaling of skills possessed by a majority but used by a
minority. But it's something that can be learned by anyone,
taught to everyone, denied to no one." (Lmaders, 1985, N¥!
Harper, p. 27.)

The statement from our conference planners, that the library
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world is not noted for having strong leaders, may be partially
true; I'm not convinced that it is true, but what•is a fact is
that we suffer from a poor self image. What intu is that we
mn-irarte ourselves. Penny Abell, University Librarian at Yale,
feels quite strongly about it. She says, "We better stop being
so negative, and we'd better start being a whole lot more
concerned about the kind of developmental experience and the
kind of modeling we are doing, and the kind of opportunities
that we are giving people to demonstrate their abilities to
lead."

Richard Daugherty, current ALA President and professor at
Michigan, calls for more recognition of leadership, and is
critical of the profession in this regard. He says: "We seem
to revel in people's failures. We speculate about why somebody
is having trouble or got ousted, but we do very little in terms
of honoring those who have been successful. This profession
needs successes, as many as possible. We'll all benefit, bask
in the successes."

We need more of the kind of study done by Jim Matarazzo for
the Special Libraries Association, which pinpoints the tangible
worth of the special librarian. What else must library schools,
associations, and today's leaders do to develop strong leaders?
Dr. Roper has given us some very fine ideas about potential
library education in the future. . I think that library
schools really have the best shot at developing leaders. . .and
they can do it in several ways.

1. Research. We need to know more about the nature of
leadership in our field. There have been very few studies, with
the exception of Alice Gertzog's study in 1986, which centered
around ouch questions as: who are the perceived leaders? To
what degree is the meaning of the term leadership shored
throughout our field? Do those who are perceived as leaders
share similar patterns of background/behavior, career
experionces? To what extent do publishing and participation in
professional organizations relate to perceived leadership? And
some other studies on the behavior of library directors and its
effoct on the organization. A current dissertation in progress
at Texas Woman's University by Janis Bandelin uses citation
analysis to examine the nature of the publication records of
Gertzog's 115 leaders.

But If we had greater understanding of how our leaders
successtully cope with change, their risk taking and decision
making behaviors, it would not only enable educators to do a
better job of recruitment, but also enable them to design better
leadership development programs as part of library education.
More definitive understanding of qualities needed to be
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successful in this field would help admissions committees 0
identify the most promising applicLnts. it is apparent that as
applications soar and our schools grow more and more crowded,
simply continuing to raise numerical standards for the GRE and
GPA will not necesbarily recruit not only the minorities we
need, the subject specialists we need, but also individuals with
potential to succeed in rapidly changing information
environments.

our profession has been challenged by Herbert White to find
and preserve the "wild ducks," those individuals who will ask
the difficult questions, who will not be afraid to buck the
system, who will stand on principle no matter what the cost. In
recruitment efforts, our schools should make certain that these
"wild ducks" are not weeded out.

2. Curriculum. Most master's programs require a course in
management and additional courses in various types of library
administration, as well as the occasional specialized course in
personnel management, fiscal management, communications
(interpersonal and group dynamics), etc. Mest of the basic
management courses at least touch on leadership skills, and
certainly there is overlap between management and leadership,
but generally the focus is on such traditional elements of
management as planning, organizing, staffing, directing,
controlling, and effectiveness measures as applied to libraries.

Students need to know all of the above, but if the approach
is linear, relies heavily on technical skills for solving
problems, and sidesteps the essential behavioral attributes
needed, then we are not producing graduates who are
knowledgeable about their own strengths and weaknesses, and who
have that strong set of personal values and beliefs that Dr.
Galvin talked about this morning. Bennis (1985) makes the point
that "Most management education makas certain assump'ions that
are dangerously misleading--namely that the goals are clear,
alternatives known, technology and its consequences certain, and
perfect information available."

Rather, we should be teaching our students the distinctions
between leadership and management. Again, Bennis (1989) makes a
plea for teaching students to be innovators, rather than
administrators; to focus on people rather than on systems and
structures; to have their eyes on the horizon rather than the
bottom line; to challenge the status quo rather than to accept
it; and, finally, to "do the right thing" rather than "do things
right." I might phrase it a bit differently and say that we
should teach ourselves to be innovators As wall as
administrators, to focus on people an w91 u on systems, etc.
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Don Riggs, who will speak to you tomorrow, has an excellent
volume of essays on library leadership (1982). In it Michael
German writes:

The essential differences between management/ administration
on the one hand and leadership on the other is that the
former is concerned with what is and the latter is concerned
with what will be. One accepts the stALugca2 (and often
yearns for the status guo antke; the other dares to imagine
and to create the future. In technical services, the
manager/administrator strives to make the returns of the
current system as great as possible, whereas the leader
seeks better alternatives to the current system. (p. 74)

As Richard Budd, Dean at Rutgers, expressed it, "The goal of
education is to prepare students for their JA" job rather than
theJr first--to put them in a position where they will continue
to prepare themselves for upper level jobs." Both managers and
leaders are needed, but library education should not continue
the status quo that is, only educating students to make things
run smoothly, control people and resources. We must also
prepare them for creative, highly proactive roles.

Kouzes and Posner (1987) have noted that "traditional
managemont teaching would have us believe that the ideal
organization is orderly and stable. Yet when successful leaders
talk about their personal best achievements, they talk about
challenging the process, about changing things, about shaking up
the organization" (p. xvi).

The library leaders I interviewed for my forthcoming book
are very much in tune with current management trendsi they have
been among the first to shift away from a somewhat mechanical
model of planning and efficiency focused primarily on assessing
needs, setting goals, etc. The new approaches da not throw gut
happroach. but they place much more emphasis on

creativity, risk taking, J.nnovation, and even intuition. As in
Kouzos' study of the corporate sector, I found the library
leaders generally to be almost the opposite of cool, aloof, and
analytical; rather, they are passionate, intense, caring, and
kind. flow can our professional schools foster these elusive
leadership qualities? Indeed, how can our professional schools,
our associations, all of us who supervise others develop
leaders?

Whether we are talking about library school courses or
continuing education agendas for organizations like this one, we
need to devise and disseminate leadership training. We need to
make opportunities available to large numbers of librarians at
all levels of the organization, training opportunities that
include the following elements:
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1. Specific knowledge of one's own strengths and
weaknesses; understanding and acceptance of oneself is a basic
quality of leaders. That is why at the Center for Creative
Leadership in Greensboro, North Carolina, all institutes begin
with self-assessment and the results are applied throughout the
sessions to help participants relate concepts to their own
natural styles of leadership.

At the first Snowbird Leadership Development Institute held
in Utah this summer, and funded by Dynix, the 30 participants
took the Myer Briggs and several other self-evaluttion tests.
We had skilled interpreters there, and the results of the tests
formed the basis of the rest of the week. It was a marvelous
experience. In putting the curriculum for Snowbird together, we
agreed that part icipants needed to 1) understand the difference
between management and leadership. 2) Understand how change
occurs and effects the immediate environment; understand how to
create change. 3) Understand risk taking as it relates to
leadership via a vis management (very often ability to make
decisions in the absence of full information). 4) Understand
the positive uses of power. 5) Develop skills in conflict
management. 5) Develop skills in communicating, negotiating,
clarifying, and recommending policy options.

As at Snowbird, it would be important for all training
sessions to allow time for an introspective analysis of the
participants' leadership style, accompanied b a
self-development plan for improvement. Snowbird is a national
institute and it will be an annual event for recent LS graduates
from all types of libraries, but it is just a drop in the
bucket. However, the model is a great one--associations could
replicate this--other vendors could sponsor similar institutes.
Because proactive librarians are needed at every level of the
organization, we ought to have a national goal that every sinale
professional librarian has access to leaderahi2 training.

Well, I've talked about the skills librarians must
demonstrate and I've agreed that librarians must be proactive.
I'd like to conclude with a brief examination of the last
question, how will tomorrow's leaders meet the challenges of the
next century?

In researching arn article I wrote last year for the a
2f Library Administration on strategic planning for the next
century, I found that many outside of our field are optimistic
about the future role of libraries. Edward Cornish, then
President of the World Futures Society, says, "Big changes seem
certain as libraries face a major identity crisis: just what is
their future in society, and how should they operate?"
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lie goes on to describe the increasing use of disks,
electronic networks, the globalization of libraries,
possibilities for recording tastes and fragrances, the
advantages of on-demand publishing, and concludes that: "In the
future libraries will do an even better job in handling this
communication across space and time. The sights and tounds and
even the tastes and smells of life today will be preserved in
the libraries of the future for our children and grandchildren."

Sometimes when I read, as I did a couple of weeks ago in the
Dallas Morning News in a special section on home computer use,
about the proliferation of databases, growing easier and easier
to use, and access from a computer at home, and when an artiolo
like this advises the reader to "fgr now, since many of these
databases are still quite expensive use your public
library--it's the best bargain in town"--for a moment, I feel a
litle quiver of concern. And when I read that lawyers are
better than librarians at searching LEXIS and WESTLAW, I feel
another small ripple of dread, =u then I realize, as we must
all realize, that this is not the point. The most sophisticated
our users become the better. The challenges for information
professionals in the next century will be in anticipating what
informatinn needs will be, in making the right decisions about
what information should be stored, saved for their clients' use,

As I noted in my article, environmental trends and forecasts
need to be interwoven into the planning process for libraries.
Currently, in my view, economic, technology, and other forecasts
are often used as part of the needs assessment, but in many
cases quietly put aside as librarians go about putting together
a plan that is highly reflective of the status quo. For
example, how many librarians have even considered using robots
to perform routine tasks to free themselves for higher levels of
service?

On the other hand, library planning suffers to some degree
from overestimating the rate at which technology will be adopted
by its clients and its staffs. Some technologies diffuse to
high levels of adoption, but many others never go on to fulfill
their early promise. We have always overestimated somu (rnbots,
speech recognition, videotext) and underestimated other (cable
TV, videocassette recorders, and microwave ovens).

It points up the need to take technological innovations into
consideration, but develop plans that allow for longer or
shorter diffusion rates. .or even project technology that may
succeed wildly or fall 4lat on its face. Similarly, we must
plan for economic upheaval and economic stabilityi for recession
and expansiont for peace and for war.
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I suppose that to be a leader in this kind of world, the
kind of world we expect in the 90s, is to be a person who is
extremely comfortable with ambiguity, who rides out change, who
creates change, who takes risks, but I really think that these
aualities are not. and will not. be an Imngitant as the germon
who can take the hones, asnirations, values, and yes. aeals that
have been articulated by staff/clients and translate them into a
tangible and yet very simple credo that all'employees can relate
to and visualize. "It will be the task of the leader in
information based organizations," says Peter Drucker, putting it
more mundanely, "to formulate clear, simple common objectives
that translate into particular actions." He also advises that
such organizations focus on a few objectives at a time.

Drucker and Dennis and others say articulate the objectives,
and inspire others. I found in my study of library leaders, as
did Bennis, that it's not just the ability to articulate one's
goal, it is persistence--through thick and thin, through
overwhelming odds--a quiet persistence, a consistency of
approach, that brings success. I have many examples of it in my
forthcoming book, Leaders in Librariesj Styles and Stratealem
that sugoagd. The library leaders of this past century have had
this quality; the leaders of the next century will have it
also. Mark my words.
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Library technology is an interesting phenomenon. It
provides a forum for predicting the future of libraries. Some
have predicted that technology will cause the demise of
libraries as we currently know them. These are the same experts
who in the 1960s were predicting the end of books and libraries
along with a revolution in education based on teaching machines
and new media. Important advances were made, but the
extravagant forecasts failed to materialize. There were more
books published in 1989 than in any other year in our
civilization. The use of libraries is at an all time high. We
need to continue to develop and support libraries because
theywork, and because they contain the knowledge resources upon
which our information society is based.

The most dramatic predictions about the future of books,
libraries, and information technology tend to be made by people
of thought rather than by people of action. Nothing is
impossible to the person who does not have to do it. T. S.
Eliot is noted for stating that "there is a giant shadow between
the idea and the act." We need to lay to rest the simplistic
idea that electronic technology in the hands of information
entrepreneurs is going to put an end to libraries. Libraries
are here to stay, but by no means are they going to remain the
same. Techcology is a tool which will enable libraries to
deliver service in a more efficient manner.

Briet History of Library Technology

As catly as tho 1930s, punched-card equipment was used in
library circulation and acquisitions. Shortly after this
breakthrough, other technology-related applications were made to
library procedures. However, the movement was very slow and the
most practical data processing application could be found in
library circulation. In 1945, Vannevar Bush displayed unusual
vision by urging scientists no longer dedicated to the war
effort to turn their creativity to making knowledge more
accessible. The device he envisioned, which he called a
"memex," was a desk that incorporated a numerically-controlled
microfilm store, reader, and camera. The stored information
would Include both published works and personal records; several
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items would be visible simultaneously at high resolution. He
pointed the way for technological developments that have only
rocently ornrijxd; dis plays that can show several documents at
once; persona] machines for creating and organizing notes and
papers; and hypertext for systems generating links between items
of information. The 1960s brought time-sharing computers which
enabled libraries to realized some value from cooperative
ventures. The Library of Congress, inmid-'1960s, began using
computers for producing machine-readable catalog records. In
the early 1970s, some major breakthroughs occurred in library
technology; OCLC began its cooperative cataloging project.
UTLAS 'egan a similar operation in Canada. A few years later,
the Research Libraries Group (RLG) was formed. And regional
networks (e.g., the Washington Library Network) were formed to
serve a similar purpose. By the late 1970s, minicomputers were
being used by libraries (e.g., the National Library of
Medicine). Commercial systems for searching reference databases
online also emoiqed (e.g, Bibliographic Retrieval Services, BRS;
DIALOG/Lockh'ed). The one significant invention was the online
public accons cataloq. This tool began replacing the
tradit[on.il car'd catalog in the early 1980s.

The Online Catalog (a Case in Point)

The Arizona State University Libraries' installed their
first integrated system in the early 1.980s. After changing our
vendor two times, in 1987 the Colorado Alliance of Research
Libraries (CARl,) software was selected to run on the
already-owned Tandem computer. Reasons for selecting the CARL
software Included:

1. CARL is an efficient system written in Tandem
Applications Language (TAL).

2. The ability to load multiple databases on CARL gives
the option of loading our MARC bibliographic databases
a. well an our locally-produced databases/indexes.

3. CARL is very user friendly and requires little library
i.nrut.ict iole .

4. CARlI., allows easy connectivity with other computer
syntemns.

5. it has a demonstrated record of high reliability.
6. It. is a superb system for networking with other

] .J brarie..
7. FIexible. and sophisticated transaction monitoring is

available on CARL.
8. Our contract with CARL gives us access to the source

code.
As of Octoe.or 1990 the Arizona State University (ASU) online

inteQrJated Sy.tOm has the fo]lowing configuration:
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0 Local fu cttgons•: online catalog, circulation control, and
reserve component.
flaiware: Tandem; Lour non-stop II central processing units
and one TXP central processing unit.
Current tora#e: 14 gigabytes.
SoftWar: TAL (Tandem Applications Language). PQrta: 232;
20 are allocated for connection to the campus broadband
network (through which dial-up is possible, plus use from
faculty offices and remote computing sites on campus sites
on campus).
Nu _godi._llesin online gatalog: 1.4 million MARC
records.
N _of datab_•s_ sfiles in online catalog: 18.

9.w_•_JCC_9Ak headuuarter in Denver: 9600 baud leased
line/expand; used for software updates and access to
UnCover.
_ther libraries uing ASU'M system: ASU West Campus;

American Graduate School of International Management.

CARL supports full keyword searching and has five basic
indexes. Each library or database supported in the CARL software
can determine how indexing will occur. The five basic indexes
include:

liqlaQ -- Usually indexes authors, corporate names, or
personal name subjects.
Wq•o_.• -- Usually indexes keywords from titleu, subject
headings, notes, or abstracts.

Xi-- indexes title strings and supports exact
title searching.

-- Indexes call numbers.
-- indexes series.

Locally-loaded Databases at ASU

Thr traditional card catalog normally reflected only about
60 poi-cent o[ a library's total holdings. An online catalog
prov.ide.A T.he opportunity to reflect bibliographic records of a
library's completo holdings. ASU has taken a leadership role in
mounting databasoe on its online catalog (e.g., we were one of
the first. libraries in the world to load the H. W. Wilson
indexes in an online catalog). Eighteen databases are currently
on our online catalog; they are:

1. (;.g1_I.L•iLIg!. All of the OCLC-cataloged MARC records
(ire located in this database. At the present this includes
1.i million tull MARC rcuords, and the ASU libraries are
about 97 percent converted.
2. New.nd ILe ' A submenu of reading files are available
to provide users with all sorts of general information, such
as library hours, more detailed explanations of what is
couitained in databases, library code of conduct, etc.
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3. Encyclopedia. This is the full text of the Academic
Amernicn rncyclopedia, which consists of approximately
30,000 artic](,e: and is updated twice per year.
41. •' Inq 1 . 'Phis database is locally produced by the

ASU Music Library and indexes collected works of music.
Each citation includes the composer, librettist, title of
the song, first line of the song, and title and call number
of the collected work from which it Caine.
5. Carer. ser-evjqUJ_ p_. This database indexes over
2,000 company names and addresses for which the Career
Scrvices on campus has information. As a non-bibliographic
directory type database this file provides information to
students: who are looking for jobs. This file includes when
each company is interviewing on campus and what kind of
information career Services has on each company (e.g.,
vi.deotapes-,, annual reports, benefits information, etc.).
6. •r.ir.serýv_.iqcegSj..C r: This database lists
orientations, workshops, special events, jobs, advisement,
and a recruitinq master file for Career Services.
7. C~arer Srvices." _oj. This file includes the
cataloqod monriographic collection from Career Services.
8. H]umannjtLes .I•eý. This H. W. Wilson database covers 295
Eiwgl [.;[h-;1.quaqe humanities Journals from 1.983 to present.
9. Appl .!ia Scienc _&_T.coLo._d.. This H. W. Wilson
databaiue covers 335 English-language journals in engineering
and the aipplied sciences from 1983 to present.
10. .-)Qc i i!... anc:?._s__I~LX. This H. W. Wilson database
inidexest 100 Enqlish-lanquage journals in the social. sciences
from early 1.984 to present.
.11, ;nn _t..,_. This H. W. Wilson database
Indexen III English-language journals in the phycical, life,
andn he1 t-h ,;ci(,nces. from 1984 to present.
12. 1l:cucalt[oIo /jtdp.o. This H. W. Wilson database indexes
33!j Eqrll inh-lanquage journals In all areas of education from
late 1983 to present.

Sl q. Ij ii ' Pe .. n. . _. This H1. W. Wilson database
in1ex',,; ,vor 'iuo Enqli.sh-ianguaqe business journals from
1082 to present.
14. TinC(nvor. This database As not stored locally but is
ov;i lolW l via .i tI.n-insparent gttcway between the ASU CARL
-ysttem and the CART, system located in Denver. The database
provld.-; ac(r!ss to title-levol information on about 9,000
journals. The database can be searched usinq keywords, or a
n!Et',r c',i i,--r, te a table of contents for a specific issue
of ,1 )oilIlna I .
P). 14,11 ind -ox. The ASU Map Collection has a collection of
over" I i,oo 00 sps. This collection hars been indexed in a
b:itclh IýWoC (:e(,ywo rd-out-of-context) system since the early
IlI(lo. [h, I i il has been transferred to the ASU CARL system

a•: . r r-,,i r •Iat mse anci is now maintained online. Each
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map has extensive indexing, and it is not unusual for a
particular entry to have more than 25 subject headings.
16. ASU NewsDaper Index. This database indexes Insight
(thk. faculty and staff newspaper) and State Press (the
student newspaper).
17. %olar EnQzgy Ind"e. ASU has one of the most complete
special collections on solar energy and alternative energy
sources in the world. This locally-produced file indexen
journal articles, archive and manuscript materials,
technical reports, and pamphlets. Much of the material
found in this collection is unique and not found elsewhere,
making this file an invaluable national resource.
18. Ag aaL4 tigal Datab . This f.le gives
statistics on various Arizona economic enterprises and on
economical trends and issues. For example, by checking this
database one can find the number of building permits issued
on a given day in any city in Arizona.

A number of other databases are under development and will
soon become operational. Some of these include: The GPO
Monthly Catalog (this will include over 250,000 MARC records
which were obtained from MARCIVE, Inc.), a grants database, a
Southwest database, and a collection of AMC MARC records from
libraries throughout Arizona.

Since there are numerous databases we could have loaded into
our online catalog, we developed a list of criteria to be used
when deciding which databases should we mount. Some of the
criteria include:

1. Cost.
2. Disk storage.
3. Backfile availability.
4. Size of clientele served.
5. Preeminence of program supported.
6. Saarchability in local systems.
7. Workstationo used for searching.
8. Currency. (1)

The online catalog has created a significant increase in the
use of the ASU library collections. Following is the number of
times the databases were searched (opened) on a typical day.

Online Cataloq statistics for November 14, 1989

Lx.tibei! Number Of Opegn 2.rcesASU General. Catalog 5,159 58.00%
News 166 2.00%
Encyclopedla 435 5.00%
Song Index 52 .50%
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A.I.IJ Newspaper Index 122 1.30%
circ'-r Servires Companies 99 1.00%
(ctieir Sorvicos Calendar 27 .30%
Career Services Books 103 1.00%
Humanities Index 287 3.20%
Applied Science & Tech. Index 365 4.10%
General Sciences Index 329 3.70%
Education Index 597 7.80%
Business Periodicals Index 326 3.70%
UnCover 425 4.80%
Map Index 48 .40%
Solar Energy Index 33 .40%

Total opens 8,786 100.00%

The "opens" indicate the number of times a particular database
aaa selected from the online catalog screen: however, there is
presently no way we can measure how long a user spent searching
a .pocific ditabase.

Future Implications -- online Catalog

The! public access online catalog is one of the best innovations
brought forth in the library world. It has substantially
elovateil access to the library holdings. The dial-in capability
enable- users to access not only their local libraries but
practically any library in the world. Internet (a network of
linked networks) makes it possible for remote users to access
national online information systems or databasus. Internet is
not a single networki it incorporates the ARPANET, NSFNET, and
many regional networks, which operate using the same family of
communications protocol (e.g., TCP/IP).

As more databases are added to the online catalog, there
wil.I bn an exponential growth in the demand for new terminals.
An iddod demand w.i.1I be the request for more printers attached
to thie terminals. As more databases are added, the expectation
1'or adduhiti orial f i1Ie w.1I1l occur.

Two dtamctrically opposed misconceptiois occur with library
u1s1.-. Some users tend to believe that a computer is always
correct and offers all possible information, not realizing the
:uo1pr' and lmiliations of databases they are searching. In other
aoe:, the computer phobe is afraid and mistrustful of all

inihrmariit-n retrieved from one or more oi the databases.
Soinu1imou ., oners do not discriminate between computer terminals
and think that an optical disk workstation is the same as an

on I inno cat-Alog t,-orminal. One goal of library Instructional
act ivtioti i.,,. to try and encourago users to seek skilled
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Future expectations of the online catalog users include
having more full-text materials loaded into the online catalog.
Users do not understand why more full-text materials are not
available via the online facility. The user wants the
capability of retrieving the full article from a terminal in the
library or at home. Also there is strong indication that users
expect to be able to request a book, article, or report from
remote terminals and have the item delivered to their home or
office.

At the ASU libraries, we have a rather sophisticated array
of CD-ROM products and services. Several of these databases are
not available in any other format. They are heavily used;
however, students keep insisting that these services be carried
on the online catalog. They believe all databases of this
nature should be available via the online catalog. We also have
witnessed that students are not using the paper copies of the
H. W. Wilson indexes. If the desired information is not
available from one of the online indexes, users go to another
online index until they find enough information for their
reports and term papers. This is a noticeable downside to the
concept of online indexes, since students in particular are not
using the paper copy of the H. W. Wilson indexes. Most of the
onlirie Wilson indexes do not go back beyond 1983.

We also have OCLC and RLIN terminalu in public access
•l~oara. Re(cently, we have been getting complaints about having
too in;y diffe'rnt terminals accessing the various national
databases. The suggestion is to have one terminal that accesses
ill local. and national databases. This recommendation is not an

eosy one to achieve now, but it will have to be implemented in
tho near luturo. Users will increasingly expect to be able to
accoss all of the world's databases from one terminal, pull up
full.-text matrials on the screen, and have the desired
infotrmtit ion dLlivered to their office or home.

Tho future ot the online catalog is very promising. We
libratjlans are finally being able to provide complete and
roadil~y available access (bibliographically and full text) to
our users. The vision of the future of the online citalog is
tr•uly focusinq on the long-awaited dream of the "electronic
1 1i•r•,ry.1"

International Library Utilities

OCIC (online Computer Library Center) and RLG (Researchi
Lib•aries Group) are the principal movers and shakers in
furthering the ease of access to and use of the ever-expanding
body of worldwide scientific, literary, and educational
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information. This has been accomplished to date primarily by
facilitating technical processing, thus ensuring that the
materials within a library are accessible quickly and
economically to its users. Both utilities have promoted the
sharing of resources, and have built a collected body of
bibliographic information in electronic form that have no
peers. This body of bibliographic information has added
increasing value, not only to the technical services of the
library, but also to the reference needs of library users and
the entire scholarly and research community.

Both utilities are expanding their range of reference
services that will be available in a variety of system
environments. Users will be able to access these services via
remote and library centralized terminals. These services will
continue to have the twofold purpose: Easier and cost-effective
access, and access to a much broader range of information.

Utilities like OCLC and RLG serve a critical need. Their
endeavors in areas like preservation are meeting an
international demand. The future of these utilities will depend
on how imaginative they become in recognizing areas that they
can do better than local libraries. We are already witnessing a
shift beyond their original irtent of centralized cataloging and
resource sharing to more diverse services (e.g., reference
service, document delivery, preservation).

Hypertext and Hypermedia

The word hypertext was coined in the 19608 to describe
an environment that supports nonsequential writing and reading:
special markings in the text (perhaps a highlighted word or
phrase or a special symbol) indicate a link to related
Information. The definition dimension can take many forms: A
definition of a term, an expansion of a summary, a discussion of
a related topic, or an annotation. Footnotes are an example of
a hypertext mechanism in print, but the term usually is reserved
for computerized systems. "Hypermedia" extends the concept of
hypertext to include links to nontext materials, such as
diagrams, photographic images, or sounds. Systems that support
hypertext allow an author to structure material flexibly,
without the isstrictions imposed by the linear nature of a
printed document. However, as privileges convey
respnnsibilitiou, this flexibility puts a burden an the author
to prevent the reader from getting lost in a maze of links. (2)

Erfcctive hypertext and hypormedia depend on how well the
euthor has established the various links. Since following
crorss-roŽferencea is much simpler in hypertext than in printed
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materials, obvious candidates for publication in hypertext form
are encyclopedias and reference manuals. Such applications may
become standard as reference services, combining hypertext links
with conventional indexing.

Apple Computer's HyperCard is distributed with each
Macintosh computer. Since for many, experience with hypertext
is limited to HyperCard, there is a misleading tendency to
assume that any application of HyperCard is an implementation of
hypertext. As well as supporting links between documents (in
HyperCard known as "cards") and tools for creating cards,
HyperCard also provides mechanisms for activating other
software. Although it cannot support large, complex bodies of
data, HyperCard can be used to build a consistent, attractive
interface for other applications with less effort and less
programming experience than usually is necessary. As a result,
many HyperCard applications have little to do with hypertext and
relationships between pieces of text or pictures; rather,
HyperCard has been used as a convenient programming language.
(3)

The jury is still out on the long-range use of hypertext,
hypermedia, and HyperCard in libraries. It is my opinion that
their use will only be limited by the imagination of
librarians. Undoubtedly, their uso will become more abundant in
tho amoas of library instruction and training. Workstations
will, be incomplete without them. And we can expect to see them
used more as "front ends" and interfaces to online information
reouurces.

Expert Systems

Machines used in libraries have been those that we have to
"t:Lalk down" to; however, a rather new phenomenon known as
"expert systents" or "knowledge-based systems" now offers the
fl.rL ro-l. framework for machines to "talk up" to us. 'IThis
emev-qen.o of now emphasis on interaction between humanu and

ohcliiiiu-; Lo tihe result of many years of artificial intelligence
rotioach. Artificial intelligence (Al) is a subfield of
cumputer science concerned with the concepts and methods of
symbolic inference by a computer and the symbolic representation
of th•e knowledge to be used in making inferences. AI is
conceptually defined as a thrust aimed at making computers
buli.ve in ways that humans recognize as "intelligent." From this
typu iof thinking, "expert systems" evolved. As originally used,
the term referred to a computer system that could perform at, or
near, the level of a human expert. Currently, the term is used
for .i .;ompuiter system that was developed by AI techniques. This
io a irithur loose description of expert systems, but
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unfortunately it is the way people discuss it in daily
conversations. However, for the purpose of this paper,
Feigenbaum's definition of expert systems will be followed:

An expert system is an intelligent computer program
that uses knowledge and inference prccedures to solve
problems that are difficult enough to require significant
human expertise for their solution. Khowledge necessary to
perform at such a level, plus the inference procedures used,
can be thought of as a model of the best practitioners of
the field.

The knowledge of an expert system consists of facts and
heuristics. The "facts" constitute a body of information
that is widely shared, publicly available, and generally
agreed upon by experts in the field. The "heuristics" are
... rules of good judgment (rules of plausible reasoning,
rules of good guessing) that characterize export-level
decision making in the field. The performance level of an
expert system is primarily a function of the size and
quality of a knowledge base it possesses. (4)

It is important to remember that an expert system is a
subset of artificial intelligence and that it truly has to rival
the human system if it is to be a genuine expert system. If
library applications of expert systems are to function like a
human expert, then they must be able to do things human expert@
do. Expert systems are knowledge-intensive computerprograms.
Knowledge-based expert systems ask questions, solve problems,
explain their reasoning, and justify their conclusions. They
use rules-of-thumb (heuristics) to zero in on particular
problems/issues and symbolic logic is used in order to
rationalize the knowledge they are presented. (5)

If the library's expert system is being built from scratch,
one of several programming languages may be used. In the United
States most people will choose LISP as their programming
language, while the British will choose PROLOG. Without getting
into the pros and cons of the two languages, the language
selected must have two impoltant components: an inference engine
and a body of rules. The rules should be established first to
allow concepts to be expiessod. After the rules are in place,
the inference engine can be constructed. The inference engine
will normally be either a test-and hypothesis (forward-chaining)
or hypothesis-and-test (backward-chaining) process.

In lieu of starting from scratch in developing the expert
system, it is now becoming very common to use skeletal systems
(shells). A "shell" is a software package designed for the
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creation of specific expert systems. Examples of PC-shells are
Expert Ease, Insight II, Guru, 1st Class, and Personal
Consultant. Prices for these shells vary from $100 to a few
thousand dollars. Put briefly:

A shell + specialist knowledge - an expert system

Shells have to be easy to use but must be quite powerful
with a capacity to handle a large number of rules. The
rule-based systems contain strings of statement in the "if
then" format; for example, if A is true and B is true, then C is
also true. In a skeletal system all domain-specific knowledge
is presented as rules, rather than as code in the inference
engine.

One of the major obstacles in artificial intelligence and
expert systems development has been the inability of users to
communicate easily with the computer. Frustrations resulting
from this inability have severely dampened the enthusiasm for
interacting with programs offered by new technology. An
intelligent front end is a user-friendly interface to a software
package; the interface uses expert systems techniques to enable
the u.er to interact with the computer using one's own
terminology rather than that damanded by the software package.
In some instances, software programs would be technically
incomprnhensible and/or too complex for the user without the
intl .I1Iqent front end.

Tf expert systems are to be available in public areas (e.g.,
reference) for users, then there is little choice but to adopt
inteul igeuit front ends to the systems. Many of the current
expert systems are incomprehensible by laypersons; the reason
for thin is they were constructed to be used by a small elite of
COml •ut.r'r L soilfl ].

I[ l ibrary users -ire to enjoy using expert systems with
minimol frustration, then the intelligent front ends must
provide very easy access. Why should accessing an expert system
or an oriline catalog be any more difficult than shifting one's
car trom park to drive? Intelligent front ends provide the
opporetunity to make our libraries tx,.1y "user friendly."

I. 1�wLrpAgbs. This component embodies the human's
expert knowledge about~the problem domain. This is undoubtedly
thQ vital, part of the expert system. The knowledge base
contains facts and rules; rules are presented in the "j, this,
thq:tu thit" mode. Knowledge engineers work with librarians in
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gathering expert knowledge and coding it into the knowledge
base. Library users rely on the knowledge base's
comprehensiveness for answering complex questions.

2. Inference engine (the reasoning mechanism). The most
important task of the inference engine is that of applying the
knowledge in the knowledge base in order to reach some decision
or assessment. This function not only controls, but interprets
the search through the knowledge base. Twb strategies are built
into the system for control purposes: they are forward thinking
(or (ate-driven or bottom-up control) and backward chaining (or
goaldriven or top-down control).

3. User interface. The interface component allows the
system to send messages to the user, and permits the user to
communicate with tVe system. Users have, however, limited
possibilities for interrupting dialogue with the expert system;
this is a major shortcoming in the expert systems currently used
in libraries.

4. _xpAXnion mechanism. This part of the system explains
to the user hnw and why a decision or assessment har been
reached. The user is entitled to kr.jw the rational basis of the
system's decislons. It is a normal practice for an expert
system to Justify its decision by displaying a list of steps
taken to arrive at a particular decision. (6)

Library Applications
The application of expert systems to library activities

remains in the infancy stage. However, several experimental
projects are underway and some projects are currently being used S
by librarians and patrons. There is much optimism on the part
of expert system enthusiasts that expert systems can be applied
in most areas of the library. The current main drawback in the
use of expert systems in libraries is the limited knowledge
domain that can be developed. For instance, an expert system
can be created for a particular area of reference service, but
it is not possible at the current time to create a knowledge
domain to accommodate all aspects of reference service.

What are the reasons for implementing expert systems in
libraries? First, expert systems will improve the daily work of
librarians. For example, an expert system will assist the
librarian in realizing an improvement in productivity (e.g.,
processingmore books, conductingmore online searches, and
serving more users each day). A well-programmed expert system
will also improve quality. An expert system, for example, will
be less likely to make human errors in answering questions and
be more consistent in providing the same information time after
time. Library areas that are eligible candidates for the
application of an expert system include cataloging, database
searching, indexing, management, and reference.
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hta loqg nq. Since much of cataloging is rule-based, it is
an area that can benefit greatly from an expert system.
Consistency and quality can both be improved in cataloging by
using expert systems.

A past dream of a cataloger would include having had an
expert system during the implementation of the 2nd edition of
the Angl-A .ecan Cataloaina Rules (AACR2). Many days were
spent teaching the proper use of AACR2. If the technology were
available, an expert system could have saved a tremendous amount
of time in instructing the cataloging staff on the new rules.
Consistency and quality would have also been enhanced by a
knowledge-based system.

Several examples exist whereby expert systems could be used
in cataloging. Series work, for example, has been described as
one of the most problematic aspects of descriptive cataloging at
the Library of Congress. Expertise in series is scarce and it
becomes scarser when trained librarians leave LC. An expert
system is ideally geared to handle series work.

Da•. _ ilnq1 . Online database activity can be

enhanced by using expert systems. An expert system can assist
the library user by:

1. Ascertaining the user query.
2. Identifying the potential databases.
3. Identifying the conceptual components of the query.
4. Expressing the conceptual structure in terms of the
fields of the selected databases, keywords, and Boolean
logic.
5. Accessing the database using the necessary protocol.
6. Entering the search logic.
7. Analyzing the search results.
8. Revising the search strategy.
9. Broadening and narrowing the search.

Much work remains to be done in designing effective front-end
expert systems for database searching. Users normally have
their most difficulty in properly accessing the databases. The
ideal front end system would draw a user profile, select the
type of search required, identify the appropriate databases, and
then quickly delineate the primary terms/words on the topic to
be searched.

SI ndexing. Automation has been used for some time in
performing certain indexing aspects. The intellectual parts of
indexing are not yet automated. However, efforts are underway
in Applying expert systems to indexing; for example, Susanne
Humphrey at the National Library of Medicine is directing an
indexinq project (Indexing Aid Research Project) which is
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encoded in frames. Rules are used in adding headings and
subheadings. We will begin witnessing greater use of expert
systems in the indexing of journal articles. The intelligent
characteristics of an expert systemwill assist the indexer by:

1. Identifying concepts discussed in the journal article.
2. Translating the concepts into verbal descriptions.
3. Translating the verbal descriptions into subject
descriptors.
4. Applying the appropriate rules governing the assignment
of descriptors.
5. Assigning the descriptors and including subdivisions to
the article.

Management. Few, if any, management expert systems are
currently being used in libraries. Soon library directors will.
be consulting management expert systems via their personal
computers on a daill, basis. There is a void in this area that
will be filled when expert systems become a natural part nf the
manager's decision-support system.

Areas that are appropriate for library management expert
systems include:

1. Personnel planning and recruitment.
2. Collection development.
3. Construction of new buildings.
4. Utilization of existing space.
5. Accounting and general budgeting.
6. Strategic planning.

Referece. Reference service is a very complex endeavor,
and one should not surmise that all reference personnel can be
replaced by an expert system. The interaction between the
reference librarian and the user carries with it many
unanticipated challenges and other human anomalies. As expert
systems and other products of artificial intelligence become
more sophisticated in library practices, they will becom- a
significant component of the reference librarian's work day.
Dowell and crews project several advantages for using expert
systems in reference service; they include:

1. Reference service can be provided even when a reference
librarian is not available for consultation -- either because
the library is not open or the reference desk is not open, or
the reference librarian is too busy.

2. Depending upon the expert system architecture, reference
service can be provided at a number of locations throughout the
library -- not just at the reference desk.

3. Expert systems can be designated to provide library
instruction -- thereby taking a large amount of drudgery work
away from the reference librarian.
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4. A typical reference librarian possesses a vast amount of
knowledge about the library collections, reference clientele,
the institutions they work for, productive search strategies,
and out-of-the-way but useful reference sources. Expert systems
can be designed to capture this knowledge so that it would not
be lost when the librarian retires or resigns.

5. Expert systems can serve more patrons, especially at
peak hours, resulting in more satisfaction and without having to
hire more reference librarians.

Examples of some expert systems in reference work include:
1. Online Reference Assistance (ORA) is a reference expert

system developed by James Parrott at the University of Waterloo
Library. The Waterloo system was designed to suggest sources to
help answer factual questions and provide assistance with
bibliographic instruction activities.

2. PLEXUS is a system that is actually a prototype of a
library system for referral. It was developed by Helen Brooks
and Almna Vickery at the University of London. PLEXUS is a
welldefined universe focusing only on gardening. This system
refers user. to resources about gardening such as those found in
guides to reference sources and in directories to online
databases. Users interact with the system to develop an
effective search strategy, search the database, and evaulate
(with assistance from the system) the results of the search. A
list of annotated sources on a particular area of gardening is
the final product.

3. ANSWERMAN, developed by Sam Waters at the National
Agricultural Library, is designed to help users in finding
answers to ready-reference questions. A series of menus help
delineate the question and identify the type of reference tool
needed (e.g., atlas, dictionary). It also serves as a
consultation system and as a front end to external online
databases and CD-ROM reference tools.

4. POINTER, developed by Karen Smith at SUNY/Buffalo, is a
system that "points" users in the direction of government
publications which will provide the answer to a particular
question. Users of POINTER make choices from menus, and the
system responds with the names of specific sources, call
numbers, and instructions.
,Un•.j_gjP Library Staff

Library users will take to this new technology like ducks
take to water. The trick is to design easy-to-use systems
(e.g., an effective front end system). There will be little or
no problems with the users.

The persons in the library environment who will "suffer" the
most from the implementation of expert systems will be the staff
(professional and nonprofessional). The thought of being
deskilled by a machine is a bit frightening for anyone. Some of
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ilit ~ ~ ~ ~ wsc Ii-iii~ w1'~t Ci t tt.(i w Ith 'impt. cannot be
lv( i (it 'tI. lit ul-'v b iV dl.!4-1 rh id riot j umip t-o tie- conclusion

3 n tA W&nuo ir.:_;; iLhe 1.ibtdL_.in11 1. tltIuady performing
clIo ricci task!--. OCIPc did not and will not drive catalogers into
unoemployrncu1t otau.Positive afapectn of threi~r new technology
should bo oinphw;Hek~d; Pxpert systems can mako the librarian's
life much hot.etu. T1hey will enable librarians to use their time
for more crceaitivn, *job-relateci activ~itie!-;. After all, do we
librarians not. want to devote more time on professional work and
less time on tiine-conruminq, repetitive tasks? ý8)

AnoherNow D)imom;i~lscj
I'rh e t roi tIt trirunt of expert systems tIs to mimic the

functions of the hunmin brain. The humAn brain distributes
infOrrna,1t~i~ In a 3 Va;t. netiwork or nerve cc'.l s (neurons).
Recent and nuitn re idvivnoo'n in ioural notworkr. w ill.. play a
s i qni c, fi n I It in (1 v v I opi nq theo c a pa-1i jIIt; i es o7f P..xp ert

!;em; ri it I fi It i I ic id I teur-ons; (:i Imi w t-o t-hose in the
humflanl h rli i) I It'l -rf. i fte~C rc(.inooti t id wil11 pf~ tm i . the sharing of
In furilat. ur i (II 11d elfleuinii nq tasks i l1 r Imu tan vl0;W Y 1 I'lii iS
t~wo-.I i mrneiw~ii tnaIppr ac works berst at reocqizinq~ IIC patterns.
Fn!-.tnAd C)I rr ki ' t~or .- tternrio, expert oy-t-:.nfmern distill the

dcc~~~~ i. I' "CO-"., 1 Une ie: igd by huma n expe vt g * lnt~o rui es of
thumib . It. i- ' p t 'd ic ted that: a comb inat:i on of* ctxrert systems and
flC't-l Vi lift W( 3IT:' cn (Ai1 UIn( the. answors to th:--clw problems too
COMplox t(I- orit hol to ý.lo1 '1101l on.

I'lucre I:; it mur resiearch ril.qu i.red bet orn one can truly0
rep i-ca ti Lw itimJunna bra in. Nave rthe 1.eoss, a much better
unders;tand i iii. .; Ibehinq qrasped on how the br-i-vi n functions.
Comb inhi no In' priir u. i p.1s of neural networ-k inq w~ith library
e'xpot. L~;st.i wil t I r'ruilt in a I:)owerful I."i nt~o I ect~uail gg1ibrar

tool . Wo w iI I pr ,bably not see thiFs combination occurring untyl
aroundI~ the Jilt tLw 11art. of' the 1,990s . (9)

Coniclu.r -ion

Ilow, iii-it' t Ii.iii iiiy/ oiieor- tijmr, i.n ouir civ 1 1 'n.it on, is the
nif-wot: t'r i 3 ili'. huI ho a I ihrarioii. 'To p,irt-phrane . Iaac
Asimov, "Michlijia: wi 1I1 do t~he hun~drum work of: I 'ibr-arians. The
cninfm1p lru P' I I 'p iiji t ho ra I ihi '!io fo i nr-, and I I ihran ans will be
trC, a! 1i ::f (I" thiincri tfiy r-liotuH I' doiti h -- toc- create."g
(i1 I hf'1w 3 .lh t t' ":r t.1i tr e art c'alb i nq 1. ilhrir ii eit; to provide

r~oft. ut' ,n)-y\ It'i iirutny li avcrah Io beu 2provide by the
Ol'AC!ý. 1qwlt 'xi I icy:,.t ''in!;i ar' moe M In! f 11y lrI''Vr'I nped, l ibraries

IIjj II'' i Ii ('r n i ' I I i i I('t nir t.i[) I ' I(1('t iVe. nervjlce.

'110!-,t r ~ itt lIo nt' O.r rr.313,t i r !nip? r'vrin nt in
1) rrlt)I I t iv rr r: t i~t, v,:', ij' eýto ed, "We 5 can



build machines to do library work... the machines are ready for
us... but we are still very far from being ready for machines."
In a nutshell, are we librarians ready to take advantage of the
new library technology? I believe we are.
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Tn thils paper we focus on intelligent systems that are based
* on the integration of expert systems and hypermedia technology,

for together they offer a rich environment for creating computer
applications that ron increase productivity enormously and act
as JInLellicjent ass. ..to its. Furthermore, though hypermedia and
export systems tech1 a,-.gias date back thirty or more years as
independent technologies, it has only been in the last two or
three years that their paths have fully converged, offering
system developers both a rich and fle-ciblo environment in which
to work.

Indeed, the melding of hypermedia and expert systems into
the broader class of intelligent system applications has also
brought attention to the fact that often no one technology will
completely solve a given problem, so the need to integrate
d~ivorse technologies within a single application is both conmon
and necessary. When looked at from a librarian's perspective,
thig combination of technologies is quite attractive as it leads
to ovorall increasos in productivity relating to information
retrioval and matnagement. In fact, when hypermodia and expert
sytit.eiii tuchnolugiem are merged, a synergistic effect is
renIlizcd, offering a richer application than could have been
auhluved with either technology alone. And it is this Integral
reoat ionaihp that we foous on hore as we explore tho
po~uiibilities for integrating hypermed.a and expert systems in
cre!atinq intelliqent systom applications.

Intelligent comp~uter atpplications attempt to emulate the
humAn thinking process, and can therefore serve as an extension
ot our cret~tive and problaim-solving abilities. Marc
spcici(ifically, intelligent systems represent a combination of
tochinologites that attempt to parallel or replicate human
behdVjiOL within opecific and narrowly defined contexts. These
tochnologievs havo their basis, mostly, in artificial
intvi,111ienco research and development. To facilitate a better
uindcr.,.t-anding of the nature of intelligent systemn, we begin
with the gjeneral goals and objectivem of artificial intelligence
(AI).
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS

According to R.J. Brachman, a pioneer in the AI community,
"A widely recognized goal of artificial intelligence is the
creation of artifacts (usually software programs) that can
emulate humans in their ability to reason symbolically, as
exemplified in typical Al domains such as planning, natural
language understanding, diagnosis, and tutoring. Currently
most of this work is predicated on the belief that
intelligent systems can be constructed from explicit,
declarative knowledge bases, which in turn are operated on
by general, formal reasoning mechanisms. This fundamental
hypothesis of AI means that knowledge representation and
reasoning--the study of formal ways of extracting
information from symbolically represented knowledge--is
of central importance to the field" tBrachman 1988].

Brachman's description of AI relates to the definition of
intelligent systems in two ways. First, it stresses knowledge
representation and reasoning at the heart of any system that
reflects intelligence. Moreover, it suggests that the only way
such systems can behave in this manner is if they contain
formal mechanisms for representing knowledge and employing
inference techniques that model conventional computationally-
based systems.

For example, if an intelligent system is going to
troubleshoot a telephone network switching unit, an automobile's
fuel injection system, or a faulty hydraulic pump, it must first
work from a body of experience and information indigenous to the
domain (knowledge representation). Then it can employ a
diagnostic method (based on inference) to proceed from known
symptoms (facts) to probable causes and corrective measures
(expert advice). Central to this type of intelligent activity
is the ability not only to work logically but to access and
synthesize discrete pieces of information in creating a new
understanding of the problem situation and its possible
resolution. This definition and elementary example of
artificial intelligence technology points to the need to
distinguish intelligent systems from conventional computer
programs.
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0 INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS AND CONVENTIONAL PROGRAMS

The behavior aiid attributes of an intelligent system
distinguish it from conventional computer programs. Traditional
computer applications, such a.; databases, spreadsheets, graphics
programs, and text processing programs, are fundamentally
time-saving tools that have replaced manual approaches to tasks
such as calculating, sorting, typing, drawing, and so on. They
do not attempt to replicate human activities such as
problem-solving, diagnosis, and planning. Further, such
programs simply employ algorithms and exhibit no intelligence
peLrse. These algorithms typically create one solution path,
requira a complete set of data, and use a predictable set of
steps defined by the programmer. It could be argued that a
computer is acting intelligently when it performs a computation
or a comparison. This definition of intelligent behavior,
however, io too broad to be of much value, since here the
computer is not using knowledge or inference to reach a result,
but rather employing a prescribed sequence of steps that do not
vary even if environmental conditions change.

Intelligent systems, in comparison, are more flexible and
adaptive in that they draw on knowledge and the power of
as.sociatlon and inference to steer the direction of a running
proqrnm toward useful results. They do so by dealing

* ef~foctivoly with "the complex interaction of many factors that
must ho( considered as a whole, rather than as a series of steps"
.cowni 1985], a process often referred to as "symbolic

proc•oInilg." Scown points out that Al-based programs can
manipuilatc! not only these symbols but govern the relationships
amý)ric the symbols, which can, in turn, represent retil-world
entitilos. That is, unlike conventional programs which
manL:puiate variables whose values are known, intelligent systems
can manipulate symbols independent of their values. They do so
by having rules within the system that govern or manipulate the
rclat~ionvhips among the symbols. Unlike conventional programs,
int•tllqicnt systems can work with incomplete or unknown data and
still reach a useful result. In fact, Scown suggests that a
sy,,t.cm that Is only 30-5o percent complete can still be quite
uL.0lUl. aF; a prototype, whereas this is not the case with any
conwventional program.

JL~.couu Intelligent systems can manipulate symbols that
ruur,;ent real-world entities, they are capable of working with
knowodclo as well. To understand this principle, we must
dhi.;ti11gUi.h between data, information, and knowledge. As Scown
pol.1I.L out,
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"We can think of data as any value available to the system
for processing. Information can be described as data that
has been selected and organized for a particular purpose.
Knowledge, in the realm of artificial intelligence, is
information structured in a way that brings out and exploits
the relationships among the pieces of data. The distinctive
aspect of the AI approach is the emphasis on the storage and
manipulation of the relationships among'symbols" [Soown
1985].

So the key factors in intelligent systems are

(1) the ability to use knowledge to perform certain
tacks or solve problems, and

(2) the capacity to exploit the powers of association
and inference in attempting to deal with complex problems that
resemble the real world. These primary characteristias are
helpful in defining intelligent systems because they suggest not
only how they might behave but point to the mechanisms and
techniques they usually contain.

THE ROLE OF INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS

Among our intelligent activities as humans is the ability to
store and retrieve vast amounts of information efficiently, to
solve complex problems or reach decisions, and to connect our
thoughts and ideas in non-linear, associative ways. Central to
this kind of behavior is not only our complex organizational
skills but our ability to adapt or modify our behavior based on
reason and employ several unique skills given the situation at
hand.

For computer systems to be "intelligent," they must possess
at least a subset of these abilities as they model specific
human-related tasks. Moreover, intelligent systems need not act
as independent agents, replacing human experts in a given
situation. Rather, they can function as intelligent assistants,
augmenting or supplementing human expertise while increasing
productivity, In short, intelligent systems behave logically,
solve complex problems, are responsive and adaptive, provide
non-linear program navigation, make effective use of existing
information, are user-friendly and highly interactive.
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looked at collectively, the characteristics listed above
are a tall order for any intelligent system. Indeed, if such
systems were based on common-sense knowledge and used in broad
application areas, they would surely provide limited results.
However, when applied in a narrow field or domain, intelligent
systems can be very effective and exhibit many of these
intelligent abilities.

THE INTEGRATION OF HYPERMEDIA AND EXPERT SYSTEMS

Of all the essential characteristics of an intelligent
syitem discussed earlier, knowledge representation, inference,
and non-linear association of information are the most critical
to intelligent systems as they have been defined in this paper.
Unfortunately, no single information technology or application
program can integrate these functions well. However, when
integrated within a single application or used with existing
programs, hypermedia and expert systems offer a rich environment
for creating software applications that can indeed behave
intelligently. They do so by combining the problem-solving,
assoctativo, or expressive powers of humans at work.
Basically, expert systems are software programs that use
knowledge and inference to simulate the performance of a human
export in a narrow field or domain. They are particularly
useful to augment problem-solving or decision-making.
Hlyperimedia, in contrast, provides a vehicle for intuitive,
non-linear access to information and program navigation that
more roealistically resembles intelligent behavior.

When combined within an intelligent system or application
projrvtl, expert systems and hypermedia technologies have a
syni-utlistic relationship, whereby their combined strength is
moi:u than the simple sum of their individual capabilities. For
thlis -,.ynurgy to occur, however, the two technologies must be
wo.kiig Iin tandem, that is effectively linked in someway within
thu ,ipipllcatlon program. Most often the application itself will
driv., th1: degree and type of integration between the two
tc-1I•HiIogJeo and define the type of communication between the
export system and hypormedia components.

WHAT IS AN EXPERT SYSTEM?

uot!ill that the field of artificial intelligence (AI)
cun.,,inw dovising ways of programming a computer to act
int(.,1LI.qently. Put another way, when a computer performs a task
simuL.ating human behavior, it is exhibiting artificial
inte.].igence. Speech recognition, game playing, computer
vlýiion, robotics, and natural language processing are all
act iviti-os that demonstrate artificial intelligence.
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Another fundamentally intelligent activity is decision
making. The ability to analyze a situation, determine possible
vc0r-poncses and, from these, to choose the most appropriate action
is quintessentially intelligent. When individuals become highly
skilled at making decisions in a particular area, they earn the
title "expert." When a computer program can simulate the
decision making ability of an expert, that software exemplifies
an expert system. Thus, a plausible definition of an expert
system might be as follows:

An expert system is software which simulates the
performance of a human expert in a specific, usually quite
narrow, domain.

As we shall soon see, expert systems are useful in diverse
fields including banking, commerce, education, humanities, and
defense. Given a 30% annual rate of growth of the expert
systems market, analysts expect that in 1990 expert systems will
represent a $2 billion market. The proliferation of such
systems is nothing less than remarkable and truly indicates that
artificial intelligence, once considered to be only the
playchild of imaginative researchers and their graduate
students, has now achieved widespread use and respectability.
Moreover, many concrete benefits have accounted for the recent
popularity and surge of expert systems, as indicated in the
examples that follow.

BENEFITS OF EXPERT SYSTEMS

Exp.r@tSystems can save time.

Expert systems can often save time, especially in
diagnostic situations. For example, Wendy's installed an expert
system aimed at troubleshooting its hmmburger fryers across the
country. This hotline service now embodies a core of expertise
that can be employed instantaneously anywhere a Wendy's is
located, saving a great deal of time by not having to go through
the trial-and-error approach usually associated with limited
expertise.

EKpert systems can increase revenue.

Expert systems can increase revenue in a variety of
business situations. For example, prior to installing an expert
system to help process orders, the IBM Corporation in Burlington
relied strictly on the expertise of its employees. Though well
tr;ained and competent, the employees required significant time
to consider the orders they were receiving; time spent in this
manner translated into fewer orders being processed. Since
using an expert system to help its employees in this task, the
'onrpiny has increased revenues by as much as $8 to $10 million.
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EXrz,-rt ._ystems can cut costs.

In most production, manufacturing, or installation
situations expert systems can reduce costs. For example,
Digital Equipment Corporation estimates that its XCON (eXpert
CONfigurer) system results in savings of $25 million per year.
IBM's DEFT system (Diagnostic Expert Final Test) saves the
corporation an estimated $12 million annually by diagnosing
problems during the final testing of the disk drives of its
mainframe systen.s.

Exert ss can preserve endangered knowledge.

By capturing and distributing expertise in a narrow, but
critical, domain, expert systems can preserve endangered
knowledge. For example, motivated by the impending retirement
of several of its top tool-design engineers, Boeing Aircraft
Corporation set out to capture their expertise !., .ii exvport
system and uses the system to train the youngq.:, less
experienced engineers. This project wao so successful that
Poeing now operates its own Artificial Intelligence Center and
routinely uses expert systems on space station design, as well
as on helicopter and airplane troubleshooting.

Expert systems can propagate knowledge.

Expert systems are also good at helping to propagate
knowledge. For example, when in July, 1988, the United Nations'
Food and Agriculture organization identified as a high priority
the enhancement of information flow and critical deciFion-making
worldwide, it turned to intelligent systems technology to help
solve its problem. The result of this ducision is reflected in
REGIS, an intelligent system that combines expert system and
hypeormedia technologies.

Export systemhs can imnprove consistency.

fly dist'ibutinq a large body of common expertise, expert
syte,-i. can improve consistency. For instance, LDS is an expert
system developed by the Rand Corporation to assist legal experts
in tiettling product liability cases by calculating defendant
liaLility, case worth, and equitable settlement amount. With
its expertise derived from formal legal doctrine as well as
inirro al principles and strategies of attorneys and claim
adju..;tcrs, LDS calculates the value of the case by analyzing the
effect of loss, liability, responsibility, context, and other
speci;i subjective consideorations, and assures that any attorney
in a firm using the system will receive consistent advice
[Waterman 1986].
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Expert systems can train.

Because they reflect expertise and are often procedurally
guided, expert systems are useful in training situations. For
example, the Department of Ophthalmology at the University of
Maryland Hospital is developing an expert system whose purpose
is to train residents in identifying ocular trauma. Linked to
images stored on a video medium, the system' will answer
questions posed by residents and then query them on the
diagnosis of the trauma. The benefits of this system over time
will include consistent, top-level training for students,
on-line examinations, and improved time management for faculty.

Expert systems can integrate with other software.

Although expert systems can stand alone in certain
applications, they can often be easily integrated with other
software, such as spreadsheet or database applications. For
example, the IR-NLI system, developed at the University of Udine
in Italy, includes an expert system which provides non-technical
users with a natural language interface to the information
retrieval services offered by online databases. The system acts
as a front-end to several databases and decides which will be
the most appropriate for answering the user's requests. IR-NLI
combines the expertise of a professional intermediary for online
searching with the capability for understanding natural language
and carrying out a dialog with the user [Waterman 1986].

Expert system shells reduce development time.

Due to the fairly recent introduction of expert system
building tools or "shells," expert systems no longer require 20
man-years to develop as some did in the early days of the
technology. Such tools lead a developer through the process of
incorporating knowledge into an expert system. A shell
essentially facilitates expert system development by reducing
the burden of representing knowledge in machine form. Shells
are currently available for all computer systems ranging from
mainframes to personal computers and many are priced between
$200 and $1000. In addition to making expert system technology
available to average desktop computer user, shells have not only
significantly reduced the development time of axpert systems,
but allow applications to be built in less time than with
conventional AI languages stch as LISP or PROLOG. More than any
other factor, this savings in development time has been
responslble for the rapid proliferation of expert systems
technology in the 1990s.
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S
TYPICAL EXPERT SYSTEM APPLICATIONS

Just as word processing, spreadsheet and database programs
have found a multitude of applications, so too expert systems
can address a wide variety of tasks. The historic applications
aescribed in this section, by no means exhaustive, illustrate
just how diverse is the arena of expert system technology, and
suggest the vast potential for intelligent systems in general.
The sample systems described below highlight some specific areas
where expert systems have been successfully deployed.

i ano s is.

National cash Register (NCR) of Dayton, Ohio, employs an
expert system it calls KESCOM/pm to enable its analysts to more
effectively diagnose the communications prublems of its data
center customers. The system leads the analyst through the
thought process of communications experts when a bank calls to
report a communications difficulty, resulting in a quick and
consistenit determination of the problem. "We have 23,000
terminals coming into us through 4,100 telephone lines," says
Greg Hanson, marketing director for financial systems. "If
there's a problem anywhere--the terminal, the cable, the phone
company, etc.--the high level people taking the calls can
quickly solve it" [Computers in Banking 1989].

Cl ass i.fication.

While interviewing a patient suspected of having
schizophrenia or some other schizophrenic disorder, a
psychiatrist asks certain questions and makes certain
observations intended to reveal the nature of the patient's
symptoms. In fact, many psychiatrists have their personalized
approach to this interview. However, the Diagnostic and
Statistics Manual IV, the definitive handbook of psychiatry,
lists criteria that clinicians routinely check during such
interviews and indicates the diagnosis based on these criteria.
To systemnatize the diagnosis, the Maryland Psychiatric Research
Center (MPRC) prototyped an expert system in 1988 that
essoentially contains the expertise of the Diagnostic and
Statistics Manual IV. When the expert system assists with the
interview, a psychiatrist can classify the patient's disorder in
a manner consistent with the guidelines of the manual. This
appro.ach removes the idiosyncrasies that often creep into
interviews and achieves a more dependable classification.
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Prediction.

ADEPT is an expert system developed by TRW for the military
which aids battlefield assessment analysts by providing tactical
interpretations of intelligence sensor reports. The system uses
these reports to generate a display of combat locations on the
battlefield. Military knowledge and expertise are encoded as
rules concerning how and why enemy forces operate and the
tactical significance of situation interpretations (Waterman
1986].

Scheduling

United Airlines, like other carriers in the field, needs to
schedule its gate assignments optimally, especially at busy
airports such as Denver's Stapleton or Chicago's O'Hare, where
United routinely makes 400 assignments to 50 gates within a
single day. In an attempt to cope with this complex problem,
United deployed the well-known Gate Assignment Decision System,
an expert system based on the TI Explorer, a special-purpose
LISP-based AI workstation. According to a recent Al Expert
article, "TI used a half-dozen experts from United's
gate-operations team to create the knowledge base for GADS"
(Newquist, 1990]. The net outcome of using GADS is that United
personnel are freed up to focus on more critical assignments.
The system reportedly took only ten months to build and is now
used at two of the busiest airports in the nation. GADS is also
linked to the company's mainframe system, Unimatic, which
maintains all other flight information and can now feed data
directly to the GADS system to be used in the automated
scheduling process.

Decision support..

When a credit card corporation receives a request for an
unusual expenditure, someone has to decide whether or not to
approve the request. A run of unusual transactions may indicate
the cardholder is on a buying spree or may suggest that the card
is in unauthorized hands. American Express has devised an
expert system to assist in this very situation. Containing the
expertise of Amerinan Express' own analysts, this system either
approves or disapproves a credit line request based on such
factors as amount of the request and history of the -ardholder's
buying and paying habits.
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Conf iguration.

An example of a configuration system is Z-EXPERT, developed
in 1987 for Zenith Data Systems (ZDS). Z-EXPERT queries
potential PC buyers concerning, among other factors, their
intendod areas of application, their level of expertise in
hardware and software, and the kinds of system peripherals they
may have in mind. After digesting the users' responses to its
questions, Z-EXPERT produces first a generic description of a
suitable configuration and then recommends the Zenith Data
Systems bundle that best matches this description and fits the
buyer's needs. ZDS has found that supplying college campuses
with Z-EXPERT assures that its student representatives on campus
offer reliable, consistent advice to students thinking about
purchasing a ZDS computer system.

EportSystem-Integration with Data Processing.

Effective expert systems usually interact well with
previously acquired data collections. MDX, developed at Ohio
State University, is such a system. MDX diagnoses tho existence
and cause of the liver syndrome known as "cholestasis." It
banieo Its diagnosis on patient history, signs, symptoms and
clinit-al. data. Access to the database of patient records is
mazni*jud by another expert system called PATREC. PATREC accepts
S d;ta ftrom the user, stores it appropriately, provides a query
linguag-le for question answering, prepares summary reports, and
make':: r.tuggestions helpful in diagnosis. In this way, MDX and
pA'i'JI:, work together to transform the collection of facts
contained in a database into useful and practical knowledge and
Intormation [Waterman 1986].

SIt onimiiit: ion Retrileval.

Tho Goucher College Biographical Reference Advisor is a
PC-b;i:tcd expoort system built by the authors to identify
appjropriate biographical reference sources. The system works
durinirj a.11 hours the library is open; the two Goucher College
reference librarians do not. Using this system, students can
takt, idvantage of the reference librarians' expertise even when
thr l ibrarians are not physically present.

But oven when the librarians are present, the system is
rtinnicq and accommodates the majority of routine queries which
stmdtiiLs, would otherwise pose to librarians. This enables the
rcf~tii.colibrarians to devote time to the more interesting
aclpct:.i of their jobs and to help students with more difficult
probcms. Looked at from this perspective, the Goucher College
BiuqrL..ipkicai.1 Reference Advisor increases the productivity of the
lilrary staff.
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Should there come a time when another position is added to
the reference staff, the system stands ready to introduce the
new member to the biographical reference collection of the
library and to familiarize that person with the operating mode
of the current staff.

Diagnosis, classification, prediction, scheduling, decision
support, configuration, integration with database systems, and
information retrieval represent only a few of the major areas
where expert systems have had an impact. For more detailed
accounts of intelligent system application areas, consult trade
journals such as AI Expert, PC Al, and the Spang Robinson
Report.

WHAT IS HYPERMEDIA?

Basically, hypermedia is an information management tool that
links text, graphics, sound, or other types of media in an
associative way. In doing so, it allows users of a system to
navigate through information in non-linear fashion. Moreover,
bec3use hypermedia has the potential to simulate the human
ability to organize and retrieve information by referential
lUnks, the technology is also capable of providing a form of a
relational object-oriented network that can extend knowledge
representation within an intelligent system application. With
this kind of capability, hypermedia can play a major role In
intelligent systems development through its ability to access
information or control program navigation in a non-linear way. 0
By non-linear we mean moving or jumping from one point in the
program to another based on both the user's needs and the
patterns of relationships that are explicitly defined by the
developer. Unlike a book, where pages are ordered sequentially,
and routinely read in a linear fashion, hypermedia information
can represent a collection of interconnected files that contain
text and graphics linked into a web or network. Users are free
to progress or navigate through a system using any number of
nori-linear pathways for which links have been established by the
denicgner. Distinctlons between the terms "hypermedia" and
"bhylirtaxt" have become somewhat blurred in recent years, but
the principles have remained the same. We prefer to use the
term "hypermedia" since it is more inclusive and because
knowledge can be expressed in text, graphics, and other media as
well. Although hypermedia is an extremely powerful tool for
interconnecting information in intuitive ways, and thereby
augmenting human intelligence, it is not by itself capable of
rendering Jntelligent applications. As an organizational and
inI,)rmation retrieval tool, hypermedia does provide a highly
flexible context for representing knowledge, but it lacks the
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reasoning or inference ability to generate a truly "intelligent
system" found in expert systems. In the following sections we
explore the benefits of hypermedia and reveal key areas where
the technology has been successfully used.

BENEFITS OF HYPERMEDIA

_lyprmadia saves time.

Hypermedia applications can often save time by allowing
users to browse through information without having to pay
attention to detail. In this sense, the technology offers a
quick way of retrieving linked or cross-referenced information
without stepping users through a series of intermediate menus.
In essence, hypermedia offers the ability for users to have
direct manipulation of the information at hand. The net result
is a savings of time by making more efficient the task of
pinpointing and retrieving relevant information.

The HyperLex system, developed at the Pittsburgh-based law
firm of Reed, Smith, Shaw & McClay, offers a good example of
this hypermedia feature in action [Hypertext '89, 1989).
HyperLex was designed to help attorneys with patent
applications, along with other types of legal activities. One
of the primary aims of the HyperLex system in this area was to
cut down the amount of time it takes to identify relevant "prior
art" (published works of any kind) before beginning to process a
now patunt application. Using hypermedia access to the HyperLex
databtse that contains inventions and their corresponding
doe;criptions, attorneys using the HyperLex system can now more
quickly identify similar patents that are already in place.
Moreover, now patent applications can also be immediately linked
and cross-referenced online.

j1_yp•iwmodia aids in dis ovlary.

Hlypermedia can also aid in the discovery of new ideas or
relovant Information by indicating links to information that
micjht not: have been originally sought. A good example of this
type of hypermadia-aided discovery is SuperBook-a prototype
system developed at Bell Communications Research (Hyportext '87,
1967]. SuperBook automatically transforms online text documents
into vnhancod documents that contain a table of contents, index,
and concordance. Once established, these meta-text elemonts
help to locate information in a layered fashion, and provide the
oppoi.:tunity to view every occurrence of a word by either keyword
or booloan search function. In this way, the hyperdocument that
is croatod fosters a greater degree of exploration of the text
than was possible before the preprocessing and hypertext
Indexing was accomplished.
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Iivpormoiiedia Offer Better User Contro!jNavigaition.

Among the many benefits of hypermedia, the ability to offer
bIL!LtI: user navigation or control of a system accounts for most
of the technology's popularity to date. The reasons for this
are simple. Until hypermedia appeared, program control was
always in the domain of the developer. Menus, hierarchies, and
linear sequences of questions or directions kept users on course
throughout a working session. Usually the only flexibility
offered was backing up a screen or returning to the beginning of
the program. Hypermedia, however, offers non-linear access to
information and program control that opens up avenues not only
for exploration but for user-defined system navigation. A good
example of this feature is the hypertext-based documentation
index that comes with the PC-Browse text search program from
QuickSoft, Inc. Though QuickSoft supplies a full version of the
hardcopy PC-Browse manual online with its shareware product,
users will find that the hypertext index that is linked to an
abbreviated online manual will provide a more direct means of
accessing critical information than that found by reading the
full manual in linear fashion. In addition, once the hypertext
manual is invoked, users can then vary the degree of help they
get by choosing only those additional hypertext words that
interest them.

Ilypprmedia Provides a Collaborative Work Environment.

Hypermedia can also promote a collaborative work environment
by allowing people working on individual pieces of text or
graphical information to link together in a larger hypermedia
network. An example of this hypermedia feature is the Virtual
Notebook System (VNS), developed at the Baylor College of
Medicine in Houston, Texas (Hypertext '89, 1989). The VNS
facilitates information acquisition, sharing, and management
wLthin those scientific groups engaged in both basic and
clinical research. ['he intent of the VNS was to foster
,oLlaboration across a heterogeneous computing environment.
Ultimately the VNS was implemented in the Sybase relational
dki'lbase system and employed an X Windows interface that runs on
multiple platforms. In essence, the VNS serves as a scientific
notebook where research notes, e-mail, images, graphics, and
other types of objects can be interconnected within a scholarly
network. Thp VNS notebooks are linked into a web-like
contiguratioii, thus allowing users to work with more than one
notebook at. it time and to freely share information with others
across the network. Notebook pages can contain links to other
pagces or images in the same notebook, to other notebooks in the
working group, or to any other notebook within the hypertext
web. socurity in also maintained so that notebook access can be
limited to work groups or shared college-wide.
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H.ypeormedia Helps to Limit the Knowledge Domain.

While hypermedia by itself is not capable of creating
intelligent applications, it can help to limit the overall
domain of a working knowledge base by revealing how certain
system components or objects are related to each other, In this
sense, hypermedia extends knowledge representation by drawing
upon patterns of inheritance or exploiting other types of
relationships, which include is a part of, is more general than,
leads to, is similar to, han A, and other relationships. In
essence, instead of loading users through a series of questions
in an expert system module, hypermedia lets them proceed
directly to the area of need or concern. Using hypermedia in
this capacity is a complex affair, but it reveals the highly
complementary nature of hypermedia and expert system
technologies.

TYPICAL IIYPERMEDIA APPLICATIONS

Trm .I ning/Educat ion.

If-permedia is well suited to applications that include
training or education, primarily because of the flexibility that
tho tochnolugy offers over conventional computnr-assisted
i1:1tF-ucti.on. This flexibility is reflected in a non-linear
accu-,i to information and a transfer of program control from the
developer to the end user. Unlike traditional CAI programs,
hypotmodia can be more adaptive overall, offering a more
off b.tivo program navigation that is geared to the noods and
intc'ro:tt4 of the ond user. A second benefit to using hypermedia
in a training/education onvironment is its ability to foster
Ur.,itor oxploration of relevant, but perhaps tangential,
in t. o 1at It n.

Good examples of this use of hypermedia abound in the
iudicii profession (Schneiderman, 1989]. For example, the
Dyinmic Medical Handbook project at the Washington University
School of Medicine offers researchers and teachers a hypermedia
to.•hi qut fotr managing medical information related to
diaqgnocJ. A d rug Intormation hypermedia database is being
du!vclo(pcd at the Johns Hopkins Hospital to replace standard drug
rec'teince books. And Explorer-i is another hypermedia project
devolopod at the Harvard Medical School in the area of diagnosis
and pathophytsiology. These hypermedia-based systems and
cuontl.ss others in the field of specialized education offer
insti-uctors at all levels the ability to link creatively diverse
sou,,.O?1 of information to a single problem or issue.
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illustration/Annotation.
By virtue of its supporting multiple media, hypermedia

offers. a perfect means of adding annotation, illustration,
animition, video, and sound support to tkxtual information
within an intelligent system. In the Apple Hypercard or IBM
Windows environments, for example, a hypermedia system that
exploits these graphical user interfaces can link textual
information to any number of graphic images, sounds, or even
full motion video sequences, thus offering new dimensions to the
presentation and dissemination of multi-media information. A
good example of this hypermedia functionality is found in the
Linnaeus system, which aids scientists in the taxonomic
classification of aquatic life (Estop, 1989]. In essence,
Linnaeus (named after 18th century naturalist Carolus Linnaeus
who invented our current approach to taxonomy) uses a number of
identification "keys" that help scientists classify specimens
according to type. Since this is a complex process, its
hypermedia dimension offers users rapid access to written and
pictorial information that is annotational in nature, including
explanations of unfamiliar terms. Graphic images that accompany
the taxonomies are also included, and such a system could, over
time, be couplod to a video source where marine animals could be
viowed in their natural habitats. Thus, systems like rainnaeus
demonstrate that hypermedia is indeed a powerful tool for
bringing diverse information in a variety of media together for
the purpose of Illustration and annotation.

Online Documentation_
Because hype-rmeda affers both a mix of text and graphicso,

it in. also a perfect medium for online documentation, and in
marny ways offers similar benefits as when it is used in a
training/education environment. That is, hypermedia's
non-linear access to Information and its transfer of program
control to the end user make it perfect for reading online
manetials at varioun levels with great efficiency. Before a
iyl-.rmedia approach to system documentation, online manuals were

almost always oither hierarchically arranged or indexed by
topic, with very little cross-referencing capability. But now
hyinm,.dia offern .i way for users to "thread" their way through
oneelie manuals based on the context and their opocific needs. A

o•on(I •xampla of hypermedia-based online documentation comes with
SpInrite, a commercial product intended to keep hard disks
running nt optimal performanCe. To fully understand how
spina'to works, usor must first come to grips with much
teorminoloqy rl]ntod to hard disk configuration and maintenance.
So 14pinrito offors a hypermedia-based online manual that lets
users determine the denired level of background information they
miqht need by c]ciking onto highlighted words. The software
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vendor oven gets playful in this endeavor by prodding users to
follow a hypermedia thread to its end just to instill more
knowledge about the inner workings of a hard disk.

Information Access.
As Enformatlon becomes more and more plentiful, it is no

wonder that we must seek alternative ways to retrieve it
quickly. Fast, extensive indexing techniques and text
preprocessing are two ways of getting at this problem from a
conventional point of view. That is, the better the index, the
easier it is to find things. Even these helpful technologies,
however, cannot augment a human search task as well as
hypermedia with its non-linear access to information and its
abundance of navigational cues. A good example of using
hypermedia this way is Zenith Data System's InfoXpert, an
intelligent system application whose purpose is to recommend an
appropriate computer sysi.r configuration to a potential
customer. By employing thuth expert systems and hypermedia
technologies. Infoxrji offers direct, non-linear access to
mqgabytes of ZDS infurmation concerning product configurations,
system options, tPunnical setups, and demonstration software.
For example, oncw InfoXpert's expert system recommends a
particularly configured ZDS product, users can then navigate
through all rE the Information pertaining to that system.

INTELLIGENT SYSTEM MODELS

Three basic models for intelligent systems exist. The first
dapends primarily on an expert system strategy for increasing
human productivity or providing intelligent assistance. To
reaich such a goal effoctively, developers must pay attention to
thrý riaturo of the inherent expert system components, and the way
these elements integrate with hypermedia to create a fully
functional intelligent system application.

concorning the expert system component, developers need to
Jho aware ot the following items relating to the development of
the cxport: system component:

(1) the nature of the problem and the type of knowledge
representation and inferencing techniques that should be
used,
(2) the knowledge acquisition techniques that apply,
,i nd
(3) the role uncertainty might play within the system.

'llhose components can provide a more effective user
interface, a better way of linking, locating, and retrieving
crit.cal information, and a way of explaining the system's
reuoni incj.
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'F'hr scond intelligent system design Is based primarily on
hype'md1ia but includes an embedded expert system component.
;uli ':tc:;tom:i uiilly originate with the text of original
documents or a collection of graphics. These information
sources often create the backbone structure of the system, while
the expert system component provides specialized local
functions. Hypermedia-based intelligent systems have great
potential because of the amount of knowledge that exists today
in the form of raw text. In fact, some developers argue that
the next generation of Al-based applications will be
"text-based," rather than "knowledge-based" in the form of
rules, for such systems can be built much more rapidly by side
stepping much of the laborious knowledge engineering process.
It is because of this potential importance that we have included
an intelligent system model based on hypermedia.

The third intelligent system design illustrates an
intelligent system built primarily around existing databases and
information sources. This information is typically in the form
of structured text or data, spreadsheets, graphics, or other
programs, which are accessed directly through file input/output
operationa. By being linked to an intelligent system, this
Information can produce a worthwhile or leveraging effect, as in
retrIev.ing critical information from a text file or database to
be applied to a diagnostic, problem-solving, or decision-making
situation. When developers integrate databases with an
intolligent system, the task is a challenging but highly
rewardLeig endeavor. As Stephen Schur puts it in an Al Expert
article,

"Today, for the most part, database systems and expert
nystems live in separate worlds. For every company that has
implemented an expert system to date, dozens more are still
as~essinq the technology. Many managers glimpse the
,Otnntial payoffs from combining these two technologies, but
unions a convenient way is found for an expert system to
hntoract with the corporate data base, implementation of
n;'r~tems to reaap these benefits will be tortuous and slow.
,ukiie of' th i aiijor obstacles to building intelligent
da tabases nre atructural. Data base management systems
(DHMrs) stress syntax over semantics (structure over
m11eaning), while in the expert systems world just the
oppol:i•tv in t.rue" (Schur 3.988]. Though this was the case in
virly 1988, the situation has changed measurably, and now
i tit-oII iqgnt nyIutems are commonly integrated with databases
and ewxis~tinq inrormation sources. The reason for this shift
toward integration stems primarily from the types of tools
that are. now available that include techniques for
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transforming existing text into hypermedia, establishing
hooks to specially formatted database files, or providing
complex database bridges that allow for a greater degree of
integration with existing information.

LEVERAGING ORGANIZATIONAL INFORMATION

On one end of the integration spectrum, intelligent systems
can provide effective front ends or back ends to information
sources and database programs, where text files, graphics, or
data are intelligently manipulated. Such systems usually
involve information-intensive applications that have loss error,
bettor data integrity, or better reporting functions. More
complex integration strategies, however, involve using
intelligent systems to leverage existing database applications,
resulting in a transformation of data into knowledge through
induction techniques, or improvement of database organization
and functionality through the integration of expert systems and
hypormodia technologies.

In these more complex integration cases, it may be possible,
for example, to map intelligent system components, such as
objects, rules, and hypermedia nodes, to database entities as
they are expressed in tables, indexes, and individual records.
In fnct, some of the more complex intelligent system development
toobs on the market offer the possibility for directly achieving
thin typo of database integration, while other tools simply
offer "hooks" to specially formatted database files.

Because of this basic division in how databases and other
types of existing information combine with various intelligent
sysýtom development tools on the market, it is useful to break
down the integration process of intelligent systems into two
catogortes: integration at interface level and integration at
the organizational/functional leve]..

,.ntayration at the Interface Level.
it[tePg-nt ~system -t ration with existing information and

dat.abases occurring at the interface level typically consists of
AS3CII C lle read and write commands, or hooks within development
tools that open database files and manipulate specific
into-mation stored in system records. These hooks are usually
represented by special commands or system calls, which can
either be initiated by expert system elements (such as rules),
or fired from hypermedia nodes.
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Many development tools include spreadsheet and database
hooks that have system names or commands similar to those found
in onrnmon commercial packages such as Lotus 1.2.3 and dBASE.
For example, a tool may implement a dBASE hook with statements
such as GET, PUT, SEEK, APPEND, and so on. The intent of these
hooks is to interface the intelligent system application to a
database system or specially-formatted file to use the stored
data in some predetermined way. Most often', when programs
extract data is this way, they need to establish the value for
factors or variables within the working intelligent system.

Because the typical interface between an intelligent system
and existing information is usually achieved through file
input/output operations, this integration method is often slow,
as it is primarily dependent on the amount of available system
memory and the speed of hard disk operation. Moreover, database
hooks and other information access devices often search files
sequentially and do not take advantage of specialized indexes or
database query languages (such as SQL). Thus, with this
approach to integration, the time to access a database or
specially-formatted file in a real-time setting may be
unacceptable, and an alternative method of integration would be
denirable, as described in the following section.

fntegration at the Organizational/Functional Level.
One way In whi ch developers can link intelligent sstems more
effoctively to databases and existing information sources is to
exploit hypermedia and expert system functions for specialized
tasks. For example, by drawing upon existing or inherent
orqanizational schemes, developers can transform existing text
files into hypermedia documents that are much more useful and
navigable than traditional online texts that are hierarchically
organized and presented. At other times when diagnostic,
problom-solving, and configuration situations present
themselves, developers can extract procedural knowledge from
exloting technical reference manuals for embedding within an
oxrr.rt system component as production rules. In each of these
ihtl-conrn, the Integration level goes well beyond the interface
lovel because the program can leverage existing information into
d now functional area.

To c-asen that involve databases, sometimes developers opt
for Induction techniques to transform data into knowledge by
dlticuverintj hidden relationships among the data elements. Once
diu;c.ovorvd, theose relationships can then be expressed in a set
of rules applicable to new situations, demonstrating once again
that ,xistilng information can be leveraged into a new use or
OpplI i vacb ]i.ty. In other database applications a standard
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Structured Query Language (SQL) approach can sometimes fully
mesh a database with intelligent system components. Here, an
intelligent system can generate a series of SQL statements at
run-time that will be used to locate and extract data from a
DBMS.

The methods by which these specialized queries are generated
can be dependent upon the user interaction with the system or on
the type of information the inference mechanism requires to
conduct its work. With this approach the architecture of the
intelligent system is more tightly integrated with the database
management system and the SQL code can speed up the data look-up
process significantly. Furthermore, when the SQL coding meshes
with rules, ouijects, or hypermedia networks in the knowlcdge
representation scheme, the integration strategy goes beyond the
interface approach because the two technologies are no longer
working independently, but combine to perform a given task.

Despite the benefits of induction techniques and SQL
dependent interfaces, more complex integration tasks still
require the need to more fully integrate the intelligent systems
with the database application at the organizational/functional
level. In such cases, higher speed tools and specialized
database "bridges" become necessary. In essence, this type of
integration requires the intelligent system and database
components to link at the "object" level, where the agents0 within the intelligent system have counterparts in the DBMS and
can communicate directly with the database through SQL.
Though they have been defined in various ways by many
developers, objects can be thought of as complex entities within
the intelligent system application that can represent both
database and expert system components or functions. When these
entities or objects are tabularized within both the database
system and intelligent system components, there exists the
possibility for a direct one-to-one mapping process, creating a
tightly integrated intelligent database application.

Once these objects are directly mapped, developers can use
them to trigger activities within the intelligent system
application at run-time. This causes a subsequent action or
event to occur in which data is extracted as several rules fire
corL2ujrently to reach a specific conclusion or result.
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CONCLUSION

In the previous discussion, we have focused on the benefits of
hypermedia and expert systems and especially on their
integration in creating intelligent system applications. We
believe that current directions in information science toward
using hypermpdia and expert system technologies as a
performance-enhanciag technology within traditional applications
indicates continuing widespread adoption of intelligent systems
within libraries. We believe this to be the came because
combining hypermedia and expert systems technologies can supply
embedded Al-based functionality within existing applications to
leverage information to new usefulness. In fact, according to
some industry experts, "Embedded Al will become so useful that,
by 1998 or 1999, a vandor will be unable to succearfully sell a
product without A tar greater form of embedded artificial
intelligence than we have today" [Leininger 1988]. In the
library field, this is already beginning to be the case.
However, for AI-based intelligent systems to achieve this goal
they must take into account existing roal-world needs for
information processing. Moreover, they must encompass a broader
range of functions than expert systems technology currently does
alone. Two such functions are non-linear navigation through
extensively linked information (in both graphical and text form)
and intelligent location and retrieval of information from
common sources, such as online database systems. We believe
that by combining expert systems with hypermedia we can go a
long way toward achieving this goal.
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For about twenty-five years the National Library of Medicine
(NLM) has provided publicly-available data bases that index
biomedical iiterature and are searchable in computerized
retrieval systems. Although the Medical Subject Headings
(Meshl) indexing thesaurus is available in machine-readable
form, indexers rely primarily on the printed form, as well as
printed manuals and other indexing tools, for declarative
(factual) and procedural knowledge relative to indexing.

At NLM's Lister Hill National Center for Biomedical
Communications (LHNCBC) we are searching for ways to improve
access to biomedical information. One of our research projects
is to develop and test the MedIndEx (Medical Indexing Expert)
System, an interactive knowledge-based prototype for computer-
assisted indexing of the MEDLINE@ data base. By encloding the
indexing scheme in a knowledge base (KB), and designing a system
lor indexers to use in a work station environment, the objective
of this project is to facilitate"expert indexing" that is
performed at NLM.

MedlndEx is wriLten in a frame language, a type of object-
oriented language where objects, knowr as frames are usad for
representing concepts. In a frame, a concept (the frame name)
may be described as a list of pairs of slots and values, where a
slot is a relation, and a value is another frame name that
completes the relationship. For example, Heart LOCATION VALUE
Thorax describes the heart (frame) in terms of its location
(slot) in the thorax (value). Most frames contain a number of
slots (up to eight slots per frame in the current prototype).
Determining these relations, which do not exist as such in MeSH
or any other suitable thesaurus, is part of the research of
developing the KP.

Frame descriptions contain other types of declarative knowledge
having to do with values. For example, a slot might not have an
associated value, but rather specify a range of values that make
sense for that slot, or it may have default values which may be
over-ridden by users in an interactive environment. In addi-
tion, frame descriptions have procedural knowledge. Specif-
ically in MedIndEx, slots have associated executable procedures
that enable the system to assist indexers interactively, as
described further on.* 0-1



Slots are subdivided by facets, which specify types of knowledge
asrociated with a slot. For example, VALUE in the above example
of tHi, I1part frame is the name of a facet that introduces actual
values. However, in a Lymph Node frame, where different
locations are possible, a RESTRICTIONS facet would introduce a
list of body areas where lymph nodes might be located, such as
(Axilla Neck Pelvis). This facet contains declarative knowledge
(list of body areas), but is also a procedural facet since it
checks that values added to the LOCATION slot in indexing frames
(explained below) are members of this restrictions list.

An important relation in the KB is known as inherits-from, which
links the entire KB into a single classification. For example,
Knee Injuries (INHERITS-FROM VALUE leg Injuries established this
hierarchy between the higher-level frame Leg Injuries and
lover-level frame Knee Injuries. Inheritance, whereby
lower-level frames automatically assume descriptions of
higher-level frames to which they are linked by this
inherits-from relation, achieves a number of important KB
functions. These include maintaining consistency of the KB,
detecting redundancy in the KB, and simplifying algorithms for
accessing frames based on these explicit hierarchical paths from
higher-level frames to lower-level frames.

Indexers, with system guidance and help coming from the KB,
create for each document indexed a set of indexing frames
patterned after KB frames. Indexing frames are descriptions of
instances of KB frames. These instances correspond to objects,
events, procedures, and other specific descriptions as discussed
in documents beizig indexed. The name of an indexing frame in a
concatenation of its KB frame name and the unique document
nuiaber of the document being indexed. Each indexing frame is
linked to its corresponding KB frame by the same inherits-from
relations that is used for linking frames in the KB classif-
ication. Indexing frames inherit slots from these KB frames,
and since KB frames include executable procedures (indexing
rules), this is how the indexing system can give help that is
specific to the concept being indexed.

eor example, the following shows a slot that has been filled in
an indoxing frame for document #86365451 which is about leg
injuries. The value Angiography, entered by the indexer in
response to the slot prompt PROCEDURE, indicates that this
document discusoes angiography (radiography of blood vessels)
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for leg injuries. Also shown is the inherits-from relation
between this indexing frame and the Leg Injuries frame in the
knowledge base.

Leg Injuries 86365451
INHERITS-FROM

Leg Injuries
PROCEDURE

>Angiography

Indexing assistance includes slot names as prompts for indexers
to consider indexable aspects of a document (PROCEDURE slot in
the above example); validating indexers' input (accepting the
value Angiography); prescribing or suggesting slot values based
on KB rules; and hierarchical KB displays for browsing permissi-
ble values for the current slot.

The KB contains rules not only for creating and filling indexing
frames, but also for generating in the background conventional
MeSH indexing terms at the level of expert indexing. For exam-
ple, the above simplified indexing frame would automatically
generate the MeSH indexing terms Leg Injuries/RADIOGRAPHY and
Angiography. This output can be used to compare the system to
conventional indexing, and would provide actual MEDLINE indexing
for current retrieval systems.

Recent accomplishments in the project include a KB manager de-
signed to assist knowledge engineers in ensuring a consistent,
compact, and syntactically correct KB. This software utilizes
the inheritance feature of frame languages, and special scripts
employing menu and cut and paste interfaces. Graphical display
of hierarchies and creation of frames in batch mode are addition-
al enhancements. New developments in the indexer interface
program include detecting inconsistencies in previously-stored
indexing frames; system suggestion of specific terms; retention
of canceled frames for possi•ble re-uses caching for quick access
to large hierarchies; and regular-expression searching and other
improvements in browsing hierarchical displays. A word-level
aliasing technique has been developed to permit truncation of
individual words in a term, which then would be recognized by
the system as load-in vocabulary for frame terms.

The KB is undergoing expansion in preparation for use of
MedIndEx by indexers. This involves creating and editing frames
using the advanced features of the KB manager, and working with
test documents for which consensus indexing has been obtained
from NLM's Index Section for this project.
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As an experiment, the Art and Architecture Thesaurus (AAT),
produced by a unit of the same name with The Getty Art History
Information Program, was loaded into MedIndEx, and a demon-
sLtration prototype developed for using AAT KB in indexing a
journal in this domain. Project staff prepared a 251-page tech-
nical report on MedIndEx (referenced at the end of this project
description). This report, illustrated with nearly 200 figures,
contains the design document, including pseudocode and detailed
scenarios of system use, and the user manual for indexers.

In the coming year, project staff will continue to enhance the
KB manager by extending special scripts and interfaces to auto-
matically maintain correct syntax and consistency. A new inter-
face to MedIndEx will be developed written in the X Windows
System, which is a device--independent, multitasking windowing,
and graphics system designed to operative across heterogeneous
networks. This interface would be tested by running MedIndEx
from a Sun running X server software and from a terminal running
an X server. A working portable interface should facilitate
eventual use by indexers.

Indexing frame output, which consists of a network of linked
frames, would describu a document more precisely than convention-
al indexing. Project staff are therefore investigating frame
data bases for retrieval, including developing an expert search
assistant that adapts existing software to assist searchers in
filling query frames. output might be in one of two forms: SQL
query statements for searching indexing frames in a relational
data base, or system-generated MeSH indexing terms for use in
conventional MEDLINE retrieval systems.

Experimenting with installing knowledge bases and developing
demonstration prototypes in other domains will continue, as time
and resources permit. Collaborations maT be developed for using
the KB manager, designed to be a domain-independent tool for
creating and editing thesauri and knowledge bases.

The following detailed report, as described earlier, is avail-
able from NTIS: Susanne M. Humphrey and Do-Chih Chien. ThbnMQ(A gy_&4 •tQm, r._h. on gnractive knowlgdged-based index-

. Technical Report NIA-LHC-90-03,
Bothesda, MD: National Library of Medicine, July 1990. Distrib-
uted by NTIS (Publication No. PB90-234964/AS).
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DTIC's mission

As most of you probably know, DTIC's mission is to acquire,
store, retrieve, disseminate, use and enhance technical
information for R&D managers, scientists, engineers, and
others. DTIC catalogs and indexes all the technical reports and
work unit information summaries produced from DoD-related
researcht registers users authorized to receive that
information; stores archival copies of the documents; reproduces
paper and microfiche copies of the documents for our users; and
establishes and maintains online databases for remote users and
in-house searchers.

DTIC's user community
tDTIC's user community is diverse and widespread, from small

contractors to DoD research libraries and other government
agencies all across the country and around the world. We try to
provide the best service we can, and keep up with changes in our
users' needs and emerging technologies.

The role of the Office of Information Services and Technology
within DTIC

Th-is is all a very large effort, requiring many people and
much equipment. The Office of Information Services and
Technology (DTIC-E), where I work, is always looking at new
Technologies to find ways to provide information to DTIC's
users, and also to make DTIC's internal functions more
efficient. Among DTIC-E's projects which have recently come to
fruition are the DoD Gateway Information System (DGIS), a
gateway system which offers centralized access to diverse
information systemst SearchMAESTRO, a inenu-based search
assistant; TR on CD-ROM, which provides 20 years of the
Technical Reports Database with an easy-to-use interface:
STILAS, the integrated library system
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now installed in DTIC's Technical Library and 8 other sites
,c:ro;s the country; and the Electronic Document System, or EDS,
which will replace MCIC'- current microfiche archival system
with )ptical media. We look for new technologies which can be
incorporated into our products, services, and day-to-day
operations. Nmong the new technologies currently being examined
are Artificial Intelligence, Expert Systems, and Hypermedia,
which just happen to be the topics of this Military Librarians
Workshop.

I'm here to tell you about some of the applications DTIC has
developed in the past, And what we are working on now. At the
end I'll give you a short demo of an application which I've just
started developing.

Artificial Intelligence

Several years ago DTIC did a survey of current Al
technology, identifying hardware and software, and looking at
what other researchers were doing. This was done through
literature searches, vendor presentations, and drawing on the
experience and knowledge of DTIC and contractor staff.

From data gathered in this survey, it was obvious that the
realm of possibilities for Al wan virtually limitless, so we
decided to focus our Al developments in one area. One of DTIC's
goals is to increase services directly to the end user, who
typically isn't a computer programmer and doesn't have a lot of
time to learn all the nuances of lots of different systems with
different interfaces and capabilities. So DTIC has tried to
identify some end user-related areas which would benefit fromthe application of artificial intelligence.

Common Command Language

DTIC's first foray into artificial intelligence was a
prototype version of our Common Command Language, or CCL. CCL
was designed to alleviate the need for online database searchers
to learn multiple command languages for different database
sy.;tems. It is based on the National Information Standards
Organization's Standard for Common Command Languages.

The Al-based version of CCL was written in Prolog, a
relational programming language. A Prolog package was purchased
for the VAX 11/780, on which CCL development work was being
done. Prototypes were written for searching DROLS, DIALOG, BRS,
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ORBIT, and NASA-RECON. CCL consists of knowledge bases for each
database system, for user profile information, and for overall
CCL functions. CCL is one module of the DoD Gateway
Information System (DGIS), and interacts with other DGIS
components.

When completed, CCL will be available as a DGIS menu option
under the assisted searching heading. Links will be established
between CCL and DGIS' Directory of Resources and the Query
Builder Export System (QBES). CCL searches may be downloaded
and post-processed using the same routines as other searches
performed on DGIS. Results files may be edited, deleted, moved
around, printed, or sent through electronic mail.

Other applications

Other potential artificial intelligence applications have
been identified within the realm of DTIC's product, service, or
functional areas. These include: thesaurus integration for
assistance in selecting search terms, synonyms, hierarchies,
etc.i natural language interfaces for database searching and
other functions; machine translation of foreign languages;
numeric data query and processing system.

The list could go on and on. And the ones I've mentioned
above deal only with database searching. Al has immense
possibilities for other day-to-day functions within DTIC itself.

Expert Systems

DGIS offers users the capability to automatically connect
to diverse online database systems, search those systems,
download search results, and manipulate results into a format
most useful to the user. But once the user was connected to a
system, he was on his own. CCL was designed to assist users by
eliminating the need to learn multiple command languages. What
was still needed was assistance in building and refining the
query. The Query Builder Expert System (QBES) was born.

2Qufryuilder Expert System

QBBS is being prototyped on the VAX 11/780, the DGIS
development machine. It will be accomplished in phases, each of
which will add more capabilities.
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QBEs as it currently stands consists of an interface which
i1lows users to select various functions: They can create a

query, edit it, run it, or schedule it. to be run at a later
time.

Queries created by the user are entered using Common Command
Language commands. As each command is entered, it is verified
using all of the syntax cheokinq, commanG completion, and
in-line help of the full Common Command Language System. This
is all done transparently to the user.

The user can run the query immediately after creating it by
selecting the RUN option. CPL takes care of connecting the user
to the selected system, translates the commands into the host
system's command language, and returns the results. A message
on the QBES screen lets the user know the search is being
conducted. When the search is completed, the user may choose to
view the results, or store them in a file named by the user.

The user may also schedule the query to be run at a later
tine, even when the searcher is not present. Results from
scheduled query execution are stored in a file which can be
accessed by the searcher at a later time.

We envisage an individual searcher might want to make his
query files accessible to other searchers. In this way, a
searcher who is expert in a subject area, or who has performed a S
search which has had excellent results, could make his expertise
available to others. These search strategies or queries would
be copied into a central DGIS query file. Another searcher
could then copy the query into his own directory and modify it
as needed, or run it in its original form.

QBES will consist of two modes:

A non-interactive or expert mode. This mode will be
virtually identical to CCL, and it will offer only the same
amount of assistance, namely, syntax checking and command
completion, that CCL offers. The main difference between the
non-interactive query builder and CCL is tne ability to build,
edit, copy, or list the query offline, thus saving database
connect time charges, and to schedule execution at a later time.

An interactive mode. The interactive mode will operate in a
question-answer-suggestion fashion to help the searcher build a
query. This mode will offer four levels of assistance,
depending on the searcher's level of searching and subject
expertise:
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( 1) Expert searcher, subject expert mode, where QBES gives
assistance only when explicitly asked for.

(2) Searching expert who needs help on subject terms
(thesauri) and on database selection. This mode will provide
access to online thesauri, or lists of synonyms, and will link
to the database portion of the DGIS Directory of Resources.

(3) Subject expert who needs help formulating the query.
The query builder will offer context-specific assistance in
constructing the query, such as using Boolean logic to broaden
or narrow a search.

(4) Naive user inexperienced in database searching and with
no in-depth subject knowledge. This mode is the largest in
scope. It will draw on knowledge bases, and will operate in a
question/aAaswr interaction or maybe offer menu options.

Ref•rence _xj ert Syste

DTIC is tasked with finding ways to automate DoD technical
libraries. Reference librarians, as many of you probably know
from experience, answer some questions again and again. Many of
these repetitive questions could be answered by an expert system
built by librarians. REx, or the Reference Expert System, is a
proposed projrlct within DTI-F-E. It will be prototyped on a
Macintosh, uaing Emeral Intelligence's Mahogany software, an
expert system building tool.

Master User Address Contract File

Another microcomputer-based tool being tried out is
VP-Expert, which runs on the IBM. One of my co-workers is
prot.otyping an interface to DTIC's Master User Address Contact
File. The MUAC contains information on all of our registered
users. The Expert System would be used to query the file and
retriova resultz.

Hyperma•dla

Wu at DTIC have been interestnd in hypermedia for several
years, gathering literature, looking at various products on the
market, the platforms they run on, and identifying possible
applications. Let me tell you about some of the things we've
done, and what my current activity is.

We wanted to look at options in three different
environments: the mainframe or mini-computer area, the
workstation area, and the microcomputer area. We have
prototyped applications in all three areas.
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Mini-computer

Our mini-computer application was developed on the VAX
11/780, and was written in Prolog. Our first application was a
small database containing an introduction to DTIC's Defense
RDT&E On-Line System (DROLS) and its databases.

Contextual relationships between "chunks" of data are
denoted by highlighting a term in reverse video on the screen
display. Links between highlighted terms and their related
files are made through a linktable written in PROLOG. The
linking process is triggered when a user selects a highlighted
term by placing the cursor anywhere in the highlighting and
hitting the RETURN key. Prolog compares the character string of
the highlighted term to the items in the linktable, and
retrieves the text file whose identifier matches the string.

The mainframe or mini-computer orientation of this
hypertext on the VAX is ideally suited to networks and gateway
systems such as DGIS. Many hypertext applications are
microcomputer- or workstation- oriented, which means that only
one person can use the epplication at a time, and the user must
be in the same location as the machine on which the application
resides. By placing an application on a multi-user computer
such as a mainframe or mi.nicomputer, many people can access the
application at the same time, and the user and host computer can
be miles apart.

Workstation

For a while, we had access to a SU 3 workstation, so we
prototyped a bit-mapped hypermedia application on the SUN. This
was our CCL Desktop. We took the concept of CCI, one step further
by eliminating commands for database searching--the user could
point and click at buttons on the screen to identify the
data' ass system to be searched, enter commands, perform Boolean
logic, or select field or paragraph specifications.

The first version of CCL Desktop was written by a senior
programmer from scratch in Prolog. Later, we put the ProWindows
software package on the SUN and that same senior programmer was
able to duplicate in a day and a half what had taken him three
weeks to p:..ogram from scratch. This was hard evidence of the
usefulhesp of the many AI/Expert Systems software tools which
are being developed and offered today.
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Microcomput.;r

We have also used HyperCard on the Macintosh for hypermedia
development. One of our contractor staff created a computer
network diagram which identified all sites on the network, all
the equipment at each site, the serial numbers, operating
systems, or other characteristics for each piece of equipment.
The plan was for this diagram to be an interface for, and
connected to, a monitoring system, so it would identify
malfunctioning equipment and possibly allow troubleshooting or
corrections to take place from a central location. However, the
network has been broken up, and a replacement HyperCard
application hasn't yet been developed.

Several of us in DTIC-E recently started working with
Supercard on the Macintosh. I've had a Mac II with a dual page
color monitor on my desk for about a year. DTIC's Administrator
also has a Mac, and he asked DTIC-E to develop some hypermedia
applications on the Mac. We decided to prototype using
Supercard because it has resizeable windows, you can have more
than one window open at a time, you can use color, and you can
mix text styles, fonts, UId sizes within a single text field
SuperCard has other capabilities which might make you choose it
over Hypercard, but the ones I've mentioned are the only ones I
know how to use so far.

We've tried to come up with several different applications
which could be used either within DTIC or by our USMs The first
development was suggested by Ms. Ellen McCauley, DTIC-E's
director. She had used an income tax preparation package called
MacinTax, and she thought the concept could be applied to many
of the forms required at DTIC. The first form we looked at wao
the Report Documentation Page, SF?98. The 298 is the form which
replaced the old 1473.

This application was designed to offer context-specific
help in filling out the fields on the form. A co-worker and I
have been working on this on and off for the past few weeks, and
we've made a little progress. I thought you might be interested
in seeing what we've got so far. It's a long way from finished,
but I think you can get the idea of what we are trying to
accomplish.

[Demonstration of the Supercard applications of SF298, the
DTIC Library Tour, the Annual Users Conference Schedule, and
DTIC's Handbook for Users followed.]
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SOLINET

A RESOURCE SHARING TRADITION

by

STEVEN A. BAUGHMAN

The arena of library networking and cooperation has become a
complex one, with many organizations at various levels. Indeed,
many library cooperatives share member libraries or provide
service to many of the same libraries. While this situation may
appear confusing to some, those of us who deal with the
networking world on a daily basis gain an understanding of how
it all fits together. The following brief overview is intended
to give some background and perspective on SOLINET.

BACXGROUND

The Southeastern Library Network, or SOLINET, was founded in
1973 by a group of 99 charter member libraries who came together
for the purposes of resource sharing and exploring the
possibilities of automating cataloging. The organization this
group founded has now grown to be the largest of the regional
networks with 635 members. With headquarters in Atlanta,
Georgia, it has forged leadership roles in the areas of resource
sharing, database services, and preservation.

As with many of the regional networking groups, SOLINET, in
its early history, explored the possibility of replicating the
online cataloging system developed by the Ohio College Library
Center -- a system which was emerging as technically viable, but
which was not deemed likely to be available outside of Ohio. As
the OCiC system stabilized and its power became understood,
OCLC's officers made the decision to offer its capabilities
nationally to groups of cooperating libraries that were willing
to undertake their own support and training. There was no point
in reinventing the wheel, so SOLINET's members opted to avail
themselves of this opportunity for meeting one of their primary
goals.

While to this day one of SOLINET's major functions is
providing this training and support for OCLC's services, SOLINET
has undertaken programs to augment and supplement the members'
use of the OCLC service program as it has evolved. In the late
19709 and early 1980s, for example, SOLINET undertook a project
to develop two capabilities which the OCLC system lacked:
maintenance of local holdings online and sub ject access to
bibliographic records. The capability that emerged was the
LAMBDA online system which was operated out of the SOLINET
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headquarter's data center in Atlanta. LAMBDA met all design
goals and provided a southeastern database as well as interim
local online catalogs for a number of member libraries in the
southeast. As local integrated library systems became widely
available, LAMBDA's remote capability became less attractive and
the service was discontinued in 1987. Several spinoff services
from the LAMDA capability, however, are still among SOLINET's
current program offerings.

SERVICES

SOLINET presently offers services in five broad areas. Most
services are maintained for members but several are offered to
the broader library community as well, either directly or
through contractual arrangements with other network or
consortium groups. SOLINET's service program may be summarized
as follows:

1. OCLC services program support: New member profiling,
training, and support are the mainstays of this program.
This is no small undertakingi BOLINET added 45 new member
libraries last year. Also included is the procurement and
maintenance of the archive tape records of all of the
members' cataloging transactions. An ongoing schedule of
workshops and training opportunities is provided in the
continuing education program which last year drew over 2500
participants.

While this program is primarily for the SOLINET membership,
training services are provided by contract for FEDLINK
libraries In the southeast. SOLINET also provides archive
maintenance for several network groups, including INCOLSA
and some PACNET libraries.

2. Database preparation services: The two major components
of this sorvice offering are 1) retrospective conversion and
2) tape processing.

SOLINET's retrospective conversion service provides full
customized conversion. Utilizing the SOLINET database on
CD-ROM or the OCLC online database, the staff matches
records with the libraries shelflist (or a surrogate), keys
local Information and verifies completeness according to the
library's editing specifications. The service recently
celebrated the 5 millionth record converted. A database
lease option is also available for in-house conversions.

The tape processing phase of database preparation consists
of taking a library's set of MARC bibliographic records from
whatever sources and readying them for use in the local
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integrated system. While the processes required will vary
depending upon the source of records, the library's
cataloging practice, and the local system selected,
typically the file will need consolidation, eliminating
duplicates, moving holdings to the preferred version of the
record, adding barcode information for custom barcode
labels, and authority control. Preparation of records for
setting holdings in the OCLC database is also provided.

3. Preservation services: The two major components of
SOLINET's preservation program are: 1) Field Services and 2)
Microfilming Sexvices. Both are largely funded through an
NEH grant.

Preservation field services maintains an ongoing program of
continuing education and workshops to better arm libraries
to deal with the brittle book problem and other associated
issues relating to preservation, including disaster
preparedness. Statewide programs are facilitated through
this office. While disaster preparedness techniques are
promoted, a helpline responds when disasters strike. These
have ranged from a broken pipe in a ceiling to Hurricane
Hugo.

Preservation microfilming is joint SOLINET-ASERL project
which is funded by the NEH. Under this cooperative program,
brittle materials from specialized collections in a number
of the ASERL libraries are being processed and filmed. It
is hoped that this program will become self sustaining and
serve the broader southeastern library community after the
initial. project is completed.

4. Membor Discount Program: Using the buying power clout
of ovor 600 libraries, this program secures discounts on
products and services the membership requires from the
marketplace. Substantial discounts are made available to
members on services ranging from online reference
databases to CD-ROM products to various kinds of hardware.

5. Resource Sharing: While all of SOLINET is resource
sharing driven, the activities in this area relate
specifically to coordination of resource sharing initiatives
both region-wide and within the individual states,

Resource Sharing,& Networks Support (RS&NS) provides a forum
for the leaders of emerging state and local networks to meet
for informational programs and to share developments and
successes within their own cooperatives. Cross-
fertilization of ideas and a regional approach to their
networking efforts result.
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SoLJNP, the SOLINET Information Network, is a region-wide
Group Access database and interlibrary loan network for all
libraries in the southeast which participate in any OCLC
based resource sharing activity, including union ii at and
group access projects. SoLINE includes about 1,300
libraries and is the largest project' of its kind.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

SOLINET's future is already beginning to emerge. While its
beginning was with the large academic libraries, as early an
1986 the network realized the need to make participation more
attractive to the smaller library. A membership category was
established and the response has been exceptionalt over 135
small libraries are now active participants in SOLINET's
program. This trend will continue and is being augmented by the
large number of smaller libraries participating in the various
southeastern Group Access projects and SoLINE.

The prospect of the electronic library is one with which
SOLINET is involved and is already looking forward to a resource
sharing approach for southeastern libraries' pursuit of these
developments.

Enhancements to the regional database concept whi,!h SOLINET
has fostered from the beginning and which is currentl seen in
the SoLINE bibliographic database are likely. Inclusion of
southeastern state government generated information is apossible next step.

Continued expansion of membership, with a wider range of
type and size of libraries is likely in SOLINET's future. The
exciting resource sharing initiatives in the southeast have
already begun to make regional level networking and OCLC
participation a realistic option for a much broader cross
section of the library community. As both SOLINET and OCLC
service programs evolve, the base of membership will most
certainly broaden. A corollary of this, however, is that
continued proliferation of state and local networks and
consortium groups will occur. This will further the extent to
which SOIJNET staff and members work withir the tiers of
networking, referred to at the outset, for maximum benefit to
the 3 1braries and their patrons.

SOr 1TNET Manager, Member & Network Relations
October 1, 1990
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ROLE OF NETWORKS, ASSOCIATIONS, AND CONSORTIA

IN THE LIBRARIES OF THE 90s

by

DR. DAVID R. BENDER

I am delighted to be here this morning to offer insights
into the role of the Special Libraries Association in promoting
and facilitating networking between members. While my follow
panelists are producers of information products and services
designed to meet the networking needs of information
professionals, SLA produces products and services to assist the
information professional in every aspect of his or her career
development.

Certainly one of the most important services SLA offers is
the opportunity for members to network together, to find
solutions to problems that are common, and sometimes uncommon,
to the information profession. As you are well aware, special
librarians are unique in their ability to find and utilize
networks, both formal and informal, to assist in information
gathering and dissemination. As you know, SLA's motto for many
years has been "Putting Knowledge to Work." This activity, of
course, would not be possible without the constant sharing of
information between librarians, SLA is proud to be a facilitatorin this process.

I would like to briefly give you some background on SLA, its
mission and purpose, I would also like to tell you a little
about the activities in which we are presently engaged. For
those of you who are already members of SLA, please bare with
me. For those of you who aren't members, I hope that my
comments give you encouragement to join and be part of our
wonderful network.

The Special Libraries Association (SLA) was founded in 2909
by John Cotton Dana, a librarian credited with developing the
first special collection. The goal of the Association is to
advance the leadership role of special librarians throughout the
world. The Association's 12,500 members form an international
network of information professionals whose common purrose is to
meet the information needs of their clients.

SLA members work in special libraries serving such areas as
bujiness, research, government, universities, newspapers,
museums and institutions that use or produce specialized
information.
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SLA is governed by a 14-member Board of Directors. A staff
of 34 implement the policies adopted by the Board. SLA has 55
chapters located geographically throughout the United States and
in Canada. SLA has one chapter in Europe. Chapters hold
meetings throughout the year, offering member the opportunity to
get involved locally and network with colleagues in the
field.

SLA members are invited to join one or more of twenty-seven
different subject area divisions. These divisions provide
members with a means of direct communication with others who
share a common subject interest or information format in their
special libraries.

SLA also has three caucuses and a number of committees
appointed by the president that provide direction for programs
and services offered by the Association. SLA has thirty-eight
student groups that operate independently of chapters. However,
cooperative programs are undertaken and student members are
encouraged to join in chapter activities.

SLA conducted a membership survey in 1906 in order to learn
more about its members. The survey revealed that 55% of SLA
members are between the ages of 31 and 45. Eighty-three percent
of SLA members have a master's degree in library science while
70% have a bachelor's degree and 20% have and additional
master's degree in a sub ect area. According to the survey, 48%
of SLA's members are found in the corporate world. Eighteen
percent work in academic institutions, 15% in nonprofit
organizations and 13% in government.

The staff of SLA is committed to meeting the many and
diverse needs of its members. Like its members, SLA is
concerned with the dausemination of usable informatiun to its
clients. SLA's clients are its members as well as those
audiences, including the general public, who can benefit from
knowing about special libraries and the people who run them. To
facilitate the process of information dissemination, SLA has
hired for the first time in ite history a "Chief Information
Officer." The new staff member manages the publications,
computer and information resource funcitions of the Association.
She will ensure that information gathering and dissemination
continue to be high priorities for the Association.

SLA's two-year-old Rweeirch Program is another vital
information gatherer and disseminator. This past year, the
r¾osearch Program has conducted the tiviennial (now biennial) SLA
Salary Survey, prepared a profile of libraries and information
centers in top U.S. and Canadian companies, and completed a
technological assessment of the SLA membership.
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SLA headquarters staff are also committed to bringing
members the widest possible selection of educational
opportunities. This year, SLA was presented with a "Certificate
of Excellence" from the American Society of Association
Executives for the first SLA Executive Development Academy.
Conducted by the faculty and staff of Carnegie-Mellon University
in March 1989, the Academy prepared information professionals
for the challenges of the executive level.

Last year's State-of-the Art Institute, "Information: A
Strategy for Economic Growth," drew information, business and
government professionals from across the country and around the
world. This year's theme is "Intelligent Systemst A Framework
for the Future."

In the last year, SLA has introduced three new self-study
courses designed for the busy professional. The authors of the
courses are popular SLA regional instructors who have captured
their lectures in an easy-to-use, self-paced format.

SLA Board of Directors and staff are extremely active in the
information world, sharing their talents and expertise with a
number of different information-related organizations. Because
of its pivotal role in the information community, SLA has been a
leader in examining information olicies. Staff have also been
active preparing for the 1991 Wh te House Conference on Library
and Information Services.

The Public Relations Program continues to follow its mission
of promoting the Association and the profession. Extensive
media coverage was received at the 1990 SLA Annual Conference in
Pittsburgh. As the premier networking event of the yuar, the
Conferejce provided a number of avenues for members to raise
vimibi]ity for their diverse areas of concern and their overall
contrLbutions to the profession.

SLA will further expand its public relations efforts
globally next year when it celebrates the first International
Special Librarians Day on April 18. I encourage you all to use
your networking skills to develop an awareness at home and
abroad for the important role that military librarians play in
tha dissemination of information vital to all the world's
citizons.

As SLA moves quickly into the 21st century, it follows two
new road maps One is a plan to increase membership in SLA by 2%
for the next fifteen years. If successful, SLA membership will
reach 17,500 by the year 2005.
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The second road map is the SIA Strategic Plan developed by
the Strategic Planning Committee under the chairship of Ann
Talcott. The Plan, adopted last year by the Board of Directors,
is also intended to span a fifteen-year period. The Plan takes
a careful look at SLi's mission and the environment in which
special librarians operate.

SLA's programs and services are future-oriented, taking into
account the many changes in technology, the economy and rising
expectations of information professionals. SLA's plans for the
future include new strategies for gathering and disseminating
information; more opportunities for professional networkingi new
continuing education programs to keep pace with member needs and
changes in the profession; a greater role in educating future
special librariansl increased visibility and awareness for the
work of special librarians: more cooperation between SLA and
other organizations that serve the information communityi and
increased worldwide activities.

I hope that I have disseminated some useful information.
Thank you.

0
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THE ROLE OF ASSOCIATIONS, NETWORKS AND CONSORTIA
IN THE NEXT 10 YEARS

BY

KATHERINE BLAUER
Regional Marketing Manager, OCLC

As the millennium approaches we find ourselves looking ahead
to what we hope to achieve at the same time as we are looking
back over our shoulders at what we have accomplished. I am sure
that most disciplines, and certainly those that are involved in
providing access to information, are taking stock of the past
and making predictions for the future. While it is relatively
easy to make predictions, it is usually much more difficult to
transfer vision into reality. Progress requires a great deal
of commitment and cooperation, not to mention the resources to
get the job done. In an age of ever-declining resources,
commitment and cooperation become increasingly important items
on the agenda since little will be accomplished without then.

Commitment and cooperation ha,'e been, and continue to be,
hallmarks of the large multi-state networking systems in the
US. Rowland Brown has referred to the 1970's as the "Golden age
of library collaboration", when OCLC, RLG and WLN developed
concurrently to serve the primary function of shared cataloging.
Reducing the labor-intensity of that function, as well as
controlling costs and, most important, sharing resources with
others, were the underlying goals. Having gained control over
current cataloging tasks, libraries quickly turned to
retrospective cataloging to prepare for local automation. The
1980s saw a dramatic increase in the use of local systems in an
effort to automate acquisitions, circulation, inventory control,
ard other aspects of collection management and development. The
large networks continued to provide much-needed centralized
resources for librariest interfaces to local systems facilitated
the transfer of MARC records. OCLC member libraries relied more
and more on the ever-increasing capabilities and rich resources
of the OCLC database for cataloging and interlibrary loan.

As we approach the last decade of the 20th century the picture
is becoming much more complex and the options for libraries much
more varied. Librarians and library users have come to expect
technology that delivers on its promise--accurate, useful and
timely information and all that without degrading response
time. Local databases are being augmented by content-enriched
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data that is specific to the needs of the community being
served. In addition, those "local" databases often combine to
create regional and state databases, as local initiatives are
cemented by the vision and resources of a larger enterprise.
such an enterprise might be a large multi-campus academic
institution, a federal library system subh as NASA's, a regional
resource-sharing consortium, a state library or even a
multi-state network. Services offered run the gamut and they
often overlap the services offered by the large networks.
Interestingly enough, even where increased access to local
resources ham been maximized, interlibrazy lending activity on
the OCLC system has continued to rise at a steady rate.
statistics place intrastate ILL transactions at approximately
60% of the total, while 40% of the ILL transactions are
interstate. Given that the OCLC Ill Subsystem saw a total of
4.2 million transaction in 1989/90, that's a very large number
of interstate ILL transactions.

What, then, is OCLC's vision of the 1990's and how are we
positioning ourselves to continue to be in the mainstream of
library cooperation and networking? Several things immediately
come to mind, including introduction of the PRISM Service,
implementation of the new telecommunications network, a
continued focus on building the OCLC database, and expansion of
OCLC as a provider of reference and information services. How
exactly do theme initiatives continue to position OCLC as a main
contender in library networking and cooperation for at least the
foreseeable future?

First of all the PRISM Service, the long awaited new online
system, whose last day of field test is today, will be
introduced to a number of libraries before 1990 is out. The
PRISM Service brings to libraries enhanced searching and editing
features, menu and command interfaces, the ability to set system
defaults to reduce keystrokes, improvements in Authority record
processing and the MARC record export feature--in short, it
brings features that libraries need and want desperately to
improve their workflows and to interface more efficiently and
effectively with local systems.

Delivery of these new functions will be across a new
telecommunications network which is designed to take OCLC beyond
the 1990's. The distributed x.25 network will hae major node
cities in Washington, New York, Los Angeles, Dallas, Chicago,
Atlanta and Dublin, with an additional 38 minor nodes throughout
the continental US. It has become increasingly clear that OCLC
needs a now telecommunications network to not only support the
increased functionality of the PRISM service and the EPIC
service but also to facilitate links that go beyond the
traditional terminal or workstation links that are currently in
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place. I refer to non-OCLC local and wide-area networks, local
systems terminals, and other national networks. OCLC also needs
to implement a network that operates on standard protocols to
facilitate potential linking. Telecommunications linking tests
have been performed and OCLC expects to pursue linking much more
aggressively once the new network is in place. Clearly, there
are many implications of providing new methods of linking to
OCLC and that path is fraught with regulatory, pricing, billing
and technical sup'ort issues, to name but a few.

One of OCLC's strengths in national networking is the site,
scope and quality of the database. OCLC is committed to
continued growth of the database with the emphasis on both
bibliographic records and holdings data. Improving matching
algorithms to facilitate tapeloading of records from national
libraries as well as from local systems continues to be a high
priority. Expansion and continued development of record
contribution and transfer through the Linked System Project is a
major priority. OCLC's pricing strategies provide incentives
for the online creation of original records and future pricing
strategies will continue to reflect those incentives. OCLC will
continue to emphasize database enrichment through procurement of
records from a variety of sources. Access to authoritative
information is a key focus. OCLC is investigating the
feasibility of enhanced authorities services which include the
availability of multiple authority files and an "automatic"
authorities updating service for authority records already used
by participating libraries.

OCLC's commitment to nwtworking and to its membership has
been underscored in the last year by the introduction of the
EPIC service. OCLC members and non-members may use the common
command language of the EPIC system to access a copy of the OCLC
database aw well as ERIC, ABI-Inform, Bookdata and, soon,
Dissertation Abstracts. The EPIC service will also provide a
gateway to EasyNet which will open up more than 450 databases
with a single searching protocol to EPIC subscribers.
Cooperation with organizations such as the American Association
for the Advancement o). Science in the electronic publishing
arena is of strategic importance in the 1990'm.

All of the initiatives I have described will result in a
stronger and more viable OCLC--an OCLC that is also keenly aware
of developments amongst our user communities through channels
such as Users Council, Advisory Committees, Regional Networks
and also through our many partnerships within the library
community. OCLC users have a strong commitment to and reliance
upon resource sharingi what they must have in return is an
organization that continues to respond with services that
support their needs for basic and enhanced services and at a0 1-11



price they can afford to pay. That is the quid pro quo ofnetworking.

I think that the biggest challenge ahead for networking inthe 1990's is to stay focussed on future automation needs andfuture automation possibilities, at the same time not focussingtoo narrowly on the past for fear that we miss an opportunity.Hindsight may be 20/20 but it can also make one blind toopportunity and innovation. It will be too bad if, in lookingover our shoulders, we end up with bloody noses because wefailed to see what was ahead of us. Let's not forget that aquid pro quo means that we have to give something in order to
get something back.

I think that brings us right back to the basic principlesof commitment and cooperation, without which networking wouldnot be possible. OCLC and networking--the two are inseparable.OCLC will continue to strengthen existing partnerships and seekout new networking opportunities. The 1990's, I am sure, willlead OCLC and you into a whole new era of library cooperation
and networking.

0
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THE ROLE OF NETWORKS
IN THE U.S. ARMI CORPS OF ENGINEERS

LIBRARk PROGRAMS

by

LOIS CAREY

I would like to introduce myself. I am Lois Carey
substituting for Sarah Mikel, the Library Program Manager for
the Army Corps of Engineers. In order to make this presentation
mcaninqful I must first describe the USACE Library Program.
There are 52 corps libr'ries, 5) located In the U.S., one in
Japan and one in Germany. They range from small libraries of
one person to libraries withi staffs of 26 people. They are
technical libraries established to Lupport the Corps'
engineering and construction mission. The libraries are
automated using a variety of library automation services for
catalogir-, circulation, acquisiLions, serials control and
online - L£erence services. The libraries are organized under
Informs iun Managemert and as such are in the forefront of all
USACE automation and telecommunication activities.

Because of the libraries' varying sizes and far-flung
locations we nead network:s. Our lJbrmries are alluwcd to go
beyond the limitations of size and geography and reach out to
the world of information through n0-works. By linking the Corps
libraries through telecommunications the Corps has broadened the
range of the libraries' resources and services.

The Corps' libraries use several types of networks. The
most popular trend in networking that has developed in the past
year is networking through the use of LANs.

The Corps installs LANs at each of its activities. The
Corps standard is ETHERNET. The libraries share in this
resource by using the LANs to promote library services.

EXAMPLES:

NCD - Resource-Sharing through a Network - Division
consists of 6 libraries (2 in Chicago, Detroit, St. Paul, Rock
Island and Buffalo). The libraries share a similar mission
support role and their collections reflect this. Their
collections contain many of the same titles. They are in the
process of identifying a core collection of reference sources
and serials available on compact disc. They then will work with
the ADP and telecommunication experts to establish a LAN to
enable them to provide electronic access to the core
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collection. The purpose is to utilize and develop this
technology for the libraries as well as to decrease
ncquisition/procurement costs.

CRREL - Research Support through a Network - The Cold
Regions Lab library supports scientists and engineers involved
in cold regions research. The library's mission is to support
the research of engineers and scientists. The library
emphasizes technical journals and technical report literature.
Its users are technologically sophisticated and expect the same
from their library. The users can dial-in via the lab's
ETHSRNET IAN to access the internationally known Cold Regions
Bibliography (also available Lor purchase by the public through
National Information Services Corp.), Grolier's, Science
Citations Index, World Weather, BIP, and Ulrich's. Through a
special hook-up with the lab's VAX machine the library's card
catalog is available for online searching.

ORD - Engineering Applications through Network Use - The
Ohio River Division Library in Cincinnati has a file server
connected to the Division's LAN and a Hitachi with 4 drives that
provide access to construction criteria, specs and standards,
Sweet's Catalog, the Computer Library and other tools essential
to the day-to-day operation of an engineering activity.

Corps-wide Online Network:

The main network for the Corps libraries is our online
computer system. It is presently on the LS/2000 System. It is
connected by a telecommunications network that connects the
entire Corps. The online network was installed to assist Corps
libraries in locating the many Corps-issued publications, e.g.,
design memos, eis, and lab technical reports in addition to the
extensive holdings of the libraries. The foundation of the
system represents an enormous effort in bibliographic control
that was begun in 1974 when the Corps began cataloging on OCLC.
Prior to this time it was difficult for the reference librarians
to locate materials without making numerous phone calls and
inquiries. An online network facilitated resource-sharing and
enabled the libraries to automate their functions of cataloging,
public access catalog, circulation and statistics-keeping. The
network has grown rapidly and the libraries are dependent on
it. Future plans for replacing the system are underway:

Outline of Plans in Progress for Replacing the Present Online
Network:

CBD Announcement - Potential Sources Sought
Task Force on Library Architecture
SAD Location
CEAP Telecommunications and Equipment
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People Network:

In addition to the more formal networking in the Corps we
have an unofficial network of librarians exchanging information
and ideas daily. The librarians get together at Corps-sponbored
meetings and training sessions. This operates in addition to a
very active and articulate library grapevine. Unlike the large
and more powerful elements within the agency the libraries are
small and by maintaining good communications we often protect
ourselves and resolve problems before they escalate. Of all the
networks that we use this is probably the most beneficial. It
is essential to the one-person libraries in remote locations
that need the contact of other librarians to bounce ideas off
and to discuss issues, problems and look for solutions.

In conclusion I wish to summarize the networks used to carry
on the work of libraries:

1. Technology-based Networks, e.g., LANs, minicomputers, and
telecommunications networks.

2. People-based Networks, e.g., information exchange, resource
sharing, professional development.

Both types of Networks are essential to the successful
functioning of the libraries and both enhance the value of the
libraries to the mission of the organization.
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FLICC AND ITS OPERATING NETWORK FEDLINK

by

MARY BERGHAUS LEVERING,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, 'FLICC

Thank you for inviting me to address the annual workshop of
the military librarians division of the Special Libraries
Association. It is an honor to address such a wide range of
librarians, from all levels and branches of the U.S. armed
services and from Canada as well.

Dr. Samuel Johnson, whose dictionary became the resource
around which our early libraries were built, once said that,
"Knowledge is of two kinds: we know a subject ourselves or we
know where we can find information upon it." As librarians, you
have the best of both these worlds. Not only have you devoted
your professional careers to acquiring quite a bit of knowledge
but you also have the good sense to come together to communicate
and share the information you have.

A meeting such as this is at the heart of networking.
Woodrow Wilson put this way: "You get a good deal more light by
keeping your ears open among the rank and file of your fellows
than you do in private."

This especially true when fellow professionals share a
common vision. As members of the Special Libraries Association,
you are part of an organization that sees the necessity to sort
out the future of networking right now in the present. SLA is
one of at least 20 organizations that have endorsed the
statement of a common vision in library networking. This
statement has been issued by the Library of Congress Network
Advisory Committee, chaired by Henriette Avram.

The statement recognizes that, while a common vision of
networking and shared operational objectives is both possible
and desirable, a monolithic nationwide network is impractical
because of institutional diversity and a variety of economic and
political factors. The statement promotes the concept of the
"Nations's Library" as the aggregate of all available
information resources and seeks to bind present and future
efforts together in principle and philosophy.

In the search for a touchstone for the future of networking,
this vision statement represents a starting point.
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The statement reads--

"To realize this vision, there must be technical and
intellectual sharing of resources between the public and private
sectorsi local, state, and federal governments must fulfill
their responsibilities to individuals and society; and the
diverse missions of the several types of libraries must be
accommodated. As this vision becomes a reality, there will
emerge a diverse but coordinated structure of networks rather
than a monolithic one. Active research, rapidly developing
technology, collaborative leadership, common standards, and
shared communications will provide means by which the system
will be further shaped as an interlocking series of local,
state, regional, national, and international relationships that
are capable of serving the nation's information neods."--

This vision of an interlocking series of networks guides us
as we work today in the day to day tasks of shaping policies and
managing operations. We are all working together, attempting to
answer the age-old need so well stated by Charles Dickens when
he had young David Copperfield cry out, "I ask only for
information." What we are doing right now today,
and in the field of library networking, will determine how that
information needed by individuals and organizations is provided
by networks in the future.

As the acting executive director of the Federal Library and
Information Center Committee since March 1989, I have been
privileged to work with FLICC and FEDLINK members on the
revitalization of a program now in its 12th year of providing
networking services to federal agencies.

Today, using FEDLINK service contracts negotiated by the
Library of Congress, federal libraries and other agency offices
can obtain information services directly from commercial
sources.

FEDLINK began as a small nucleus of federal librarians
cooperating to access OCLC services. By the end of the 1970s,
access to a few on-line databases had been added. The program
was still relatively small, but growing steadily. In 1981,
there were a few hundred agencies spending about seven million
service dollars on about a dozen services. By 1988, FEDLINK had
grown to over 1400 federal agencies transferring over 100
million service dollars to use well over 100 commercial
services. Though some of the contracts and services were
discontinued in FY 1989 (including 11 that were not traditional
library or information services) and with major restructuring in
the last 18 months causing some bumps, in FY 1990 FEDLINK0 1-17



represented over 75 million dollars in collective buying power
for over 1400 federal agencies.

FEDLINK has undergone many changes during this period to
insure that members will receive in the future services they
need and expect. Additional managers with superb systems and
financial management credentials have been hired. A new
networked automated system has been developed and is being
installed, providing FEDLINK's Fiscal Operation with a local
area network tying over 20 workstations together, achieving far
greater capacity and a more sophisticated approach. Xey fiscal
and contracting policies and procedures have been refined in
close cooperation with the Library of Congress, General Services
Administration, and other major agencies. The contracting
process has been greatly revised and strengthened.

This has been an exhilarating and exhausting time as
FEDLINK staff and members have shaped a more technically
correct, more responsive organization.

FEDLINY's transformation is both a progressive stage in its
own development as a network organization and also an
illustration of what happens as networks advance from the early
euphoria of being assembled as a mature state of fiscal and
service responsibility. In the years to come, we intend that
FEDLINK continue to provide cost effective access for all
federal agencies to automated database services and
bibliographic utilities, to publications services--including a
wide range of serials, books, and microforms, and document
delivery--aud eventually to more library automation services.

What in our vision of the future for FEDLINK and networks
in the 199C:4? Technologies continue to develop that allow us
all to commUnicate and share more, and to do so more rapidly.
There is more interconnectivity developing between networks.
The Internet is actually a conglomeration of many smaller
networks an,1 a highway for their interconnection. NREN, the
National Ret.earch and Education Network initiative, will enhance
that development and propel it forward.

Currently, FEDLINK and the FLICC working groups, such as
its Education Working Group, are providing opportunities for
federal librarians to stay informed about developments in
supercomputer networking and NREN. FLICC has distributed
Special Reports on NREN and the Coalition for Networked
Information. On October 23, we held a FLICC Seminar on
Supercomputer Networks and Libraries. Networking will be a key
topic at the 1991 FLICC Forum in March 1991 and the Federal
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Pre-White House Conference November 26-27, 1990, at the National
Library of Medicine. Some of you will serve as delegates or
alternates to that conference.

Many federal librarians are likely to find that they have a
role to play within their agencies as information services
become more closely integrated via a nationally organized and
funded research and education network. The federal community
can take advantage of the FLICC forum for discussion and
education in its effort to play a strong role supporting the
government's consumption and distribution of information. Many,
many issues remain to be resolved before national networking can
reach its full potential. Some of these issues--such as
copyright, the relationship between the commercial and
government sectors, and providing funding or assessing
appropriate fees--require careful consideration. Perhaps our
experience in the FEDLINK network, in providing a relationship
between federal agencies and the commercial sector, will help us
appreciate the difficulties and the advantages of a strong
relationship there, We hope, at any rate, to continue to
provide a nucleus for education and discussion.

We also expect to see progress on the working level as
well, working with vendors to process invoices more
automatically. We have developed our new automated fiscal
system in such a way that we can begin in the future receiving
automated invoice data, at first probably on tape or diskette.
That will speed up our fiscal work tremendously, and make it
more efficient to serve you better. It will help insure that
our costs and the vendors' should be kept under control that
way.

We will undoubtedly see the government moving further in
this direction. The Department of Defense has been instructed
that for some large procurements they are to use x.12, a
standard for Electronic Data Interchange being used in business
forz the transfer of order and invoice data and payment.

There has been some discussion and even controversy in the
library and publishing community over the adoption of x.12.
BISAC and SISAC--the Book Industry, and the Serials Industry
Standards Advisory Committees--have already developed standards
for transferring orders eltotronically, and those standards are
in use in many places. After consideration, members of the
publication industry have decided to adopt the larger,
industry-wide standard, x.12. It has also been necessary to
examine the compatibility between MARC and x.12. An argument in
favor of adopting x.12 is that many publishers want to use it
because their other training partners do. Libraries are not a
significant enough part of
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Libraries will see more benefits from the groundwork that
has been laid by earlier investment in automation as more
interconnectivity between systems develops. Associations will
continue to play an important role in developing the standards
that make it possible to connect different systems, and will
continue their role in education and conkciousness raising.
Standards are adopted on a wider and more timely basis when we
work to help everyone involved understand the advantages. SISAC
has been working for the last few years to expand use of the
ISSN to include publishers adding bar codes with ISSN and issue
information that could be read automatically into chockin
systems. Another initiative, one that relates to NREN, is
developing standards for an Electronic Library Communications
Format that would expand beyond MARC and bibliographic
information support electronic communication of full text,
visual, and other materials.

Within individual agencies, the agency network will be more
likely to interconnect with the library's system and with
commercial information services, and eventually to connect
through national networks such as Internet or NREN. The library
at the National Institute of Health Division of Computer
Research and Technology has for some time had its micro-based
on-line catalog connected to the campus network, so that agency
staff with PC-based machines can search the OPAC on the LAN.
Anyone with Macs or some other operating system must dial in--an
example of the disadvantages of working in an area where
standards have not yet prevailed. Ellen Chu, the librarian at
DCRT, says that federal labs and agency headquarters are most
active in the area. They also use the campus LAN to connect to
E-Mail on BITnet and the Internet. DCRT's OPAC is The
Assistant, one of the more inexpensive mioro-based library
automation packages. The LAN is an ethernet LANI its brand name
is 3-com.

There are more opportunities for work to be done on smaller
or more specialized networks, and for them to be connected to
larger networks. Also, work previously done locally can be
loaded into larger networks to the reap the benefits of resource
sharing in a larger community. Jim Byrn's staff at TRALINET
have talked to OCLC about tapeloading a serials union list
developed in-house onto OCLC, and have concluded that, in this
instance, it will be as easy to find the records and build the
brief union list fields manually. They will have the advantage
in the future of data in a standard format.

The Veterans Administration libraries, on the other hand,
have opted for tapeloading union catalog data. They have
recently established with OCLC a way to continue to do
oentralizad cataloguing under one OCLC symbol, VET, and then
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automatically set holdings for each VA library. They can
continue to load tapes onto the VA network for interlibrary loan
among VA libraries. They have also prepared the way for more
interlibrary loan on the OCLC system with other libraries.

More libraries that otherwise might not be able to
participate in the national resource sharing community will
tapeload holdings from other systems onto OCLC. FEDLINK has
established a sounder contractual basis for this in the entirely
new and detailed LC/FEDLINK contractual agreement negotiated
with OCLC during FY 1990. Together OCLC and FEDLINK staff will
be working to get the word out to libraries about their range of
choices. We have federal libraries with very specialized
research collections, such as the National Archives and the
National Gallery, which for various reasons have chosen to do
their cataloguing on RLIN. They can still tapnload onto OCLC
and interact with the OCLC ILL system cost-effectively, thereby
continu..ng full participation in the federal and national
community of libraries.

There is a movement toward laying the groundwork for
interconnwotivity by adopting the telecommunications systems
that support it. OCLC has changed the backbone of their
telecommunications network to the standard x.25. The federal
government has its implementation of FTS2000 well under way, and
you will be hearing more about it today. OCLC's change in its
telecom network would enable us eventually to link to FTS2000
for access to OCLC. If such a connection comes to pass, it
would affect your budgets by changing how telecommunications is
billed az.1, perhaps, by lowering costs--although that key part
of the anuiysis remains to be done before the government's
choice can be made. It is possible more of the charges might be
billed with your agency's other telecommunications billst and,
therefore, at some agencies less of the cost might have to come
directly out of the library's budget. More of your "service
dollars" mny remain to spend on OCLC and other services.

As int:erconnectivity continues to make these ripples, there
io a %econd network development occurring. Participants in a
network such as FEDLINK become more interdependent and make more
of an investment in the network--and you deserve a good return
on that inves:.rant. The investment starts when time is taken to
learn to log on to a bystem. Then it is necessary to keep
current on changes in function and documentation. Your staff
time is u.ed for training. And the costs of using systems must
come out of always meager funds. Often extra time must be
illocated for committee work to insure the network operates

efficiently. The challenge to existing networks is to continue
to provide a good return on this investment of members' time and
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money by increasing the benefits to you. FEDLINK is trying to
do this by taking advantage of changing developments, improved
technologies, now systems, and new services.

As connections develop and more of an investment is made,
trying circumstances require more effective modes of operation.
At FEDLINK staff meetings this past year, network librarians
have been brimming with ideas about what oild be done through
the network, but have been frustrated because organizational
emergencies have put a premium on the time they could devote to
development. FEDLINK hears daily that you experience a similar
frustration. Federal agencies are short staffed and you are
working very hard to continue to provide good service with
limited resources, This makes networking even more important to
you. Especially when there is less time and funding to consider
even more choices. It becomes imperative to network in smaller
groups, making joint decisions.

As FLICC/FEDLINK and the federal library and information
center community proceed into the 1990s, what is clearly crucial
in networking is that we are establishing complex connections
•. . ,we are making considerable investments. . . and we are
finding new ways to work things out together. At FEDLINK, we
have taken these developments into consideration as we take
steps--often difficult, sometimes painful, always necessary--to
provide members with the service you need and expect in the
1ggos. We look forward to meeting the networking challenges of
the 1990s with you.
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TRALINET
Tradoc Library and Information Network

Presentation by

James H. Byrn
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0 AIR FORCE LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SYSTEM

ANNUAL REPORT, FY 1990

by

TONY DAKAN

Along with the rest of the world, Air Force librarians are
curorntly much taken up with Operation Desert Shield. Our
invoJ.vemcnt is direct and personally satisfying. From the
beginning, huge quantities of paperback books, audio and video
cassettes, magazines, and newspapers are making their way to
personnel deployed to the Persian Gulf area, as well as those en
route. The USAFE Library Sezvice Center at Ramstein AB took the
lead, and is now being assisted by donations of paperbacks from
bases around the world and special kits of carefully selected
titles purchased by the Air Force Library and Information
System. The Tactical Air Command library system, Langley APB,
Virginia, funded the purchase of 2,500 copies of the European
edition of USA-Today. USAFE made arrangements for them to be
trucked to Germany and put on cargo flights on a daily basis.
The Office of the Director of the Air Force Library and
Information System received and accepted offers of free
subscriptions to over 25 popular magazines from publishers.
T*hese donations are also now on their way to the Gulf on a
regular basis. Realizing that men and women in that bleak
dn;ort environment need more than books to occupy their leisure
time, the USAFE Library Service Center is now shipping audio and
video cassettes, including Arabic language tapas with
accompnnying study texts. Will libraries be established there
in thc ffuture? Very probably. If the decision is made to do
so, we'll be able to draw on the experience of the USAFE Library
Service Center, which recently set up its fourth instant
min-l-ibrary at Geddi An, Xtaly. Meanwhile, through the
combincd efforts of all Air Force librarians, our men and women
will be assrured of library service. The closure of Air Force
basc brinqa new challenges also. Already closed or announced
for future cloning are: RAF Fairford, RAF Wethersfield, and RAF
Grocihiham Common in the United Kingdom; Pease AFB, New Hampshire:
Chanute AFi`,111inois; and Mather, George, and Norton AFBs in
California. Other announced closings include Hellenikon AB,
Greece; Lindsey, Hessisch-'Oldendorf, Wiesbaden, and Zweibrucken
ADs, Ge•rmany; Suwon, Kwang Ju, and Taegu ABs, Koreat Torrejon
and ýaraqoza ABa, Spainj Comiso AB, Sicily: and
Eakishir/Ermac,Turkey. No doubt more closings will be
announced. While some libraries disappear, others get a new
look, and once in a great while, new buildings. The Strategic
Air Command bases at Minot, Loring, and F.E. Warren AFBs, are
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now h-Icsrsed with brand-new libraries. The library at F.E.
w,,rr,,n iH,; i .source of special pride. It was designed and
tti.i•,i.,d to blond perfectly with the Victorian aspect of that
1;,i -1 ifho. Aftor years of waiting and planning, the
bvautil:ul now Air Force Institute of Technology Library at
Wrliht-Patterson AF3, Ohio, is a reality. It combines all
li..rai.'y services for the Institute, and is the centerpiece of
the ne0w campus.

The Weapons Laboratory Library, Kirtland AFB, New Mexico,
wins the prize for being the first DoD library to install the
Si'IIAS integrated automated system. Based on reports to date,
the system is not only state-of-the-art, but within reach of any
D)1 library. Without a doubt though, the greatest success story

this year was at Eglin AFBp Florida. Phyllis Morgan and her
dodi.cated staff were faced with almost a year of closure and
reduction of services while the library was renovated and
expanded. That was an unacceptable situation, so they beat the
bushes and garnered support not only of their command, but of
t-he cv~llian communities surrounding the base as well. They
• rilnwjed for Eglin base personnel to have free access to public
and college libraries in the area: encouraqed use of the
Hlurtburt Field library, just miles down the road; and offered
limited sarvAces at various locations on the base, including the
.Lhfl•ical Library. During this period they also installed a
C,.; oyst.mm. and were online for the grand re-openingl Little
w•ndtor that P1tIy4q was awarded the Air Force MWR Meritorious
hillriri.i• Award in 19b9. That was also the year Eglin AFB won
tUw c(ov,•ted Curt.i.s E. Le May Award for outstanding overall
Morale, Welfare and Recreation programs and ssrvi.es. Changes
in command structure within Air Force eliminated the 3O year old
A•,'.-n Air Command, and transferred responsibility for library
!.l-'vJice at Elmendorf, Eielson and Shemya AFBs, and King Salmon
aiid Galena AFSs, as well as the Strategic Air Command's Andersen
A\1 01 CtUam, to the Pacific Air Forces Command. The Air Force

co'mmand picked up Patrick AFB, Florida, and Vandenberg
A1t., Ca.lifornia as part of the current Air Force
reirqunizati.on. The 12th Annual Air Force Librarians Workshop
I.1 iKi th• conqrcss IIotol,Chicago, in conjunction with ALA,

t t.,..ted nearly 100 Air Force, Army, Navy, and Marine
I: 1 - iiu io from a round the world. "A Stronger Staff: The Path

to Mirm.ion Excellence" was the theme of the workshop, and
S.I id tlhe,! objective of providing "back-to-basics" training
1-t•I ih•iiry managers. It featured mini-workshops on "Surviving
'l.iwte Wit.hout Burnout", "Selling Yourself to your supervisor or

':, r", "Position Classification for Non-Classifiers",
"I'•,oi•nq and Presenting Effective Briefings", and "Software
Ii' I, il.t ion". An impressive number of Air Force librarians were
lhi(,ed Ln Chicago for their accomplishments. Susan Whitson,

.,l,;, libtdri;n, lululburt Field, Florida, received the annual Air
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S Force MWR Meritorious General Librarian Award; and caroly., Ray,
Director, Wright Research Development Center Library,
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, was presented with the Air Force MWR
Meritorious Technical Librarian Award.

Margaret Ono, Base Librarian, MoChord AFB, Washington, was
the recipient of the Newsbank Scholarship Award. Phyllis Bell,
former Bass Librarian, Misawa AB, Japan, and now on the staff of
the Air University Library, Maxwell AFB, Alabama, was honored at
the H. W. Wilson tea, where she was presented a John Cotton
Dana Library Public Relations Contest Award for her unique
children's summer reading program and series of television spots
promoting her library's services.

Annette Gohlke, Assistant Director, Air Force Library and
Information System, received the Armed Forces Library Section's
Certificate oZ Merit. Ms Gohlke had previously been selected an
a finalist in both the Alamo Federal Executive Board's annual
awards program, and the Randolph AFB Federal Women's Program
Most Outstanding Women of 1989. Notification has Just been
received that she has also been selected to represent the Air
Force as its nominee in the upcoming General Services
Administration 1990 Excellence in Administration Awards Program.

Tibrary support of Total Quality Management continues, with
librarians preparing reading lists and bibliographies; apecial
displays, speakers, and programs; and lots and lots of
publicity. In addition, they've now committed themnelves and
their libraries to active support of the Transition Assistance
Progiram, designed to prepare departing military for a zLeturn to
cJvilian life--and we hope the civilian work force. The program
is under the direction of X:ducation services Officers at each
baiwe, with ]ibraries, Family Support Centers, and Civilian and
MJi.itaLry Personnel Offices designated points of contact and
ref•erral.

A:; we qo into uhQ new fiscal year, there's evidence that
it',- 'io.ingj to be a ymor of dramatic change. I have confidence
that Air For'ce lIbrarians will meet the challenges head-on, and
come out on top. I'li report the score next year.
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NAVY UPDATE

by

STANLEY KALKUS

Since I assumed the duties of the Director of Navy
Departmwut Library thirteen years ago, I made an effort to
establish the Coordinator's function as a separate function.
Well finally we succeeded. Approximately two years ago the
office of the Librarian of the Navy was established and I was
the acting incumbent in addition to my position as Director of
the Navy Departm'rnt Library. On May 20th of this year I was
appointed Librarian of the Navy and a few days later also acting
Director of the Navy Department Library.

The position of Director was advertised and at the end of
August of this year, filled. The new Library Director is my
former asslst&nt, Mr. John VaJda.

The secretary of the Navy Instruction 5070.23 on Management
of Naval Libraries still has not been published. It was
roetur-ned to us this summer from VCNO with a suggestion to
combtno the SECNAV instruction on Navy General Library Program
with proposed instruction. All this happened after we spent a
lot of time on rewriting the instruction so it would be
-cceptable to CNET. CNET, particularly Marie Homeyard# were
extremely cooperative and helpful in producing the draft. With
an input from Marge Homeyard we went back to VCNO requesting
that the instruction be published prior to our efforts to
comhblne the two instructions. We were promised that they would
reconsider and since we have not heard anything from 09B we
expect that it will be published.

speaking of CNET I have some news from Merge Homeyard on the
Goenral Library Program: "(1) Marge Homeyard was selected to
Ijill 1proqram's load position; (2) During the year program
- ,[purtLed over 1,000 elements: 1478 Navy and 28 Marine Corps
lshor4) libraries, 510 ship, and 334 small remote units. Material
Su1pj:,rt expenditures were close to $2.8M; (3) Revision of
pr•,•mam manual is underway; (4) Operation Desert Shield support
i•.; m-yr)oing and includes refreshing paperback reading collections
frir. deploying ships, stocking libraries on board 2 hospital
nh~ips, and shipping paperbacks into Bahrain for redistribution.
Our efforts have received excellent support/coordination with
Armvy and Air Force library programs; (5) Operation Desert Shield
hni been a springboard for an AP wire service story and local
I)Uw.,japer and TV coverage for naval general libraries and
cn-untral program functions; (6) The future direction of general
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library program was the focus of an 8-day NMPC MWR policy board
study group in September. We anticipate recommendations which
will promote adequate resources and efficiencies for all program
elements."

I hope that there will be improvements in funding the
general library programs and I am happy to see that Marge
Homeyard was selected to be in charge. I had an opportunity to
experience how the program works aboard the ships. In May I
spent a week aboard the USS STUMP on a familiarization cruise
and was surprised what a neat library they had aboard that
destroyer.

Our ongoing projects include the Union List of Serials. We
are still experiencing some problems with access and updates. I
hope that these problems will be solved now that I can give it
my undivided attention. There are of course other things to do:
keep the List of Naval Libraries up to date, this depends to a
large extent o;i cooperation of all and improved communication
with Naval libraries. The Director of Naval History wants me to
visit as many naval libraries as possible and approval of my
travel budget would make it possible to visit libraries outside
of the Washington Metropolitan area. For the purpose of better
communication we have installed a fax machine in the office of
the Librarian of the Navy. The number is (202) 433-9553 or

* Autovon 228-9553. Quarterly meetings of area Naval librarians
are and will continue to be held, with one meeting convening as
part of the CONSATL workshop. CONSATL is of great help to the
efforts of the former coordinator of Naval Libraries, now
Librarian of the Navy and I will do all I can to support this
orqanization. The last workshop sponsored by Navy oceanography
Center was a great success. But I must be fair, all the
workshops I have attended were successful and very useful. But
in Bay Saint Louis we saw a brand new Navy Library equipped with
new, modern furniture, plenty of space and other conveniences
usually not found in our libraries. (obviously there is hope.)

Speaking of hope, the Secretary Committee on History, which
alsn covers the libraries is being reestablished. Not all
members have been appointed by the Secretary and there is some
last minute input. But we know that at least one librarian, Dr.
David Blonder, executive director of SLA will serve the next two
years on that committee. The committee will hold its first
meeting in January 1991.

In my not su now function, I am trying to keep abreast of
all new developments, not only in the Federal Libraries, but in
libraries in general. I serve on the FLICC Policy Working
Group, I intend to attend as many events held by FLICC and
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F[.EDLINK as possible and also be involved with the newly
ost•blished AFIS roundtable within ALA.

Marge did not include in her notes the one day workshop she
organized for the general library program librarians in
connection with the ALA conference in Chicago. It was the
bettor part of conference programs I have attended.

We have no placement programs for librarians, however we
would like to provide service to people looking for jobs and
libraries seeking to fill their vacancies. This will be a
subject of our next quarterly meeting however I would like to
hear from the Navy and Marine Corps librarians anytime. If you
have any suggestions please speak up. Also if you wish, you can
send us your vacancy listings; many of you are already sending
them. Another area we are interested in thanks to the efforts
of Mike Dankewych is the machine translations. He organized a
committee which is examining the feasibility of establishing
machine translation capabilities for the benefit of all Navy
libraries. I hope to be able to report in greater detail on
this brand new project next year

0
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MILITARY LIBRARIANS WORKSHOP (MLW) EXECUTIVE

BOARD MEETING MINUTES

BY

GRETCHEN CHEUNG



SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION (SLA)

MILITARY LIBRARIANS DIVISION (MLD)

MILITARY LIBRARIANS WORKSHOP (MLW)

EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING
MINUTES

WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA
9 OCTOBER 1990

CALL TO ORDER

The meeting was called to order by the Chair, Normand
Varleur, at 1600 hours, in the Wyndham Williamsburg Hotel,
Virginia.

Voting members present were: Normand Varieur, Norman (Tony)
Dakan, Kathleen Wright, Laurie Stackpole, and Gretchen Cheung.
Nonvoting members present were: Marcia Hanna and Paul
Klinefelter.

Also present were: Gary Walter, Kathryn Marshall, James
Byrn, Janet Scheitle, and Marie Harper.

Members of the Board unable to attend were: Barbara Fox,
Barbara Everidge, and Katherine Sozanski.

Gretchen Cheung accepted the appointment of Acting Secretary
to tecord the minutes of the meeting.

APPROVAL OF MIN UTES

Minutes of the 7 Fobruary 1990 meeting, having been sent
previously to each Board member, were approved as written.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The Chair presented the new MLD Chair, Laurie Stackpole, and
the, Chair-Elect, Marcia Hanna. The new MLD/MLW Treasurer,
Katherine Sozanski, was not present. The new Immediate Past
Chair, Barbara Fox, has taken a new position at White Sands
M Iss1le Range and also was unable to attend the meeting.
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MIW-.34 PROGRAM

I.�m�~ lByrn presented a report on the program of the present
1:, AiJp. ElM•(h speaker was given a comprehensive outline of

their part of the program to ensure there was no overlap in the
material presented.

H1e suggested that the Board consider changing the time-frame
of the workshop to facilitate attendance. 'The present date
often coincides with severe budget restrictions at the end of
the fiscal. year. A date in late August, September, or early
November would avoid this conflict. The Board agreed that the
date of the Workshop is negotiable since it is not stipulated by
the Procedures Manual and could be changed in consultation with
each year's Planning Committee. The MLD Long-Range Planning
Comni.ttee will also discuss this issue.

Janet Scheitle presented the interim financial report on the
workshop. Despite budget difficulties, attendance is good; but
there may be a deficit of about $500. For the first time, the
presentations will be videotaped. The method of distribution of
thes-io tapes remains to be determined.

The hoard gave a hearty round of applause to James Byrn and
Janet Schettle for the excellence of their work in organizing
ML..W-34.

CEU CR•EDITS

S;A will receive a list of the names of participants, and
will send CEU certificates to Janet Scheitle. TRADOC will send
thewm on to the participants. SLA is very impressed with the
Work!-hop program, and the Board expressed its appreciation of
the work to Murray Bradley in the role of liaison with SLA in
this matter.

M I JM' " 35

(•iry Walter from the Defense Language Institute (DLI), host
of the !ext MIW, requested that an official letter be sent to
the host. This, most probably has already been done, since a
letter otf agreement between the parties is usually exchan ed
Vell in advance of the date of the Workshop. The Chair will
check the fi [es for correspondence with DLI.

i1,',lram planning is underway: Carolyn Alexandor has been
rn.1111!d P'rogram Chair. Accommodations are still being arranged.
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The procedures for obtaining CEUs from SLA are mentioned in
the Procedures Manual. Host must send list of speakers, with
bios, to the Chair, who will foivard it, with other pertinent
information, to SLA. The chair will give Gary Walter a
timetable for these procedures.

FUTURE WORKSHOPS

The sites of future workshops were reviewed, and the change
for MLW-38 in 1994 from US Army ARDEC at Parsipanny, NJ to US
Army RSIC at Huntsville, Alabama was noted.

Marie Harper, Bulletin Editor for the SLA/Rio Grande
Chapter, gave a brief update on arrangement for MLW-37 in 1993,
to he co-sponsored by the chapter and the Air Force weapon. Lab
(Albuquerque, New Mexico). Date may be an issue for this group;
because of possible conflict with local events (International
Air Balloon Festival).

There was no spokesperson present for MLW-36 in 1992 (Naval
Underwater Systems Center, New London, Connecticut).

Possible naval sites in the northwest for MLW-40 in 1996
were discussed, as well as the possibility of a site further
south in collaboration with the San Francisco Bay Area Chapters
of SLA. Kathy Wright undertook to contact possible sponsors.

The possibility of a Canadian site was discussed, but
members were extremely concerned about local permission being
granted for travel outside the United States. Gretchen Cheung
will continue to explore this possibility.

MIW INVITATION LISTS

The chair clarified some points regarding invitation lists
for each Ser-vice in response to a query from an MLD member. The
invitation system has evolved through experience, and has stood
the tst ot: time. It ensures an equitable distribution of
representation from all the Services. Late nominees or
alternates can be added if there is space. The proportional
representation of the Services is maintained in naming
aitsrnates. Chair will provide a written response to the the
member's concerns with a copy to Board members.

Several members suggested that the workshop organization be
explained yet again in the MILITARY LIBRARIAN, and that an
effort be made to publicize it in SPECIALIST, and at the chapter
level. Paul Klinefeltqr and the Chair agreed to work on this
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after plans for the next workshop are presented at the
mid-winter meeting. It was also suggested that MLD needs a
Pubitc Relations Committee to promote its activities.

SLA/MLD members who request an invitation through the MW
Chair must quote a valid SLA membership number at the time the
request is made. Nonmilitary requests for invitations are
filled from these invitations. The limit of 50 invitations or.
this list could be changed at the discretion of the Host uf -ich
workshop, by acceptance of nominees to replace a certain ntmvber
of the Host's invitees/participants.

service representatives were reminded of the importance of
seeking participation from smaller units, especially
intelligence and medical unites.

Relations with vendors must be kept at arms length, and
every effort must be made to avoid the appearance of attachment
to a specific vendor. Host must coordinate timing of events
that vendors with to present, but vendors must make their own
arrangements with the hotels.

EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBERSHIP

Barbara Everidge, representative of DOD, has resigned
because of her job change to a civilian agency (NASA). She has
agreed, however, to continue on the editorial staff of THE
MILITARY LIBRARIAN and as editor of the Procedures Manual, and
as Division Archivist. A new representative for DOD will be
appointed by the S-A/MLD Chair. The air force representative's
term expires at the end of this workshop, and an appointment for
this Service also will be appointed.

EXECUTIVE BOARD COMMENTS

A letter of appreciation will be sent to Nancy Marshall,
Director, and the Friends of the Library at the College of
Williami and Mary, for the generous reception that MLW-34.

The February 1990 revised version of the Procedure- Manual
has been distributed.

HISTORICAL BROCHURE: This project is being coordinated by
Barbara Everidge. An historian who would do the work has met
with Paul Klinefelter who is optimistic that the project can be
renlized. All past Hosts of MLW should be contacted for their
memoirs. It was hoped to publish this brochure for MLW-35, but
the time is now too short. Paul Kllnefelter agreed to report
back to the Board on the exact plan and timing for this
project.
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The Chair will keep Gary Walter informed of plans for the
mid-winter Board meeting in Monterey.

MLD PROGRAM AT 82ND SLA CONFERENCE

Laurie Staokpole reported that plans are well underway for
the events to be held at the conference. The MLD Planning
Committee will present the tentative program at the MLD meeting
at the end of MLW-34.

ADJOURNMENT

The meeting adjourned at 1815.

Respectfully submitted,

Gretchen Cheung
MLW Acting Secretary

Concur:
Normand L. Varieur

Chair, MLW Executive BoardK
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SLI B R A R I E S -

A Vision for the 90'sand Beyond...

... THE
34th ANNUAL
MILITARY LIBRARIANS
WORKSHOP
9-12 October 1990

Wyndham Williamsburg Hotel
415 Richmond Road
Williamsburg, Virginia 23186
(804) 229.4020 ___ _

Hostedby
U. S. Army Training and Doctrine Command

Library and Information Network (TRALINET) Center
Fort Monroe, Virginia
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34TH

MILITARY LIBRARIANS WORKSHOP

LIBRARIES--A VISION FOR THE 90'S AND BEYOND

U.S. ARMY TRAINING AND DOCTRINE COMMAND
FORT MONROE, VIRGINIA

9-12 OCTOBER 1990

WYNDHAM WILLIAMSBURG HOTEL, WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA

TUESDAY, 9 OCTOBER, 1990

0800-1700 AIR FORCE LIBRARIANS STEERING COMMITTEE ROOM 320

1300-1900 REGISTRATION LOBBY

1600-1800 MLW EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING WARWICK ROOM

1830-2000 WILLIAM AND MARY RECEPTION EARL GREGG
SWEM LIBRARY,
COLLEGE OF
WILLIAM AND
MARY

WEDNESDAY, 10 October 1990

0700-0900 REGISTRATION (continued) LOBBY

0900-0905 OPENING CEREMONIES EMPIRE R010
Presentation of Colors

0905-0930 WELCOMING REMARKS EMPIRE ROOM
BG Malcor HQ U.S. Army Training
and Doctrine Command
Assistant Deputy Chief of Staff
for Training

0930-1000 INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS EMPIRE ROOM
James H. Byrn
Normand Varieur

1000-1030 MORNING BREAK (refreshments)

1030-1130 KEYNOTE ADDRESS EMPIRE ROOM
LIBRARIES IN THE 901. AND BEYOND
Dr. Thomas J. Galvin
Director of Doctoral Studies/Professor of
Information Science and Policy
State University of New York at Albany
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. WEDNESDAY, 10 OCTOBER 1990 (continued)

1130-1300 LUNCH (On your own)
1300-1415 1)E.UCH[iLCJ Qk'__uOUR CUSTOMERS WILL .I EMPIRE ROOM

Dr. Philip A. D. Schneider
Assistant Director, Workforce Information
Office of Personnel Management

1415-1515 LRAR•._ND INFORMATION SCIENCE EDUCATIQO
LOR I}UM-FUTUHE EMPIRE ROOM
Dr. Fred W. Roper
Dean, School of Library and Information Science
University of South Carolina

1515-1545 AFTERNOON BREAK

1545-1700 -r-.A.0-I5:P .. t ,.;1 l0 EMPIRE ROOM
Dr. Brooke E. Sheldon
Dean, Library School
Texas Woman's University

1730-1900 RECEPTION COURTYARD

1900- COLONIAL DINNER: A SAMPLING OF WESTMINISTER
VIRGIN I A H[OSPWITALITY ROOM
(Incilutdeo entert.ainment)

THURSDAY, 11 OC.'iOBEiR 1').0. 0800-0815 AIIMINIl,'PTAT.JVE ANNOUNCEMENTS EMPIRE ROOM

0815-0930 FUTUTREQ!.] .I .N..,. F EMPIRE ROOM
Dy". Ionkild IE . Riggs
DIen, At-i.zuna State Libraries
Al'izu.,la stnt.e University

0930-1000 MORN.ING IHI41:AK (Refreshments)

1000-1200 ARI'• .I-:.AI, INT'ELLIGENCE/EXPERT SYSTEMS/ EMPIRE ROOM
IIYP1I;IM',DiA: INTRODUCTION AND
A] '1', A'I' ATIONS,
.;. lIAt.'y lie.lawski and Robert Lewand
Artil i!iiI Intelligence Laboratory
G;M IC''l , ('01• [(!(.10

1200-1,100 IWIIqCII1uN W I.1.1 GUEST SPEAKER WESTMINISTER
Ioarl•-o rwovQ ROOM
Dii*(!.:t.,z:, Colonial Williamsburg

Pondla tioi i Ibra ry
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THURSDAY, 11 OCTOBER 1990 (continued)

1400-1500 ARTIFICIAL INTEILIGENCE/EXPERT SYSTEMS/
HYPERMEDIA: DEMONSTRATIONS OF DIFFERENTAPPLICATIONS(Presented concurrently)

Drs. Bielawski and Lewand EMPIRE ROOM
Artificial Intelligence Laboratory
Goucher College

Susanne M. Humphrey WILLIAMSBURG
Nat'.onal Library of Medicine ROOM

Ranidy Bixby JAMESTOWN
Defense Technical Information Center ROOM

1500-1530 AFTERNOON BREAK (Refreshments)

1530-1630 ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE/EXPERT SYSTEMS/
HYPERMEDIA: DEMONSTRATIONS OF
DIFFERENT APPLICATIONS
(Repeat of 1400-1500 sessions at
same locations)

TBA LANTERN TOUR OF COLONIAL WILLIAMSBURG

FRIDAY, 12 O-TOBER 1990

0800-0815 ADMINISTRATIVE ANNOUNCEMENTS EMPIRE ROOM

0815-0930 ROTE OF ASSOCIATIONS/NETWORKS/CONSORTIA EMPIRE ROOM S
IN THE NEXT DECADE (ROUNDTABLE)
Dr. Steve Baughman/SOLINET
Dr. David R. Bcnder/SLA
Katherine BJauer/OCLC
James H. Byrn/TRALINET
Lois J. Carey/COE
Mary B. Levering/FEDLINK

0930-1000 MORNING BREAK (Refreshments)

i000°-ii0 UPDATES (Introduction by MLW Chair) EMPIRE ROOM
FLICC, DTIC
SERVICES (DOD, ARMY, AIR FORCE, NAVY, CANADA)

1110-1140 SLA/MLD BUSINESS MEETING TBA

1140-11.55 CLOSING REMARKS EMPIRE ROOM
James Byrn/Normand Varieur

1155-1200 RETIRE THE COLORS

1330- TOURS OF FORT MONROE (Meet in Lobby)
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WORKSHOP SPEAKERS

DAV ID 1ý. HENDE•ItR

Dr. Bender ii the Executive Director of the Special
Libraries Association, a position he has held since 1979. In
1977, he received his Ph.D. from Ohio State University. He has
servea as Chief, School of Library Media Services Branch,
Maryland State Department of Education (1972-1979); as a
lesearch associate, Ohio State University (1970-1972); and as a
consultant for school library services, Ohio Department of
Education (196:)-1970). He is author of Lparninq Resqep _n

the__•tCqsjf.l-. _.tiJ~n Community Colleies (1980); "Special
Libraries: Their Stake in the Future," Edcignl Media
Yearbo~o• (1979-80); "Special Libraries," DgrAnrnual of.-Lirary.-n4d Book Trade_a.gn.iratUon (1980); and "Networking and
School Library Media Programs," g o1 L nIy- "rnl. (November
1979). At MLW, he will serve on a roundtable that will discuss
the role of associations, networks, and consortia in the
libraries of thp 1990's.

LARRY BIELAWSKI/ROBERT LEWAND

Ur. Bielawsk[ i'. che Director of Academic Computing as well
as the D)irector of the Decker Center for Information Technology
at Baltimor'o', Goucher College. He is the author of
T .,�V . -•II- !• t i$yeIi! .Des1Un. his colleague, Dr. Lewand, teaches
matLi ancd computer science at Goucher College. Together they
Wro t;e Exkut.. y t.,q eve~. q_ eu___tCBae
Jppt? I h-at i on's. These two have also written several expert
sy.&;t.Utms for collrjeg and business clients. In 1989 the United
Nat ion•; F0(ood and A( jricultural Organization commissioned them to
develop IdGIS, a 1'egional information system which allows users
to acce;s :-ophisticated aquaculture information. At MLW, Drs.
B iolawski and Lowand will teach a one-half day session on
artificial intell.igence applications in libraries.

RAND)Y LIIXf5Y

1,,mn~y ilixby is a Technical Information Specialist at the
Dc' Iim 'ITcChNi jica] Inflotmation center at Cameron Station. She
has wi'tt.un numerous articles pertaining to expert systems
including: "IrTIC Prototypes: a Query Builder Expert System,"
)TTf C. 1..... (July 1.990) , "X Window," Lil1tj.aryk !brari anE

....... ow tor .(Fill 1989) ; "DO) Gateway Information Systom Common
Coiiniid l•inquage: A Retrospective on the Introduction of Prolog
Et, the l..-velopineut Tool" (with Duc T. Tran and Allan D. Kuhn,
May I•89, ADA 211 941); and "Hyportext in a Resource sharing
Grt'L,tCl: Mi(dine level Environment: Hypertext on the VAX,"
iyt.rmodQ:i I,..)9xdYtor Q.aYigw (December 1988, ADA 209 318). At
MEW, s-ho will expliii expert system applications at DTIC.
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KATHERINE BLAUER

Ms. Blauer, a Regional Marketing Manager for OCLC, is
responsible for the marketing of OCLC products and services in
the Eastern Region. She works with a staff of marketing
ropr(,;entatives and with several regional networks to facilitate
deliv.ry ot OCLC services to libraries. During the five years
she has been with OCLC, she has also served as the product
manager for the online acquisitions subsystems and the ACQ350
system. She received her library degree in the UK and has held
a variety of positions in public, academic and special libraries
in both the U.S. and Britain.

LOIS ChREY

Ms. Carey is presently chief, Humphreys Engineer Center
Support Activity (HECSA) Technical Library, where she is
responsible for managing the library and providing informational
and technical support services to various Corps of Engineers
agencies. She received her MSLS in 1973 from the University if
Tennessee. Since then she hus served as reference librarian,
cataloger, team leader, and instructor of a course designed for
library technic.ians for the Department of the Army.

THOMAS J. GALVIN

Dr. Galvin, our ko i~ote speaker, brings a wealth of
experience to this workshop. He received his Ph.D. trom Case
Western Reserve University in 1973. His career includes serving
as Executive Director, American Library Association (1985); Dean
and Professor at the University of Pittsburgh, School of Library
and Information Science (1974-85): and Associate Director of
Simmons College Library (1962-74). He is the author of Library-K~~qceShriq(1977); Problems in Re-fer•aSev (1965);
Curren~t L9robi iipi.Ert o m •t n Reference erviement Aard The mns Cle ge d
LSorary EdoLaryon (1973); The nd-Line IRea lnton in Libraories(1978); The Structur .n Governance-.of ýLibrV-' "a*/%V (1979);
Aw1 etl Gin Proirams (1980of Information c
Unives�itypof"_ g NewYor t••Albay At L r hewill speakors

(1982)d and i t-itwi s for Acaiemic Librarieg as tHe prea
recipient of 'n particurevement Award, Simmons College
School ot Library ScienceI and the Ida and George Eliot PrizeAward. Currently Dr. Galvin is Professor of Information science
and Policy and director of doctoral studies at the State
Univer'sity of New York at Albany. At MLW, he will speak on
Libraries in the 1990's, during which he will outline the
directions in which libraries will be moving as they prepare for
the next century. in particular, he will focus his remarks on
future technology, educational issues, and future library
leadIer's.
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PEARCE GROVE

Mr. Grove has been the Director of the Foundation Libraries,
Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, since 1984. He has previously
served as Program officer and National Coordinator, United
States Newspaper Program National Endowment for the Humanities
(1981-84); Director of Libraries, Western Illinois University
(1975-81). He has written numerous publications on local
history as well as library science. A sampling of these include
Systgs and Standardsntro of Nonrint
Media (1975) and Nonirnt Media in Academic Libraries (1975).
He was also guest editor of Library Tr (October 1975). At
MLW, he will speak on the unique aspects of library service at
the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation Library.

SUSANNE M. HUMPHREY

Ms. Humphrey, an information scientist, is director of
MedlndEx project at the Lister Hill Center, National. Library of
Medicine, whore she has been developing knowledge-based systems
for the past ten years. She has been associated with the
National Library of Medicine's Medical Literature Analysis and
Retrieval System (MEDLARS) since its inception. Her work
includes indexing, searching databaso management, user
training, and thesaurus deveiopment. She is the author of
numerous publications pertaining to ex ert systems in
1ibrarieei, including: D .tA-bs.._ E f r f Ig..L;xi. ving-
Ip (rma~t.io.r fly Co.nuters (1986): d rIio*leL..t

_te n t ch on iKhowledqqodc ed of~in th2A- . L
O (117): and ThJ.q&IJdS1Ex System" Researg on
KnOw!,'d.S_-h I..jiydoeIx g of the Medical 1drtu_(1988). At
MIW, ,hc will spo;ik on the development of MedlndEx.

MARY B. LEV'.RING

MO. LeverIng is now the Acting Director of the Federal
LJbrary Information Center Committee/Federal library Information
Network (FLICC/FEDLI NK). She has previously served as the
Chief, Nctwork DivPiton of the National Library Service for the
Blind and 1landicappod at the Library of Congress. She; was also
the ;•;Istant coordinator of Review Congrossional Research
Service with the Library of Congress (1975-78). She is the
author of "Services are 500 Percent Better," A op i'are
(Juno 1978); ;'"mqulizing Information Access by Handicapped
Person:;," f1$. oco.9.e. (October 1979); and "Input from
OrganiLzcd and NonorgaI zed Consumers," Jurnp yo _ J_
/ m£_AtQf..ae ._ B~ijdnl (March 1981). At MLW, Ms. Levering
will be a panel mumber on a roundtable on the future role of
associ-ations, networks, and consortia in federal libraries.
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IONALD E. RIGGS

Dr. Riggs is currently'Dean, Arizona State Libraries. In
19"78 he received his doctorate from the University of Colorado.
lie has sorved as an academic library director for 18 years,
including boing the Director of Libraries for the University of
Colorado at Denver 1976-1979). He is the author of numerous
articles and books includiny one on expert systems. He was
editor of in 61% 0 What th2 Leaes Expect
(1989); Leades 1 rarianchip: A Futuristic View (1981);
and the •Lb n(1973-1975).- He also contributed to

. th P01itioal-Progess (1980). At MLW, he will
discuss future technology in libraries.

FRED W. ROPER

Dr. Roper has been the Dean of the University of South
Carolina School of Library and Information Science mince 1986.
He received his Ph.D. from Indiana University in 1971. His
previous positions have included serving as the Assistant Dean
and Associate Professor, (1977-1986) School of Library Science,
University of North Carolina. At the same institution, he was
also an Assistant Professor from 1971-1977. His publications
include "Health Sciences Libraries," Resources of South arolina-
L (1976); Introduation to Reference Sourceip n$s
lt -h~kjensg& (1980): and "Publication Patterns of Scientific

Serials," American Docuen$tation (April 1968). At MLW, he will
speak on the future of library science education and how it will
need to change to accommodate advancements in technology and
changes in the the workforce.

PHILIP A. P. SCHNEIDER

Dr. Schneider began his federal career in 1962 on active
military duty as an ADP plans and operations officar with the
U.S. Army Security Agency. Currently he is Assistant Director
for Workforce Information in the U.S. Office of Personnel
Management (OPM), where he is responsible for the management of
government-wide personnel information systems. He is also a
founding member of OPM's Privacy Act Data Integrity Board. He
recelved his Ph.D. in the methodology of science and applied
statiftics from Duke University. He came to OPH in April 1973
after having served five years with the Department of the Army
whre., as Director of Scientific Services for the Systems
Analysis Group, he was responsible for computer ye tems and
software support for operations research analyses. Prior to
that he worked as a computer programming group leader for the
Defense Communications Agency, where he served as software
consultant to Duke University and the University of North
Carolina.
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Brooke F. Sheldon

Dr. Sheldon has been the Dean of the Library School, Texas
Woman's University since 1977. In 1977, she received her Ph.D.
from the University of Pittsburgh. She has served as Head of
Technical Services and Training, Arkansas State Library
(1973-1975)1 Training Director, Leadership Training Institute,
Florida State University (1972-1973). She also served as an
Army librarian in Germany, 1956-1957. Dr. Sheldon is the author
of a forthcoming book on library leadership. Her other
publications include "Personnel Administration in Libraries,"
LAM (1980); ifitp1 Library oogperation in Qhio (1977);
Ilinois Interl brary Cooperation Program (1981); and P_ al

Writing Handbook (1976). At MLW she will speak on the
dynamics of library leadership in the 1990's.
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34th Annual Military Librarians Workshop
List of Attendees

Aicdous, Mary Aud, Pat
Naval Health Research Center Patuxent River Central Library
P.O. Box 85122 Bldg. 407, Code 62
San Diego, CA 92186-5211 Patuxent River, MD 20670-5407
AUTOVON 553-8425 AUTOVON 356-1931
Commercial 619-553-8425 Commercial 301-863-1931

Alexander, Carolyn I. Bannister, Jean
Chief Librarian Redstone Scientific Info. Center
HQ TRADOC Test and Experimentation AMSMI-RD-CS-R
Technical Information Center Redstone Arsenal, AL 35898
Fort Ord, CA 93941-7000
AUTOVON 929-4706 Barbalas, Lou
Commercial 408-242-4706 Tank-Automotive Command

ASQNC-TAC-DIT
Aiuxander, Samuel Warren, MI 48397-5000
fh i 1)ra r y
Royal MLlitary College of Canada Barraveachia, Mary
National D'•fence Naval Underwater Systems Center
Kingston, Ontario, CANADA Technical Library, Code 0262
K'K 5LO Newport, RI 02841-5047
AUTOVON 270-6229 AUTOVON 948-4338
C<>mmercial 613-541-6229 Commercial 401-841-4338

Aines, Patricia Bey, Jacqueline
Naval Air Systems Command U. S. Army Defense Ammunition
Technical Information and Center and School
Reference Center Savanna, IL 61074-9639
AIR-5004 AUTOVON 585-8772
Washington, DC 20361-5004 Commercial 815-273-8772
AUTOVON 222-9006
Commercial 202-692-9006 Bixby, Randiy L.

Defense Technical Info. Center
Anderson, Hattie T. Cameron Station
Johnni lopkins University Alexandria, VA 22304
Applid Physics Laboratory AUTOVON 284-7661
John:.; lopkins Rd. Commercial 703-274-7661
Laurel, MD 20707-6099
AUTOVON N/A Bradley, Murray L.
Commercial 301--953-5000 President, Naval War College

Code E-12
Ashe, Dorothy R. US Naval War College
Chiuf, Library Branch Newport, RI 02841-5010
ComMunity Recreation Division AUTOVON 948-2642
Woodworth Library, Building 33500 Commercial 401-841-2642
Fore. G-rdon, GA 30905-5020
ATt')Vuiq 780-3086 Burke, Joseph A.
('om,1nM'rcal 404-791-3086 Command Librarian

HQ, AFSC/DPS
Wright-Patterson APB, OH
45433-5001
AUTOVON 787-7259
Commercial 513-257-7259
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34th Annual Military Librarians Workshop
List of Attendees

Heines, Rodney M. Imhof, Peter
Chief Librarian Naval Research Laboratory
RADC/DOVL Code 4800
Grifris AFB, NY 13441-5700 Washington, DC 20375
AUTOVON 785-7600 AUTOVON 297-2187
Commercial 315-330-7600 Commercial 202-767-2187

lIi ggins, James Jacobson, Carol E.
Center for Naval Analyses Defense Technical information
4401 Ford Ave. Center
Aloxandria, VA 22302 Cameron Station
ALITOVON N/A Alexandria, VA 22304-6145
Commercial 703-824-2097 AUTOVON 284-7661

Commercial 703-274-7661
llopkin:;, LTC Jim
U.S. Air Force Academy Jensrin, L. Barry
6050 Brook Park Dr. Royal Roads Military College
Colo.)rJado Springs, CO 80918 Victoria, 13C CANADA
AUTOVON 259-3871 VOS 1130
Coim.•cJ.•il 719-472-3871 AUTOVON N/A

Commercial 604-380-5925
lh rt, L , n [
Andrew:; AI.I Librarian Keotor, Nottie
1776 A.wq,/'SSr- Library, Code 42
Andrew:; A.'Il, MD 20321-5000 Navy Environmental Health Center
A!J'I'LTOWN ii,8T--3617 2510 Walmer Ave.
c(•.,noirc-i.l 301-181-3617 Norfolk, VA 23513-2617

AUTOVON 564-7575
ll[I, 1, Dora Commercial 804-444-7575
Naval Air Development Center
S.iOflti'iC & Technical Library Kessler, Katheryn
Cod(! IiAL Librarian
Wn1rmii-itor, PA 18974-5000 6550 ABG/SSL
AU''OVUN 441-33t30 Patrick AFP, FL 3292.5-6625
Comiw'rci [ii 215-441-3380 AUTOVON 854-6881

Commercial 407-494-6881
lL1,•h10;, J. Marshal
NaviL 'urface Warfare Center Killam,. Elizabeth

. .L iu.tity, Code E23 ULS Army Engjineeor District,
D.b i~j r,, VA 22448-5000 Norfolk
AIuToVON 24"-13994 803 Front St.
Cuimnr,. i A 703-663-8994 Norfolk, VA 23510

AUTOVON N/A
Commercial 804-441--7562

Kinkaid, Yvonne
Chief Librarian
HO, AFSC/DPSLT
Andrews AFB, DC 20334-5000
AUTOVON 858-2019
Commercial 301-981-2019
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34th Annual Military Librarians Workshop
List of Attendee:.

Busch, Barbara Cheung, Gretchen
Navy Personnel Research and Library
Development Center College Militaire Royal do St.
Technical Library, Code 231 Jean
San Diego, CA 92152-6800 Richelain, PQ, CANADA
AUTOVON 553-7846 JOJ IRO
Commiorcial 619-553-7846 AUTOVON 621-3011

Commercial 514-358-6011
Byrn, James H.
T11ADOC Library and Information Cohen, Harriet

Network (TRALINET) Naval Hospital
Fort Monroo, VA 23651 Medical Library
AUTOVON 680-4291. 8750 Mountain Blvd.
Comm,iircial 804-727-4291 Oakland, CA 94627-5000

AVTOVON 828-5607
Byrn, 3'andi Commercial 414-633-5607
Ilochnical Services
A PI'C-LtLt Cranor, Alice
Nai0jnoll Defense University Defonso Intelligence Agency
Nof Folk, VA 23511-6097 ATTNi DT- 3A
AtJTOVON 564-5155 Washington, DC 20340-6173
Comrnercial 804-444-5155 AUTOVON 243-4688

Commercial 202-373-4688
Ca mp io n, S e rg9e
Lit) r a C a tan Cummings, John
Fort Frontenac Library Associate Director
CLFCSC Nimitz Library
Kingston, Ontario, CANADA US Naval Academy
K7K SLO Annapolis, MD 21402
AUTOVON 270-5829 AUTOVON 281-2800
Commelrcial 613-541-5829 Commercial 301-267-2800

Capps, Francis K. Dakan, Tony E.
WHI)C/AAWA-t/EW TIC USAF Library Proqram
Wright-Patterson AF3, OH HQ, AFMFC/DPMSL
45433-6543 Randolph AFB, TX 78150-6001
AUTOVON 785-7261 AUTOVON 487-4589
Comin,'rc;ial 513-255-7261 Comm.rctal 512-652-4589

(.aruy, LW)l; J. Duel, Frances
LCI II I IMC-1M-LM Command Librarian
Kingman Bldg, HQ, AFSC/DPSL
Ft. Belvoir, VA 22060 Andrews AF3, DC 20334-5000
AUTOVON N/A AUTOVON 858-2598
Commercial 703-355-2388 Commercial 301-981-2598

,Qharles, Pamela Dinger, Char Lou
Center for Naval Analyses Commander, Code 3433
4401 Ford Ave. Naval Weapons Station
Alexandria, VA 23302 China Lake, CA 93555-6001
AUTOVON 289-2638 AUTOVON 437-4763
Commercial 703-824-2101 Commercial 619-939-4763
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34th Annual Military Librarians Workshop
List of Attendees

Eller, Barbara Ann Hall, Sue
XVIII Airborne Corps & Fort Space and Naval Warfare Systems
Bragg Technical Library
ATTN: AFZA-PA-R (Library Washington, DC 20363-5100
Branch) AUTOVON 332-8771
FUL-t Bragg, NC 28307-5000 Commercial 703-602-8771
AU1TOVON 236-6919
Commorcial. 919-396-6919 Hanna, Marcia

DTIC-EB
Evni.',, Richard A. Cameron Station,
Dir(.tctor, Ntmitz Library Alexandria, VA 22304-6145
U.S. N.aval Acalduiny AUTOVON 284-5367
Ani.poli:i, MD 21402 Commercial 202-674-5367
AU'['()VON 2•31-2i94
Ct)Thirtc ial 301-267-2194 llarn d, Marilyn

Manager, Technical Information
Pin <•i,, Mary Center
D,•pl. oF National Defence Center for Naval Analyses
M•1bL]i! Cominand 1ldqtrs 4401 Ford Ave., PO 16268
M~iin ii .ibrary Alexandria, VA 22302-0268
:,t, 110,r't, PQ, CANADA AUTOVON 289-2638
J 1Y ), - Commercial 703-824-2638
AJI'r(oVoN 62.1-70H3
Cn•m,• rci•j. 51.4-443-7083 Harper, Maria F.

Los Alamos National Laboratory
rir. inr- P, Tanny MS P-362

MAC'!'I' wart'igjhting Center Los Alamos, NM 87545
1.litrlIcy, Code WF1, 15E, AUTOVON N/A
MCCI CMAGT F Commercial 505-667-5809
QdaltLCO, VA 22134-5001
AUToVoN 27H-3607 Hart, Sherry
Commu rc ial 703-640-3607 NPIC

7301 Masonville Dr.
Gord•n, Dialin; M. Annandale, VA 22003
L1b Army Avnu'i,.m.| nt Rusearch, AUTOVON N/A
Devolopnont h Engineering Commercial 202-863-3232
(C i1 t o I.
ATTrN :MAR- M -I, Bldg. 59 Headley, Ava
Pi.A,,t-in|ny Arnerial, NJ Army OTEA Library
07U1 u- ';o00 4501 Ford Ave.
AII'I'VV N fHdo--3316 Suite 820
(oimmiorci:l. 201-724-3316 Alexandria, VA 22302-1458

AUTOVON 289-2234
. Ev,. [.,. Commercial 202-756-2234

Coi1n-.n11d Librarlan
I I, UAPE /1)P SL Hedman, Kenneth W.
APO, NY 09No94-5001 USMA Librarian
AUTO)VON 480-6724 US Military Academy
Coiwmtruial N/A West Point, NY 10996-1799

AUTOVON 688-2209
Commercial 914-938-2209
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34th Annual Military Librarians Workshop
List of Attendees

Klinefelter, Paul Lupp, Denise
Program Manager for IACs Chief Librarian
Defense Technical Information US Army Medical Research
Center Institute of Infectious Diseases
Cameron Station Fort Detrick, Bldg. 1425
Alexandria, VA 22304-6145 Frederick, MD 21701-5011
AUTOVON 284-6260 AUTOVON 343-2717
Commercial 202-274-6260 Commercial 301-663-2717

Knihnickt, Edwin P. Mangus, Nancy
Aviation Applied Technology HQ, SAC/XPAT

liructorate Offutt AFP, NE 68113-5001
US Army Aviation Research and AUTOVON 271-2851

Technology Activity (AVSCOM) Commercial 407-294-2851
Building 401
Ft. E,03tiS, VA 23604 Marshall, Kathryn E,
ALITOVON 927-2962 Librarian
Commerctal 804-878-2963 AWS Technical Library

Scott APB, IL 62225-5458
Inu1Idtson, Gail AUTOVON 576-2625
Command Librarian Commercial 618-2625
11Q, MAC/DPSRL
S.cott AI13, IL 62225-5001 Martin, Margaret J.
AUTL'OVON 576-3228 Library Director
C(nmm,.:rcial 618-256-3228 AFSC-LI13

National Defense University
Laie, Robert 0. Norfolk, VA 23511-6097
Dir ector AUTOVON 564-5155
Air University Library Commercial 804-444-5155
1IQ, AU/LO
Mamxwell AFB, AL 36112-5564 May, Carolyn F.
AUTOVON 875-2606 WRDC/AAWA-l/EW TIC
Cominercial 205-293-2606 Wright-Patterson AFB, OH

45433-6543
Lvy, Claudia AUTOVON 785-7261
Suporvi3ory Librarian Commercial 513-255-7261
CDR, US Army Transportation
Center Community Recreation McCauley, Ellen
Division Defense Technical Information
Groninger Library, Bldg. 1313 Center
Fort iuatis, VA 23604-5107 Cameron Station
AUTOVON N/A Alexandria, Virginia 22304-6145
Commercial 804-878-5017 AUTOVON 284-6980

Commercial 703-274-6920
London, Frank M.
Chierýt Librarian McClaughry, Helen
USA JFK Chief Librarian
Jpocial Warfare Center Base Library
Marquet Memorial Library Lowry AFB, CO 80230-5000
Fort Bragg, NC 28307-5000 AUTOVOW 926-3093
AUTOVON 239-9222 Commercial 303-676-3093
Commercial 919-432-9222
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34th Annual Military Librarians Workshop
List of Attendees

Mc.ntyre, Susan Monroe, Evelyn
D,ýLence Research Establishment, Fleet Combat Direction Systems
Ottawa Support Activity, Dam Neok
Department of National Defence Technical Library, Code O1L
Ottawa, Ontario, CANADA Virginia Beach, VA 23461-5300
KIA OZ4 AUTOVON 433-7648
AUTOVON 848-2657 Commercial 804-433-7648
Commercial 613-998-2657

Moorhouse, Rose
Mchakgihlin, Barbara L. Library Director
1-la r ,' 1)iamnond Laboratories 22 CSG/SSL
ATTN: SLCIID-TFL March AFB, CA 92518-5000
Adelphi, MD 20783 AUTOVON 947-2203
AUTOVON 290-2536 Commercial N/A
Commlercial 202-394-2536

Murdoch, Sandra K.
Mcllughltn, Loee 1. US Air Force
D i rector 24CSG/SSL
U!;AF" Gcoo)physica Lab Res Library Base Library, FL 4810
AI , IS/w IJrT, APO Miami 34001-5000
Hlani!itmi AF13, MA 01731-5000 AUTOVON 284-3006
AU'TVON .178-4895 Commercial N/A
Crmmecci,: 1. 61.7-377-4895

Nekoba, Barbara
Muuchotl, MaLtine G, Marine Corps Intelligence Center
Nt.ttonal. Dofence Library 2217 William and Mary Dr.
Sonrv ic•s Alexandria, VA 22308
2 North Tower AUTOVON 278-2268
Departm:,ent of National Defence Commercial 703-640-2268
HGon (uoryg 11. Poarkes Bldg.
OttAw.,, Ontario, CANADA Nicula, Gail
KIA )K2 US Armed Forces Staff College
AU'T'oVON 8-16-0930 ATTN: Library
Com,,ici.al 613-996-0842 7800 Hampton Blvd.: Rm. 13202

Norfolk, VA 23511-6097
Mflu., E'.izabuth T. AUTOVON 564-5321
Naval Ordnance Station Commercial 804-444-5321
Tic:hiicil Library, Code 701D
Ltoii:tZ ilhi.O, KY 40214 Oswitt, Jane E.
AU[TOVoN 989-5662 Mare Island Naval Shipyard
Coi,,mncriaL 502-364-5662 Science & Technology Library

Code 202,13, Stop T-4
MiLl.r, Kay Bldg 483, 4th fl.
Naval Ocuanographic Office Vallego, CA 94592-5100
Makiry oceanographic Library AUTOVON 253-2532
Ston,•,i Space Center, MS Commorcial 707-646-2532
391522-5001
AUTUVON 485-4017O Commercial 601-688-4017
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34th Annual Military Librarians Workshop
List of Attendees

Pollok, Karen E, Rothschild, M. Cecilia
Station Library Librarian
Building 416 Base Library
NAS OCEANIA Carswell APB, TX 76127-5000
Virginia Beach, Virginia AUTOVON 739-7677
23460-5128 Commercial 817-782-7677
AUTOVON 433-2400
Commercial 804-433-2400 Roy, Alice

Command Librarian
Renick, Timothy D. HQ, TAC/DPSRL
U.S. Army TRADOC Langley AFB, VA 23665-5000
ATTN: ATBO AUTOVON 574-2821
Fort Monroe, VA 23651 Commercial N/A
AUTOVON 680-4291
Commercial 804-727-4291 Rusnak, Elaine

General Dynamics Services Co.
lott!ninaier, W.F. PO Box 760
oItice, Chief of Naval Research Troy, MI 48099-0760
Code 01232 AUTOVON N/A
800 N. Quincy St. Commercial 313-244-7233
Arl".ington, VA 22217-5000
AUr'IOVON 226-4415 Ryder, Suzanne
Commercial 703-696-4415 Naval Air Station

Central Library, Bldg. 407
Rhodes, Myrtle Code 62
Naval Coastal Systems Center Patuxent River, MD 20670-5407
Code 06112 AUTOVON 356-1930
Panama City, FL 32407-5000 Commercial 301-863-1930
AUTOVON 436-4321
Commercial 904-234-4321 Sammet, Diane

lIT Research Institute
Rinas, Mary 185 Admiral Cochrane Dr,
Chief Librarian Annapolis, MD 21401
2750 ABW/SSL AUTOVON 281-2251
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH Commercial 301-626-7077
45433-5000
ALJrOVON 787-4340 Satsky, Maynard
Commercial 513-257-4340 Librarian

Basu Library
Roling, Rebecca M. Dover AFI3, DE 19902-5225
Dir., USA Ballistic Research AUTOVON 445-3992
Labt. Commercial 302-677-3992
AT'I'N: SLCUR-DD-T
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD Sauer, Mary Lou
21005-5066 Command Librarian
AUT'OVON 298-3229 HQ, SAC/DPSOL
Commercial 301-.278-3229 Offutt APB, NE 68113-5001

AUTOVON 271-2223
Commercial 402-294-2223
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34th Annual Military Librarians Workshop
List of Attendees

Schaeffer, Reiner H. Shamanski, Carol
Director ProSoft
HQ, USAFA/DFSEL 190 Reflections
USAF Academy, CO 80840-5701 Virginia Beach, VA 23452
AUTOVON 259-2590 AUTOVON 564-9266
Commercial 719-472-2590 Commercial 804-444-9266

schioitio, Janet Shelton, Margaret
TrADOC Library and Information Information Handling Services

Network 4116 Granby Rd.
Fort Monroe, VA 23651 Woodbridge, VA 22193
AUTOVON b080-4291 AUTOVON N/A
Commonrcial 804-727-4291 Commercial 703-690-6413

Schnr•.o, nob Sites, t(atherine P.
Dop.rtilnt of the Navy Chief, Library/Learning Center
Naval War College Army Logistics Library
Newpo)Lrt, RI 02841-5010 Building P-12500
AtLITOVON 948-2641 Fort Lee, VA 23801-6047
Coiiiiiit.*Cial 415-841-2641 AUTOVON 687-1797

Commercial 804-734-6047
Schl 1).(mI,(•r(er. Kathleen
NavaL :1Wi p Sysitems Engoineering Smith, Donna C.
Sftltitjn Cdr, CRD8C
lilti iwj1 Lic)brary, Code 012F ATTN: SMCCR-MSI
Phi I .I,'ph[a, PA 19112-5083 Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD
Af.'T(PV(uN 443-7078 21010-5423
(Coinmacci:al 215-897-7078 AUTOVON 584-2884

Commercial 301-671-2884
Scliryer, Mike
Djrt,,:t:nrate of Scientific Snellenberg, Betty
InfoLindtion Services Navy & Marine Corps Intelligence
National Defencu lHeadquarters Training Center
MtVn i, .;oo,:it R. Puarkus Bldg. Library, Bldg. 420, Dam Neck
Ott-.lwq-, OntarLio, CANADA Virginia Beach, VA 23461
K1/\ o1<i! AUTOVON 433-8061
AU ( TVO N N/A Commercial 804-433-8061
Ctjmiurt:[cia]. 613-992-2033

Sorokatch, Lacy
o ,t;.-n, STharon L. Navy Weapons Station

1);ttn:,, Technical Information Technical Library, Code 016
Co.i: er, Yorktown, VA 23691-5000
1]9 iC:•riajo House Circle AUTOVON 953-4726
A1.,xand•ria, VA 22304 - Commercial 804-887-4726
A11TI'VON 284-61147
Com,•orc[al 703-274-6847 Spinks, Paul

Naval Postgraduate School
Dudley Knox Library
Monterey, CA 93943-5002
AUTOVON 878-2341-
Commercial 408-646-2341
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34th Annual Military Librarians Workshop
List of Attendees

Stackpole, Laurie Vajda, John
Naval Research Laboratory Navy Department Library
Ruth H. Hooker Memorial Library Washington Navy Yard, Bldg. 44
Code 4820 Washing'ton, DC 20374-0571
4555 Overlook Ave., SW AUTOVON 288-4132
Washington, DC 20375-5000 Commercial 202-433-4132
AUTOVON 297-2357
Commercial 202-767-2357 Varieur, Normand L.

U.S. Army Armament RD&1R Center
Sweeney, Joan L. SMCAR-IMI-I, Bldg. 59
Institute for Defense Analyses Picatinny Arsenal, NJ
1906 Franwall Ave. 07806-5000
Silver Spring, MD 20902 AUTOVON 880-2914
AUTOVON N/A Commercial 201-724-2914
Commercial 703-845-2044

Wallace, Katharine
TALBERT, Rex Naval Surface Warfare Center
DTIC Library, Code E-232
Cameron Station 10901 New Hampshire Ave.
Alexandria, VA 22304 Silver Spring, MD 20903-5000

AUTOVON 290-1922
Tallaferro, Helen Commercial 301-394-1922
Air University Library/LDE
Maxwell AFB, Alabama 36112-5564 Walter, Gary D.
AUTOVON 875-2237 Also Library
Commercial 205-293-2237 Defense Language Institute

Presidio of Monterey, CA 93Q44
Todd, rred AUTOVON 878-5572
Chief Librarian Commercial 408-647-5572
USAFSAM/TSI
Brooks AFB, TX 78235-3501 Watlington, Joyce C.
AUTOVON 240-3725 USA Laboratory Command
Commercial 512-53G-3725 Human Engineering Laboratory

ATTN: SLCHE-SS-IR-L
Tozier, Claire Aberdeen Provina Ground, MD
Defense Technical Information 21005-5001
Center ATITOVON 298-5899
Camuron Station commercial 301-278-5899
Alexandria, VA 22304-6145
AUTOVON 284-6804 Weston, Janice
Commercial 703-284-6804 USA Ordnance Center & School

Library
Trafford, Mabel Simpson Hall-Bldg. 3071
Medical Librarian Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD
Tripler Army Medical Center 21005-5201
Honolulu, Hawaii 96859-5000 AUTOVON 298-5615
AUTOVON 315-6391 Commercial 301-278-5615
Commercial 808-433-6391
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34th Annual Military Librarians Workshop
List of Attendees

Whalen, Tammy Woinowsk, Orrine
Operational Research Analysis Librarian
Establishment AFHRL/TSRL
National Defence Headquarters Brooks AFB, TX 78235-5601
MGen George R. Pearkes Bldg. AUTOVON 240-2651
Ottawa, Ontario, CANADA Commercial 512-536-2651
KIA 0K2
AUTOVON 845-0418 Wright, Kathleen J.
Commercial 613-995-0418 Naval Ocoans Systems Center

Technical Library, Code 96428
Whitehill, Margaret San Diego, CA 92152-5000
Langley AFB Library AUTOVON 553-4900
313 I~udisill Rd. Commercial 619-553-4900
Langley AFB, VA 23669
AUTOVON 574-2906
Cominercial 804-764-2906

Wiluy, Connie
L i. b r ir lan
(.LL' / U r, L
lr1Zlcoifl APB3, MA 01731-5000

AU'1OVON 478-4619
Comnimercial 617-377-4619

Williams, Mary E.
Olfice of the Ganeral Counsel
Law Library
Dopartment of the Navy
CP-5, Rm, 450
Washington, DC 20360-5110
AUTOVVON 222-7378
Commoroial 202-692-7378

WI [iifns, Mary Lou
N.:mv l Oceanographic and
Atno,•pheric Relsearch Laboratory
Code 125L
Stenni!3 Space Center, MS
39529-5004
AEJTOVON 485-48G8
Co.mort:cial 601-688-4868

WIl 1on, William
Technical Librarian
330t) AI3G/SSI,
KessLer AF', MS 39534-5000
AUTOVON 597-2604
Cuomtercial 601-377-2604
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THE MILITARY LIBRARIANS WORKSHOPS
MLfW YEAR DATES HOSTS THEME

±•T 1957 21-23 Oct Air University Air University Libra'ry
Library
Maxwell AFB, AL

2nd 1958 2-4 Oct Army Artillery and General Problems of
Missile Center Military Libraries
Fort Sill, OK

3rd 1959 8-10 Oct Naval Postgraduate Operation of Military
School Technical Libraries
Monterey, CA

4th 1960 7-9 Oat Armed Services Controlling Literaturc'
Technical Information by Automation
Agency
Washington, DC

',th 1961 4-6 Oct U.S. Air Force Management Problem:
Academy
Colorado Springs, CO

oth 1962 26-28 Sep White Sands Missile Personnel Practico:! .,,i
Range Procedures as T1IhL
White Sands, NM Affect Military 1,| i,:

Management
7th 1963 2-4 Oct Naval Ordnance Procurement and

Laboratory Procedures Retri,.wviI
8th 1964 14-16 Oct Air Force Weapons The Military Library in

Laboratory the Information 1',:
Albuquerque, NM A Report to

Management
9th 1965 3-5 Nov U.S. Military The Library in the

Academy Defense Est..w;t'w
West Point, NY Mutual Oblig ationo

Toward Mission
Accomplishment

ILULh 1966 12-14 Oct Naval Electronics Library Employee
Laboratory Development
San Diego, CA

11"h 1967 31 Oct- Air Force Institute The User and the
2 Nov of Technology Library

Wright-Patterson
AFB, OH
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S12th 1968 30 Sep- U.S. Army War Managing a Military
2 Oct college Library

Carlisle Barracks, PA
13th 1969 29 Sep- U.S. Navy War Administration of

I Oct College Libraries
Newport, RX

14th 1970 30 Nov- Industrial College of DoD Libraries in
2 Deo the Armed Forces Transition

Washington, DC
15th 1971 4-6 Oct HQ. U.S. Air Force Principles of

San Antonio, TX Management for DoD
Libraries ,

16th 1972 2-4 Oct Redstone Scientific Technology Transfer
Information Center
Redstone Arsenal, AL

17th 1973 9-12 Sep Naval Research Military Libraries
Laboratory and the ChallengeWashington, DC of the 70's

18th 1974 10-12 Sep HQ, U.S. Army Interpersonal
Communications Communications
Command
Fort Huachuca, AZ

19th 1975 30 Sep- U.S. Air Force Intellectual Updating
2 Oct. Academy Changes in the State

Colorado Springs, CO of the Art of Librarians
20th 1976 20-22 Oct U.S. Naval Academy Public Relations

Annapolis, MD
21st 1977 27-29 Sep U.S. Army War Resource Sharing

College/Army
Military HistoryInstitute
Carlisle Barracks, PA

22nd 1978 31 Oct- Air Force Weapons Resource Sharing II
2 Nov Laboratory

Albuquerque, NM
23rd 1979 3-5 Oct Defense Military Special

Documentation Center Libraries in 1990
Alexandria, VA

24th 1980 15-17 Oct Naval Postgraduate Information
School Management in DoDMonterey, CA The Role of Librarians

0
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2ith 1981 14-16 Oct Air University Leadership and
Maxwell AFB, AL Management for the

Military Librarian
'th 1.982 13-3.5 Oct U.S. Military Interservice .

Academy Management
West Point, NY

27th 1983 12-14 Oct Defense Nuclear Space Planning and
Agency Today's Technologies
Washington, DC

28th 1984 17-19 Oct Naval Coastal Costs and Benefits
Systems Center of Library Operation.;
Panama City, FL 1984 and Beyond

29th 1985 9-11 Oct U.S. Air Force The Military Librar.ian
Academy as a Manager: We
Colorado Springs, CO Win With People

30th 1986 15-17 Oct U.S. Army Corps of Networking Integrat-,td
Engineers and Local Library
New Orleans, LA Systems

lIst 1987 20-23 Oct Defense IntellJgence Information
Agency Management anwd
Washington, DC Intelligenco

1ýnd 1988 12-14 Oct Naval Ocean Systems DoD Librarian
Center Interfaces
San Diego, CA

.Vrd 1989 18-20 Oct Air Force School of Libraries & Tochnc-).,.iy
Aerospace Medicine in Transition: MeetLi.-i
San Antonio, TX the Challenge

14th 1990 9-'12 Oct U.S. Army Training & Libraries: A Visijon
Doctrine Command for the 90's and c,•y.unl!
Williamsburg, VA
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FORTHCOMING HOSTS

35TH 1991 Defense Language InstituteMonterey, CR

36th 1992 Naval Underwater Systems Center
New London, CT

37th 1993 Air Foro* Weapons Laboratory/Rio
Grande Chapter of SLA
Albuquerque, NM

38th 1994 Army Armament Researoh, Development
and Engineering Center
Parsipanny, NJ

39th 1995 Defense Technical Information Center
Alexandria, VA
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